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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Remarks 
Many of today's steel frame structures are constructed with steel-deck-reinforced 
concrete (SDRC) floor systems, because of their advantages over more traditionally 
reinforced concrete slab systems. Approximately 100 million square feet of composite 
steel floor decks are built every year in the United States (77). A complete discussion of 
these advantages had been presented in many references (77,78,80,81,82) and thus only 
few of the most important advantages will be mentioned here. The cold-formed steel deck 
functions as a permanent formwork for the cast-in-place concrete and functions also as 
main positive reinforcement once the concrete has cured. Considerable economic benefit 
is obtained since this floor system eliminates formwork and temporary shoring. The open 
or closed cell of the deck allows easy access for utilities, and the rapidly installed steel 
deck provides a safe working platform for construction crews. Figure 1 shows a typical 
composite floor system. 
Steel-deck-reinforced concrete floor systems are built by connecting cold-formed 
steel deck sections to the surrounding support beams that are usually made of steel. 
Typical fasteners used are screws, power driven pins, arc spot welds, headed shear studs, 
or other positive shear transfer devices. Seams between adjacent steel deck panels are 
fastened through welds, or screws. Additional reinforcing steel may be needed for 
negative or positive bending moments. To develop a composite action between the steel 
deck and concrete a shear transfer capacity must be assured. This transference is 
obtained by a combination of chemical bond, friction and mechanical interiocking of the 
shear transfer devices at the interface. Shear transfer devices are typically embossments, 
indentations, holes, and transverse wires attached to the steel deck. 
Concrete Slab 
Shear Stud 
Cold-Formed Steel Deck 
m 
steel Support Beam 
Figure 1. Typical steel-deck-reinforced concrete slab (modified from Reference 78) 
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1.2 Brief SDRC Historical \Nork 
Floor slabs can be subjected to gravity loads as well as lateral loads generated 
from earthquake and/or wind forces. Gravity loads produce out-of-plane bending behavior 
on the floor slabs and lateral loads produce in-plane behavior of the slab. Buildings 
subjected to lateral loads must have floors and roofs capable of transferring in-plane shear 
forces from one wall to another. These floors are termed as diaphragms and are typically 
made of hollow-core planks, reinforced concrete, composite steel-deck-reinforced slabs, or 
timber. The function of the diaphragm is to brace a structure against lateral forces, such 
as wind or earthquake loads, and to transmit these forces to the other resisting elements of 
the stmcture. Figure 2 illustrates a schematic of a typical frame-wall structure. 
The out-of-plane behavior of floor slabs has been extensively studied and a reliable 
prediction of their bending capacity can be achieved. Related to steel deck floor slabs. In 
the 1950s research started leading to the acceptance of the steel deck as a tensile 
reinforcement (79). In 1967 a research project was initiated at Iowa State university under 
the sponsorship of the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI). The research objective 
was to develop a unified design method and standard test procedure for using the cold-
formed steel deck as tensile reinforcement for concrete slabs (80,81,82). In the late 
1960s additional research on the gravity load-carrying capacity of composite steel deck 
started at West Virginia University (83). During the last decade, additional studies on the 
same subject have been conducted (21,22,23,24,84,85,89). Most of that research 
stemmed from work at Iowa State University (ISU), and led to the development of a 
national set of standards (25,26). 
Figure 2. Frame-wall structure schematic 
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1.3 Problem Statement 
The in-plane behavior of diaphragms has not been completely understood. 
Experimental and analytical research on floor diaphragms under seismic loads has been 
scarce. The lack of information on the behavioral characteristics of these elements has 
guided the current design practice to use simple assumptions such as rigid behavior or in 
the best case elastic response. Experience from past earthquakes, such as the 1985 
Mexico City earthquake (20) has shown the severity of damage caused by the shaking. 
The damage attached by many structures shows that the seismic loads can be large 
enough to cause inelastic behavior of members and connections. Figure 3 shows a 
concrete stmcture damaged by the Mexican earthquake. 
The seismic analysis of concrete stmctures requires analytical models with 
adequate prediction capability on strength, stiffness and ductility under cyclic loading. The 
current state of the art on mathematical modeling of reinforced concrete behavior pemnits 
accurate predictions of hysteretic response in flexure (8,9,67). These models can be 
constructed using bending analysis for a defined geometry and material properties and 
following a set of rules. Inelastic deformations as consequences of seismic response are 
not limited to flexure; tests of large-scale specimens indicated that inelastic shear 
deformation effects can form up to 50% of the hinging region deformation (45). Inelastic 
shear effects are more pronounced on shear walls. During the last 10 years, only few 
attempts were made to propose hysteretic shear models (45,67), but those models were 
limited in scope due to lack of sufficient experimental data. A hysteretic shear model for 
reinforced concrete elements was developed by Ozcebe & Saatciouglu (45); the model 
consists of an envelope curve and set of rules for unloading and reloading branches of the 
hysteretic relationship. The proposed model was limited to members subjected to 
Figure 3. Collapsed reinforced-concrete structure after 1985 Mexico City 
earthquake 
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combined shear force and bending moment reversals, with a shear force capacity higher 
than that of flexural capacity. Additionally, the model was limited to the range of 
displacements where strength decay is not observed. 
The assumption of rigid floor diaphragms is generally used for simplicity on the 
analysis and due also to a lack of understanding of the in-plane behavior of floor systems. 
The rigid diaphragm assumption has been questioned since early 1960s by Blume et al. 
(69). More recent research on that subject showed that there is an important effect on the 
dynamic response of many stmctures due to flexible diaphragm behavior (33,37,39,42,55, 
70,72). Floor flexibility effects have been found to be more pronounced on L- or Y-shaped 
buildings, and for long rectangular buildings with a dual-bracing system (frames and shear 
walls). 
Most of the mentioned studies on diaphragm flexibility were carried out based on 
elastic behavior assumption, that is, neglecting any possible deterioration of the floor 
system due to cracking, yielding, etc. The changing flexibility of a diaphragm system due 
to cracking is expected to affect not only the distribution of lateral forces on the resisting 
systems (frames, shear walls), but also the dynamic characteristics of the structure due to 
local vibration modes of the diaphragm system. In early 1990s Kunnath et al. (32,33,34) 
reported a study on seismic response of reinforced concrete buildings with inelastic floor 
diaphragms. In this work an analytical procedure was stated to help in the inelastic 
analysis of building systems with inelastic in-plane floor flexibility, but due to the lack of 
data on the hysteretic shear characteristics of slab panels the same shear spring proposed 
for walls is used for slabs. 
The work presented in this document focused on the development of an inelastic 
hysteretic model for steel-deck-concrete diaphragm and the required structural modeling to 
incorporate the inelastic diaphragm effect. 
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1.4 Objective of Research 
1.4.1 Objective of overall project 
During the last decade a research program on diaphragms had been developed at 
ISU as part of the US-Japan coordinated program for masonry building research. Each 
category of this program is conducted under the supervision of the Technical Coordinating 
Committee for Masonry Research (TCCMAR). The TCCMAR committee was organized to 
function under the auspices of the Panel of Wind and Seismic Effects of the US-Japan 
Cooperative Program in Natural Resources (UJNR). The research undertaken for the 
overall project at Iowa State University is related to two categories of TCCMAR program. 
Category 5, entitled "Diaphragms," and Category 2, entitled "Force-Displacement and 
Strain Math Models." As result of this program a hysteretic model for shear response of 
hollow-core plank diaphragms was developed (28,38). 
The original steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragm research project at ISU 
(Phases I and II) had as objective the investigation of behavioral and strength 
characteristics of SDRC floor diaphragms. The research wori( was divided in three areas; 
First, experimental investigation of failure modes by introducing the effect of various 
system parameters. Second, development of analytical predictive methods for 
diaphragm strength and stiffness. Third, development of design recommendations for 
SDRC diaphragms. 
A new phase on the SDRC diaphragm research program had been added. This 
phase had as a main objective the determination of a hysteretic shear model for SDRC 
diaphragms subjected to in-plane loads. To accomplish the objective the work in this new 
phase had been divided in three sections. First section consisted of determination of the 
hysteretic model based on regression analysis of the experimental data. Second section 
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covered analytical determination of the envelope curve considering the nonlinearity of 
concrete and steel deck as well as considering the interface between both materials. 
Third section consisted of dynamic inelastic analysis of a typical wall-frame structure with 
long rectangular plan. 
1.4.2 Objective and scope of this study 
The main objective of this work was to investigate analytically the nonlinear 
inelastic behavior of steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms subjected to seismic 
loads. The specific objective was the development of a hysteretic model with nonlinear, 
inelastic, degrading and pinching capabilities to predict the in-plane shear response of 
steel-deck-reinforced concrete slabs under earthquake loads, and the modeling of 
structures incorporating the diaphragm action. To satisfy these objectives, the following 
tasks were defined; 
V Perform literature review of previous hysteretic models used on concrete and 
steel structures, as well as literature review on modeling of floor systems. 
V Accomplish a literature review on structural member macro-modeling focused 
in degrading type elements. 
V Development of a hysteretic model for SDRC diaphragms that include the 
following expressions: 
1. Envelope curve equation 
2. Pinch force expression 
3. Loop stiffness equations 
4. Cyclic loop equation 
5. Strength and stiffness degradation 
6. Hysteresis rules 
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Establishment of an analytical procedure to obtain the pre-peak envelope 
curve of steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragm under monotonie in-plane 
load 
Definition of a procedure for macro modeling of diaphragms on regular 
structures, as well as development of the diaphragm stiffness matrix 
Development of a computer program for the inelastic dynamic matrix analysis 
of wall-frame structures under earthquake motion 
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
2.1 General 
To study the inelastic response of a system, a mathematical model of restoring 
force characteristics must be set up. A complete description of the behavioral 
characteristics of a structure throughout the elastic and plastic ranges requires two types 
of mathematical modelling: First, modelling of the force-deformation relationship under 
stress reversal, called "hysteresis model"; and Second, modelling of the distribution of 
stiffness along the member, called "member model." 
A hysteretic model predicts the force-displacement relation for a system using 
stiffness and strength information. The model is defined by its envelope or skeleton 
curve, and by its hysteresis curve or loop. The skeleton curve is the line joining the peak 
points in the force-deflection curve for a progressive sequence of loading and unloading. 
The hysteresis curve or loop is the curve defined under load reversals. 
A member model describes the distribution of stiffness along its length. Inelastic 
deformations are distributed differently in steel and concrete members. Steel members 
under bending shows concentrated inelastic deformation under severe stress forming 
plastic hinges. A typical member model in this case is one with an elastic center portion 
and plastic hinges at the ends. For reinforced concrete flexural elements, inelastic 
deformation does not concentrate in a particular section, but rather spreads through the 
member. In this case, a rule to distribute this plasticity must be set. 
Usually, the hysteretic effect is associated with a specific location in the element 
(hysteretic model level) that is called concentrated plasticity section (32). After defining 
the concentrated plasticity on specific sections of a member, distribution rules are applied 
(member model level). 
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2.2 Hysteretic Models 
2.2.1 Basic characteristics 
The development or selection of a hysteretic model might be accomplished by 
looking for specific characteristics. In 1979, Riddell and Newmait (4) stated some of the 
most desirable model characteristics. These features can be summarized as follows: 
• Reality: model parameters must be directly associated with known physical 
characteristics. 
• Accuracy: the model response should compare favorably with measured results. 
• Simplicity: the prediction should be completed with the simplest method possible. 
• Consistency: the relationship between a response variable and any specific 
parameter should be consistent. 
Many hysteretic models have been developed in the past. Each successive model 
has improved upon the first effort in some way. Specifically, the hysteretic characteristics 
of a reinforced or prestressed concrete models have become more refined. These 
characteristics have been stated by Otani (5), Sozen (6), and Wakabayashi (3) as follows: 
• The stiffness must change with the cracking of the concrete and the yielding of 
longitudinal reinforcement. 
• The loading stiffness in the second cycle is lower than that in the first cycle. 
• The average peak-to-peak stiffness decreases with the increase of the maximum 
displacement amplitude. 
• The load-deflection curve for any cycle can be represented ideally by a series of linear 
segments with characteristic slopes. These slopes are the initial slope, fully cracked 
section slope, slope after yielding, and the return slope. 
• There is a tendency for a very low incremental stiffness near the origin followed by a 
stiffening region (pinching effect). 
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• The hysteresis loops for reinforced concrete elements under flexure are spindle-
shaped, with some pinching due to shear effect. Ductility and energy dissipation 
capacity are large, and degradation of strength due to repetition of loading is small. 
• The hysteretic behavior of reinforced concrete members failing in shear shows a 
drastic strength deterioration after maximum carrying capacity is reached; loops 
showed a pinching shape, and a small energy dissipation capacity. 
A classification of the hysteretic models in three families was presented by 
Wakabayashi (3). The first family is termed masing-type family and is characterized by 
having hysteresis curves geometrically similar to its envelope curves. Some examples of 
this family are the bilinear model, trilinear model, and Jennings model (7). The next is 
called degrading-type family. This type allows for the effect of stiffness degradation 
caused by load reversals in inelastic ranges. Many models of this type have been 
proposed such as Clough model (8), Takeda model (9), Sina model (10), Q-Hyst model 
(10), etc. The third is the slip-type family. This family is often used to represent bolt 
connection in a steel structure, bracing members with significant buckling effect, and 
reinforced concrete members with shear distortion as dominating behavior. Some 
examples of this type are the double bilinear model (11), and Iwan model (12). Figure 4 
shows some examples of hysteretic models. Since models of the third family have been 
also published as degrading type because of common characteristics, only discussion 
related with the two previous models will be presented. 
2.2.2 Masing-type models 
The most popular model of the masing-type family is the bilinear hysteretic model 
(3). An example is showed in Figure 4. This model is positive bilinear or negative bilinear 
if the slope of the second line is positive or negative, respectively. The elasto-plastic 
model is a special case defined for zero slope of the second branch. The common point 
14 
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Figure 4. Examples of hysteretic models 
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between the two straight lines forming the skeleton curve is generally assumed as the yield 
point. This model is often used to predict the force-displacement characteristics of a steel 
frame. For simplicity, this model is sometimes used for reinforced concrete systems, but 
in general this model provides only a rough estimate. 
The trilinear model (3) for this family has no degradation characteristics. The 
skeleton curve is formed with three lines, with Points A and B corresponding to the 
cracking and yielding points respectively (see Figure 5). Only few rules are necessary to 
define this model. Essentially, Line CD is parallel to and twice as long as Line OA, and 
Line DE is parallel to and twice as long as Line AB. This model is sometimes used for 
composite steel and reinforced concrete systems, but the trilinear model with degradation 
properties is preferred. 
The Jennings model (7) was developed in the eariy 1960s. This model use closed 
formed mathematical formulas with smooth rounded curves that are general enough to 
describe the behavior of systems ranging from linear to elasto-plastic. The skeleton curve 
uses a formula similar to that first proposed by Ramberg and Osgood (13) to describe 
relations between stress and strain. Curve ABC (see Figure 5) is obtained by inverting 
Line OA and extending it in such a way that the coordinates of ABC are twice those of OA. 
This model has been widely used on steel elements, since can represent the Bauschinger 
effect and the effect of gradual yielding. One main disadvantage is the complexity of the 
hysteretic rules, because the force in the skeleton equation as well as in the loop 
equations is not explicitly expressed as function of displacement. 
2.2.3 Degrading type models 
Clough and Johnston (8) in 1966 proposed a degrading bilinear model, improving 
the elasto-plastic model by accounting for the stiffness degradation observed during the 
Envelope 
Trilinear Model 
Jennings Model 
Envelope 
Takeda Model 
Figure 6. Trilinear, Jennings and Takeda models 
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cyclic loading of reinforced concrete components. Some of the rules defining the model 
are as follows (see Figure 4); Line OA is parallel to BC and Line OD is parallel to Line EF. 
From Point C the stiffness changes, heading toward the yield Point D. From Point F the 
slope changes and the line proceed to Point B, closing the cycle. The Clough model was 
the first major step in differentiating steel member models from concrete member models 
by considering degradation in the loading stiffness, but the model lacks in modeling 
degradation of the unloading stiffness, pinching effect, and strength deterioration. 
Takeda, Sozen, and Nielsen (9), in 1970, proposed one of the most popular 
degrading models, called "Takeda" model (see Figure 5). This is a tri-linear degrading 
type model used generally to model flexural behavior of concrete elements. Series of 16 
rules are stated to develop force-displacement relationships; many of them for low-
amplitude cycles contained between large amplitude cycles previously reached. These 
rules detennine different stiffness characteristics for reinforced concrete elements at 
different load levels as cracking, yielding, unloading, and reloading in successive cycles. 
Eventhough this model is a real improvement over Clough model, it is still lacking in 
modelling the pinching effect and strength deterioration. After the Takeda model, other 
less complicated models were developed by different researchers. 
Otani (15) in 1975, proposed a modified version of Takeda model to represent the 
stiffness variation of a joint spring in conjunction with a flexural spring. The skeleton curve 
used was bilinear with the yield as a break point in the envelope. This model had fewer 
mies than those of Takeda model since the cracking point was not recognized; therefore, 
all the rules related to cracking points were eliminated. In 1979 The Q-Hyst model 
developed by Saiidi and Sozen (10) was presented as a modified version of the bilinear 
hysteresis model. The objective of this model was to provide a very simple hysteretic 
model with reduced loop area (energy dissipated) and softened hysteresis loops specially 
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for unloading and load reversal stages. Only four rules define the model thus making it 
easy to use. As the Otani and simple bilinear models, the Q-Hyst model does not provide 
energy dissipation unless the system yields, therefore, an unreal condition is given when 
these models are applied to reinforced concrete elements subjected to displacements 
lower than yield displacement. 
Another model originating from theTakeda model is the Sina model developed by 
Saiidi and Sozen (10). This model considers pinching effect and is still simpler than 
Takeda model because only eleven rules are needed. The skeleton curve consists of 
three sections, cracking, yielding, and ultimate stage, therefore is more accurate than 
Otani model which does not consider cracking stage. This is one of the best models used 
to reproduce the behavior of concrete elements under bending, because it needs only few 
rules to be described and considers pinching action. 
In the late 1980s, Ewing, Kariotis, and El-Mustapha (16,41), developed a hysteretic 
model named EKEH model. It has nonlinear, inelastic, degrading and pinching 
capabilities as is shown in Figure 6. This model was specifically designed to predict the 
nonlinear, hysteretic behavior of reinforced masonry cantilever shear walls. Later 
research done at Iowa State University by Meyer (14), and Tremel (19) showed that the 
same model can be used on precast prestressed hollow-core diaphragms. The skeleton 
curve consisted of a second order function and two linear segments. Key parameters for 
the envelope were the initial stiffness, peak strength, deformation at peak strength, and 
post-peak degradation factor. 
In 1988 as part of a research made at Iowa State University by Porter and 
Yeomans (28,38), a hysteretic model for hollow-core plank cantilever guided diaphragm 
was developed (see Figure 6). The main characteristics of this model were; inelastic, 
nonlinear, with pinching and degrading capabilities. The model is intended to be used in 
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diaphragms with shear as predominant type of failure. The model consists of a primary 
shear force-displacement envelope curve for a cantilever guided diaphragm, and 
unloading and reloading branches under cyclic loading. Since continuous expressions 
were used to define the envelope and the cyclic loops, only few rules are needed to define 
the hysteresis. Modifications to the element model level are needed to be used for 
continuous diaphragm systems. Only the stabilized behavior is intended to be modeled. 
A series of 37 masonry shear wall tests was used in 1989 by Soroushian, Obaseki 
and Choi (27) in the developing of a hysteretic model for masonry shear walls. The model 
accounts for the deteriorating nature of this type of material, and differentiate 
characteristics of walls with shear or flexural modes of failure. Statistical regression 
analysis was used in the development of the model, which is defined by nine coefficients. 
In 1989, Ozcebe and Saatciouglu (45) proposed a hysteretic model for shear 
response of reinforced concrete members. The model consists of a primary curve defined 
by shear force-shear displacement relationship under monothonic loading. The second 
part is formed by unloading and reloading loops, established through a statistical analysis 
of experimental data. Since the experimental observations are based in test specimens 
designed to yield in flexure before shear failure, the proposed model is limited to structural 
elements that yield in flexure before shear failure. It is also limited to the defomnation 
range where strength decay is not observed. 
2.2.4 Hysteresis model summary 
Many hysteretic models have been developed over time. Each successive model 
has improved upon the first effort in some way. For concrete systems, definition of 
skeleton curve and cyclic loop have become more refined (2,5,6). 
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The simplest case of skeleton cun/e is found in the bilinear model, where only two 
straight lines connected at yield point define the envelope curve. Improvement on 
envelope definition is acquired by using trilinear models, which are defined by a series of 
three straight lines connected at cracking and yielding points. An unreal condition (linear 
elastic behavior) is given when these models are applied to concrete elements subjected 
to displacements lower than that con^esponding to the first break point. This problem is 
avoided in some models that use continuous equations to define the skeleton curve (16, 
27,28). 
Most of the models have cyclic loops defined by straight lines. Early models such 
as bilinear and trilinear from Masing family, used straight lines parallel to the envelope 
curve to describe the cyclic loops. Such models when applied to concrete elements 
resulted in overestimated cyclic dissipated energy (area inside loop), and in unreal cyclic 
force-displacement behavior. Later, improvements were obtained in the energy prediction 
by including stiffness degradation and pinching effect. Lately, a series of models has 
been developed defining the hysteresis loops by continuous nonlinear equations 
(27,28,44). This approach usually reproduces accurate cyclic paths, but increases the 
complexity of the solution. 
Models discussed here might be grouped in three sections; First, those developed 
to model elements with flexural type failure such a Bilinear (3), Jennings (7), Clough (8), 
Takeda (9), Q-Hyst (10), Sina (10), etc. Second, models developed to reproduce behavior 
of elements with shear type failure, e.g., EKEH model(16,41), hollow-core plank diaphragm 
model (28,38), etc. Third, models developed to simulate both behaviors, flexure and 
shear, such as that proposed by Soroushian (27). A careful selection of the model has to 
consider the expected type of failure, to accurately reproduce the actual behavior. An 
alternate procedure is to use two hysteretic models together, one for each type of failure, 
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and coupling their effect through a flexibility approach at the member model level (54). 
Finally, the actual tendency in the hysteretic model development suggests the 
following procedures to obtain their components. Envelope curve, might be obtained by 
using results derived directly from laboratory tests, or, by using empirical expressions 
obtained from regression analysis of experimental data, or, if it is possible, from the 
principles of applied mechanics. For cyclic loops, the actual trend suggests the uses of 
empirical expressions (43,90). 
2.3 Member Models 
Modelling of elements in structural analysis might be approached through micro- or 
macro-modelling. Micro modelling uses mainly the finite element method (FEM). 
Additionally, other micro-modelling techniques can be used, such as the fiber or filament 
model, which has been used in the analysis of single components. Finite element 
analysis (FEA) can be used effectively as long as the dynamic analysis remains in the 
linear behavior. However, as soon as the analysis transforms to inelastic stage, FEA is no 
longer effective because of its huge demand on computational needs. 
Macro-modelling approach, offer an attractive option not only in computational 
savings but also in model flexibility. It has capability to model almost any type of behavior 
by using the overall response pattern through simplified extensions from micro-level. Most 
of the analytical schemes used actually are based on macro-modelling approaches 
(34,41,42,49,54). Member modeling as part of the macro-modelling scheme, is in charge 
of the stiffness distribution throughout the element. 
Penzien (57) in 1960, stated the first attempts to study the seismic response of 
multistory buildings by using shear-beam approach for beam and columns. All the 
elements on a specific level were substituted by a single nonlinear (elasto-plastic) spring. 
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This approach is called also shear-frame analysis, and is only valid when rotational 
displacements of the floor system are negligible. Obviously, this approach failed in 
presence of shear walls. 
In 1965 Clough et al. (58) stated the first proposal of the beam model. A two-
component fomnulation was introduced, wherein each element is substituted by two 
fictitious members in parallel. One is an elastic member that introduces strain hardening, 
and the other is an ideal elastoplastic element that introduces yielding (see Figure 7). 
Later, in 1968, Aoyama and Sugano (59) extended the approach proposed by Clough to a 
multi-component representation (see Figure 7) based in a non-degrading trilinear 
hysteresis. Under this approach, the member is substituted by three fictitious elements 
working in parallel. One of the elements is a linear elastic member, and the other two are 
elastic elements but with elasto-plastic springs at different ends. The main problem with 
the multi-component approach from Clough and Aoyama et al. is; First, deflection curve for 
each fictitious element does not coincide each other except for ends. Second, both 
fomiulations were presented for non-degrading systems; therefore their application to 
reinforced concrete was really limited. 
Next, Gilberson (60) in 1969, presented a different type of fomiulation with the one-
component model. Under this approach, the member is substituted by an elastic element 
and two rigid-inelastic rotational springs concentrated at two member ends (see Figure 7). 
End springs were introduced to consider inelastic and hysteretic effects. The inelastic 
moment-rotation relationship of the spring was detemnined assuming the inflection point at 
the center of the member. The author maintained that the one component model was 
more versatile than the multi-component approach because it can treat any load-
defomiation relation. Later, in 1976, Takizawa (50,51) showed that by some mathematical 
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manipulation, the multi-component fomiulations of Clough and Aoyama allows similar 
versatility as does Gilberson approach. 
As long as the concentrated inelasticity remain close to the ends of the member, 
and the contraflexure point stays close to the center of the element, Gilberson formulation 
seems to be the easier approach. Steel frame members under flexure follow usually that 
behavior, that is the reason of the widely use of one-component model for steel members 
(61). For the case of concrete elements, the inelasticity is not restricted to the end of the 
element, but it is spread through the member length (see Figure 8). To overcome the 
problem presented by concrete elements, variations of the one-component model have 
been suggested. 
Consideration to the distribution of plasticity along the element was introduced by 
Takizawa (50,51) and Otani (15,66). In 1976, Takizawa proposed a model with a 
parabolic distribution of flexibility along the reinforced concrete member. This parabola 
was defined according with the flexural stiffness at the element ends based in moment-
M 
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Figure 8. Distribution of curvature along the concrete beam (modified from 
reference 6) 
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curvature relationship, and by assuming elastic stiffness at the Inflection point. Otani 
proposed a rigidity distribution fomnulatlon based in a combination of two cantilevers with 
time-varying span length. Properties of each cantilever were associated with those from a 
unit length cantilever. 
In the late 1970s, Saildi and Sozen (53) proposed a distributed plasticity model for 
reinforced concrete beams. Under their approach the flexibility is distributed associating 
elastic rigidity at the inflection point, cracking and yielding effects are also considered in 
the distribution rule. The moment-rotation relationship is determined assuming that the 
inflection point is fixed at the middle of the member. 
During the 1980s, several models had been developed which adopt new variations 
of previous schemes. Among the most important are the work by Roufaiel and Meyer (68) 
which consider the finite size of the plastic regions at the ends of the member. A modified 
Takeda hysteresis model (bilinear type) is suggested; therefore no cracking effects are 
included. Ewing et al. (16) presented a computer program for analysis of masonry 
structures. This program can work with eleven different hysteretic models, one of them 
seeming adequate for reinforced concrete (R/C) elements, but with no capabilities for non-
symmetric envelopes. 
In 1990, studies at SU NY/Buffalo by Kunnath et al. (32) led to the development of 
an analytical model for inelastic response of R/C structures. The main features of their 
development included: First, distribution of flexibility model allowing variation for the 
contraflexure point. Second, new hysteretic model (three-parameter model) with stiffness 
degradation, strength deterioration, and pinching capabilities. Third, use of non-symmetric 
envelope curve that distinguishes cracking and yield effect. Fourth, separation of shear 
and flexure effect in walls, allowing them to be modified independently. Later, the same 
approach was applied to concrete stmctures with flexible diaphragms (33). The main 
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drawback was the lack of diaphragm hysteretic information; therefore diaphragms were 
assumed with same characteristics as those from shear walls. 
Different approaches to analyze inelastic behavior of reinforced concrete members 
has been developed. Among the most used are the filament or layering model, and the 
multiple spring model. The multiple spring model was proposed by Takayanagi (67). The 
concrete member is substituted by a series of flexural springs; each spring has a uniform 
flexural rigidity changing according with the hysteresis model associated with it. Another 
very efficient approach, is the filament or layering model. Under this model the cross 
section of a member is divided into a number of filaments or layers, with each layer having 
associated material behavioral characteristics depending in the current state of stress-
strain. Resultant forces for a cross section are obtained by integrating the filament 
contributions. This approach has been successfully used in the determination of skeleton 
curves for flexural elements such as beams, shear wall and even slabs (42), also shear 
envelopes had been determined by this procedure by combining it with the compression 
field theory (45). 
2.4 Structural Analysis Considering Diaphragms 
2.4.1 General 
A common practice in the analysis of structures is to assume the floor system as 
perfectly rigid. This assumption, although acceptable for many structures, is not realistic 
for certain building configurations, and has been questioned as eariy as 1961 by Blume 
(69). Experience and research in the subject, had been shown that for frame-wall 
structures built with stiff shear walls and flexible frames, and buildings with long and 
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narrow floor plans, the influence of flexible diaphragms on the seismic response is of 
importance (33,37,39,42,70,72). 
2.4.2 Review of previous work 
Early 1980s, Ewing et al. (30) stated a methodology for inelastic analysis of wood 
diaphragms on masonry structures. An inelastic hysteretic model for wood diaphragms 
was used. The diaphragm response and Its effect on the out-of-plane motion of 
unreinforced masonry walls were investigated. For the analysis, the diaphragm was 
idealized as a deep shear beam and was divided into several shear segments with 
hysteretic characteristics, resulting in a model formed by a series of masses and springs. 
The analysis proposed did not consider the flexural stiffness of diaphragms, the lateral 
stiffness of interior frames, and the flexibility of exterior shear walls (see Figure 9). 
In 1982, an experimental and analytical study on the inelastic effect of reinforced 
concrete slabs under in-plane loads was reported by Nakashima, Huang, and Lu (39,71). 
Two scale models of a portion of a floor system were tested to examine the in-plane 
characteristics. Key parameters considered in the experimental testing includes stiffness, 
strength, and effect of gravity loads. An origin-oriented hysteretic model was developed, 
therefore, no pinching effect was included. Comparison between diaphragms with and 
without gravity load showed approximately the same behavior, crack pattern, failure mode, 
and stiffness degradation were practically the same, and a difference no greater than 15% 
was found in the ultimate load. 
In 1984, Jain and Jennings (70) proposed a method to analyze single- and double-
story buildings considering the flexibility of the system due to shear and bending. The 
floors of the multistory building with end-walls were modeled as equivalent, distributed 
bending beams while the shear walls were treated as bending beams and interior frames 
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were considered as shear beams. The procedure assumes elastic behavior, and neglects 
shear stiffness of diaphragms; therefore, direct application of such procedure on degrading 
composite diaphragms is limited. 
In 1984, Button et al. (72) presented a study describing the influence of diaphragm 
flexibility in the seismic response of a variety of buildings. A computer program COMBAT 
was used to model the in-plane effects of diaphragms, under elastic behavior. Main 
conclusion was that neglecting floor flexibility is a potential en-or in the non-conservative 
side. 
Reinhorn et al. (37,42) in late 1980s, developed a computer program (IDARC2) for 
the inelastic modeling of reinforced concrete building structures with flexible floor 
diaphragms. The slab elements are modeled as deep beams with two in-plane degrees of 
freedom (dof) per node (lateral displacement in the in-plane direction and rotational 
deformation in the orthogonal direction). Main effects modeled in diaphragms are bending 
and in-plane shear. The in-plane shear is modeled by an inelastic spring that is 
connected in series to the flexural spring. Due to the lack of infonnation on the hysteresis 
characteristics of the shear behavior of slab panels, the same shear spring characteristics 
used for shear walls was used for diaphragms. 
A finite element approach to consider diaphragm flexibility has been used also by 
many authors. Celebi et al. (31) in 1989, reported a 3D finite element analysis of the 
West Valley College Gymnasium in Saratoga, CA., results were compared with records 
obtained from the same stmcture during the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake. The model 
used beam elements for shear walls and columns, and in-plane stress elements for the 
plywood diaphragm. Since only linear analysis was achieved, degrading effects of the 
model were globally considered with 5% viscous damping. 
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Saffarini et al. (36) in 1992, reported a comparison on the response of 37 structures 
modeled with and without floor flexibility. Diaphragms were modeled with eight node 
elastic shell elements. The finite element analysis was used as reference, and measures 
of error in neglecting floor flexibility were evaluated. As part of their conclusions, en^ors 
were reported to be function of ratio between the in-plane floor stiffness and the stiffness 
of the lateral load-resisting system. 
In 1992, Tena-Colunga (35) reported a discrete linear-elastic, multi-degree-of-
freedom dynamic model for the analysis of unreinforced masonry structures with flexible 
diaphragms. The model considers rotations of shear walls in the global degree of 
freedom through static condensation. Diaphragms are represented as elastic shear 
springs, with stiffness evaluated considering in-plane shear and bending. Since 
contribution of the supporting floor system to the diaphragm stiffness is not included, the 
value used for the diaphragm stiffness is a lower bound. 
Hart et al. (73,74) in 1992 reported an analytical work in the feasibility of using an 
elastic analysis with SAP90 to quantify the inelastic behavior of masonry structures. The 
stmctures considered were the TMS shopping Center (74), and the DPC Gymnasium(73); 
both structures built with flexible steel-deck diaphragms and masonry shear walls. In this 
study the inelasticity of masonry walls was included through an iterative procedure where 
the updating stiffness was obtained from the ACI (63) formula for the effective moment of 
inertia. Steel-deck diaphragms were considered behaving as linear elastic tmss elements, 
with axial stiffness determined from the shear characteristics of the floor panels. Figure 9 
shows a schematic of diaphragm modeled with equivalent truss elements. 
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2.4.3 Summary of diaphragm models 
Rigid behavior is a common assumption in floor modeling. Such assumption was 
questioned in the early 1960s by Blume (69). From that time, different approaches to 
diaphragm modeling have been reported (30,31,35,37,42,70,72,73,74). A first 
classification might be to consider the model level, that is, micro- and macro-modelling. 
Micro-modelling uses mainly the finite element approach, but also fiber or layer models are 
included in this level. Macro-modelling includes all the "member-type" elements such as 
beam element, shear wall element, etc. 
Micro-modelling has been used in floor modeling, as long as linear behavior is used 
(31,36). Inelastic modeling of diaphragms at micro-model level has been restricted to 
analyze independent floor segments. 
Macro-modelling of floor elements has been used under two main approaches: 
First, floor elements idealized as shear segments (30,35,73,74). Second, floor elements 
idealized as deep beam segments with shear and bending characteristics (37,39,42,70, 
71, 72). Neglecting the flexural behavior of reinforced concrete diaphragms might lead to 
erroneous results, because the two failure types can be triggered depending in a series of 
factors such as in-plane shear stress level, etc. (75). 
Model of floor elements has been limited, most of them under linear elastic 
assumptions. Only few attempts to model inelastic characteristics of diaphragms had 
been reported, some for plywood diaphragms (30), and others for reinforced concrete 
diaphragms (37,39,42,71). Only one inelastic model with flexural and shear capabilities 
has been reported for reinforced concrete diaphragms (42). Since there was no 
experimental data for R/C diaphragms under shear failure, the model assumed for the floor 
system the same shear characteristics than for R/C shear walls (42). 
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Steel-deck-reinforced concrete elements are close In behavior to reinforced 
concrete elements. Obviously, a main difference occurs from the way in that the steel 
reinforcement is attached or bonded to concrete. Since there is no previous research 
reported for SDRC diaphragms, and due to the similarities between SDRC and R/C 
elements, this research will rely in all previous R/C diaphragm research. 
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3. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION ON HYSTERETIC MODEL 
FOR SDRC DIAPHRAGMS 
3.1 Introduction 
Steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms may be classified as reinforced 
concrete elements with an extra component due to the interface between concrete and 
steel deck. Main characteristics of reinforced concrete hysteretic models such as 
degrading and pinching effects are also characteristics of SDRC models. Accordingly, 
SDRC hysteresis may be classified as a degrading type model. 
Most of the previous diaphragm work has been devoted to simulate the diaphragm 
behavior as rigid, or, in the best of the cases, as linear elastic (35,70,72,73,74). Few 
intents have been made in the prediction of the behavior of reinforced concrete 
diaphragms through hysteretic models. Nakashima et al. (39,71) in 1982 proposed an 
origin-oriented hysteretic model for reinforced concrete diaphragms, therefore the model 
neglected pinching effects. Up to date, one of the most complete models for reinforced 
concrete diaphragms was proposed by Reinhorn et al. (37,42) in late 1980s. This model 
considers the diaphragm as formed by two rotational springs at the member end (flexural 
effects) and a shear spring. A plasticity distributed mle is used to consider the spread of 
cracking due to bending through the element. Shear effects were assumed since there 
was no available experimental data for reinforced concrete diaphagms. Steel-deck 
diaphragms have been modeled as linear elastic elements (73,74) only. No hysteretic 
model on SDRC diaphragms has been reported. 
As part of this work, a hysteretic model for SDRC diaphragms is developed. This 
model is defined by its envelope or skeleton curve, and by its hysteresis curve or loop. 
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The following sections describe the equations and assumptions necessary for the 
development of the envelope and hysteresis curves required for the hysteretic model. 
3.2 Envelope Curve Development 
The two components of a hysteretic model are the envelope or skeleton curve and 
the hysteresis curve or loops. The envelope curve is defined by the line joining the peak 
points In the force-deflection curve for a progressive sequence of loading and unloading. 
For degrading materials, the force associated with the first time the displacement extends 
into a new and larger amplitude is called virgin load and will be reduced under subsequent 
cycles with the same amplitude until a stabilization occurs. Correspondingly, two types of 
envelope curves may be considered, virgin and stabilized envelopes. The virgin envelope 
is an upper bound and the stabilized envelope is a lower bound in the force-displacement 
behavior (see Figure 10). 
The envelope curve may be described by using any of the following three methods 
or procedures (32): 
• Experimental data method 
• Statistical or empirical method 
• Analytical method 
The experimental data method assumes linear variation between consecutive force-
displacement data points. Figure 10 shows an example of this method. The statistical or 
empirical procedure is based on applying statistical analyses to the experimental data. 
Usually a regression analysis and goodness of fit processes are used. Finally, the 
analytical method consist in the development of the envelope curve based on equilibrium 
and compatibility considerations. 
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This work includes the determination of the envelope curve by the statistical and 
analytical methods. Application of the experimental data method is straightforward and 
does not need any extra explanation. 
3.3 Statistical Method 
3.3.1 General 
The idea of using fitted expressions on experimental data to describe a hysteretic 
model has been used widely, especially by Japanese researchers (43,44,50,51,90). The 
complex behavior of concrete and its dependability in considering factors such as 
component anrangement, strength, etc., made the selection of this method an easy choice. 
The statistical approach has been widely used in the model description process because 
usually yields better indicators of element behavior than analytical predictions based many 
times in rough and approximate assumptions (32). 
To define the envelope curve for SDRC diaphragms using the empirical or 
statistical method, experimental data obtained from testing 32 full-scale specimens was 
used. The experimental program consisted of two phases: First, a series of nine 
diaphragm tests (Phase I) was performed at ISU by Porter and Greimann (78). Later, an 
additional twenty-three diaphragm tests (Phase II) were also performed at ISU by Porter 
and Easterling (89). Numerous SDRC diaphragm parameters were varied and tested. 
Key parameters included steel-deck type, fastener type and number, concrete thickness, 
diaphragm depth-to-span ratio, loading, and framing member size. More detailed 
description of the experimental program is found in Appendix A. 
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3.3.2 Input data 
The envelope data used In this work was obtained from 32 tests. Data was 
classified as positive or negative, and as virgin or stabilized. A graphical representation of 
these characteristics is shown in Figure 10. For a given envelope in the positive (1st 
quadrant) or negative (3rd quadrant) region, the data was again classified as being in the 
pre-peak region or post-peak region. At least 32 force-displacement data-points were 
available for envelope analysis on each of the 32 tests (more points were usually recorded 
in the experimental test). Each diaphragm test data was divided in 8 blocks or sections 
according to the described classification. Therefore, any pre-peak section had five data 
points (including the origin), and each post-peak section has four data points. There is 
one exception in the arrangement of data coresponding to Test 1. Diaphragm Test 1 was 
used mainly as a pilot specimen to check the supporting frame behavior and was 
subjected to monothonic load, therefore there was no stabilized data to consider. 
A first step in any data analysis is often a graphical study of the characteristics of 
the data sample. A graphical representation of envelope virgin force-displacement data 
points for all 32 tests is shown in Figure 11. From this plot the following conclusions may 
be stated; 
• The general path of force-displacement behavior is nonlinear 
• For small displacements a linear assumption should be investigated 
• The scatter of the points increases around the peak load 
3.3.3 Test for normality 
The next step in the analysis of data was the identification of the probability density 
function (pdf) that described the random component of the independent variable (shear 
force). This step is important since hypothesis testing and regression analysis are based 
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on the assumption that the pdf is l<nown. Additionally, the least squares method assumes 
that the errors (that is, the differences between predicted and measured values) are 
normally distributed. An exact procedure for testing for normality does not exist (91). 
However, the force values could be separated into groups having similar values of 
displacements and each group may be analyzed as an univariate problem. Usually a chi-
square test for goodness-of-fit, or Kolmogorov-Smimov tests are used to test for nomiality 
(26,91,92). Since the Kolmogorov-Smimov test is generally suggested when the sample 
is small (91), and because there is no measure of small or large sample for these tests, 
both methods were used in this work in testing for normality. 
To test the hypothesis that the force follows a normal distribution, the chi-square 
test was based on a comparison of the observed frequencies of the force in the sample 
with the frequencies expected with the nomnal distribution. The test statistic used, was a 
function of the observed and expected frequencies. A region of rejection in a chi-square 
distribution was defined according to a specific level of significance. If the computed 
estimate of the test statistic were outside the region of rejection there was no statistical 
basis for rejecting the null hypothesis. Next, a description of the process used is 
presented: 
First, the virgin envelope force data was grouped according to the displacements 
used during experimental testing (Split-Sample method). As mentioned in Appendix A, 
Section A4, each test except diaphragm 1 was subjected to a series of selected 
displacements of ±0.025 in., ±0.05 in., ±0.100 in., ±0.200 in., ±0.400 in., ±1.000 in., ±2.500 
in., and ±5.000 in. Second, for each group the next series of steps were followed: 
• Evaluate: sample mean (pg), standard deviation (a^) and frequencies versus 
force range. 
• fomnulate the null (HJ and the alternative (HJ hypotheses: 
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Hq : Shear forces at this displacement follow a normal distribution with a 
mean and standard deviation of m and Cg, respectively. 
Hg : Shear forces at this displacement are not normally distributed with 
parameters and Og. 
• Evaluate the test statistic xl as function of the observed and expected 
frequencies as follows; 
= 13-11 
where: 
^ : is the computed value of the test statistic having a distribution 
O, ; is the observed frequency in cell i 
Ei : is the expected frequency in cell i 
k; number of cells or categories into which the data was divided. 
• Select the level of significance a. Usually if the decision is not considered 
critical, a value of 5% may be used because of convention. 
• Define the region of rejection. The rejection region is defined using a chi-
square distribution with k-3 degrees of freedom, and by selecting the 
significance level a 
• If the estimate of test statistic%^ falls outside of the rejection region, HQ is 
accepted. If the estimate falls in the rejection region, Hg is accepted. 
The Kolmogorov-Smimov procedure tests the same null and alternate hypotheses 
as does the chi-square test evaluation. The test statistic "D" is given by the maximum 
absolute difference between the values of cumulative distributions of the force sample and 
the normal probability distribution function. Critical values defining the inner edge of the 
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rejection region are usually available only for limited values of significance level, critical 
values used in this work were obtained from Appendix A of Reference 91. 
A general purpose statistical package (STATISTICA) developed by StatSoft (93) 
was used in the analysis procedure. Specific details of the output are given in the 
following tables. Table 1 shows the computations for the positive envelope shear forces 
at +0.025 in. displacement. Figure 12 shows a frequency histogram for virgin positive 
forces at 0.025 in. Table 2 shows a summary of the results obtained by applying the 
Kolmogorov-Smimov and Chi-square tests to all the virgin data. Based on results shown 
in Table 2, the null hypothesis statement of "envelope data values come from a population 
with normal distribution" can not be rejected. 
3.3.4 Least squares method assumptions 
The purpose of this sub-section is to select an empirical model to fit the 
experimental envelope data. A series of 11 different models is used to select a model to 
fit the data. First, least squares criterion is used to select the "best" model for each 
specific diaphragm test. Hereinafter, a reliability criteria is established to select the model 
that best fits all diaphragm tests. 
The Least squares method defines error as the difference between the predicted 
and experimental values and assumes the following about the errors; 
• independent of each other. 
• have zero mean. 
• have constant variance across all values of displacement. 
• are normally distributed. 
For this work, independence of errors is assumed. The implications of the last 
three assumptions can be seen in Figure 13, where the independent shear force variable 
Table 1. Chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smimov tests for positive envelope force at 0.025 in. displacement 
Boundary Observed Percent Cum. % Expected Percent Cum. % 
Ei 
\Cum Oj - Cum £;| 
Frequency Observed Observed Frequency Expected Expected 100 
0, Cum Oj Ei Cum Ej D 
<28.89 6 8.9552 8.9552 5.4964 8.2037 8.2037 0.0461 0.0075 
32.78 6 8.9552 17.9105 4.9955 7.4560 15.6597 0.2020 0.0225 
36.67 5 7.4627 25.3731 7.3162 10.9196 26.5793 0.7333 0.0121 
40.56 7 10.4478 35.8209 9.2697 13.8353 40.4146 0.5557 0.0459a 
44.44 13 19.4030 55.2239 10.1608 15.1653 55.5799 0.7933 0.0036 
48.33 9 13.4328 68.6567 9.6354 14.3813 69.9612 0.0419 0.0130 
52.22 9 13.4328 82.0896 7.9049 11.7984 81.7596 0.1517 0.0033 
56.11 6 8.9552 91.0448 5.6106 8.3740 90.1335 0.0270 0.0091 
+00 6 8.9552 100.000 6.6105 9.8665 100.000 0.0564 0.0000 
=2.6075" 
=0=0.0459 (test statistic for Kolmogorv-Smimov test), is compared with 0^=0.1662, D < then accept HQ 
y=2.6075 (test statistic for chi-square test), the critical value is %g=12.596 (for 6 dof, and a=5%) then accept Hg 
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Variable FIVP ; distribution; Normal 
Kolmogorov-Smlrnov d = .0459369, p = n.s. 
Chi-Square: 2.607474, df = 6, p = .8562446 
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Figure 12. Frequency histogram for positive envelope force at 0.025 in. 
displacement 
Table 2. Kolmogorov-Smimov and Chi-square test results for virgin envelope 
forces 
Kolmogorov-Smimov chi-square 
Test Test 
Associated 
DIspl.dn.) 
Envelope 
Type 
D PvaliiB 
0.025 Virgin + 0.0459 0.1662 2.6075 12.5960 0.8562 
0.050 Virgin + 0.0671 0.1662 7.3787 14.0700 0.3906 
0.100 Virgin + 0.0629 0.1662 10.1604 15.5120 0.2540 
0.200 Virgin + 0.0597 0.1662 7.9910 14.0700 0.3334 
0.400 Virgin + 0.0449 0.1662 9.2206 16.9250 0.4172 
1.000 Virgin + 0.1042 0.1662 13.3432 18.3110 0.2052 
2.500 Virgin + 0.0547 0.1662 3.5186 7.8170 0.3184 
5.000 Virgin + 0.1109 0.1700 8.3814 11.0730 0.1365 
-0.025 Virgin - 0.0407 0.1327 8.5602 12.5960 0.2000 
-0.050 Virgin - 0.0540 0.1327 12.6346 22.3670 0.4764 
-0.100 Virgin - 0.0670 0.1327 12.7893 14.0700 0.0775 
-0.200 Virgin - 0.0659 0.1327 10.3220 16.9250 0.3251 
-0.400 Virgin - 0.3940 0.1327 10.2603 16.9250 0.3299 
-1.000 Virgin - 0.1038 0.1327 20.0009 22.3670 0.0953 
-2.500 Virgin - 0.0458 0.1943 5.8799 14.0700 0.5538 
-5.000 Virgin - 0.1102 0.2027 5.6666 12.5960 0.4615 
9 Z)„ = for cc = 0.05, and N = number of forces 
•JN 
''Evaluated for a = 0.05, and u dof, V=K-3, k"=number of categories 
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Figure 13. Error assumptions with the least squares method 
is shown following a normal distribution with mean given by the envelope curve and 
constant variance through all the curve. Hypothesis of normality for the envelope data 
can not be rejected according to the results from the previous section. However, the 
hypothesis of constant variation may not be valid, since large dispersion or data scattering 
was observed close to the peak load (see Figure 11). 
An analysis of the envelope data was made using the Split-Sample method 
described before. The objective was to identify the pattern followed by the variance of the 
envelope data for different displacements. Results of such analysis are presented as a 
plot of the standard deviation versus displacement for all the envelope data points (Figure 
14). Figure 14 shows that: First, the variance of the data is not constant through all 
displacements, especially for pre-peak displacements, but seems to be proportional to the 
force level. Second, for large displacements, variance values are approximately constant. 
120,00 
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O. 80,00 
V 
a 
o 60.00 
8, 
2 
> 40.00 
20-00 
0.00 
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Avg. displ (in) 
• Virgin + - - - x- - - virgin - * Std Dev + std Dev -
Figure 14. Standard deviation of virgin envelope data 
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Variance varying proportionally to force level may be explained according to the 
type of failure observed in diaphragms. Diagonal tension and shear transfer mechanism 
failures (see Appendix A for a description of failure types) are a function of the concrete 
tension stress and bond stresses, respectively, which are highly variable in nature. Once 
the peak load and failure type are reached, diaphragms start to degrade in strength with 
increased cyclic displacements until a strength plateau is reached. Such stable region is a 
result mainly of the more uniform steel deck response since at this displacement level the 
concrete is mostly cracked for diagonal tension mode of failure or the shear interface has 
lost most of its transfer capacity for shear transfer mechanism. 
Constant variance may not be a real assumption, specially for pre-peak 
displacements; therefore, some kind of variance stabilization technique should be 
considered. However, some authors (91,94) are not too rigid in the full validation of the 
general assumptions. For example, Mendenhall et al. state: "In actual practice, the 
assumptions need not hold exactly in order for least squares estimators and test statistics 
to posses the measures of reliability that is expected from a regression analysis." 
Accordingly, for this work a compromise was made to continue with the regression 
analysis. First, a selection of the best model among a series of provided models was 
made according to the least squares method, but neglecting any effect due to 
heterogeneous scatter. The scattering of data may result in nonconstant variance or 
heteroscedasticity. Since the pool of models was used with the same scattered data, the 
effect of neglecting such a condition was reduced. Second, once the best model from the 
pool was selected, a consideration of the heteroscedasticity of the data were made to get 
more reliable regression coefficients. 
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3.3.5 Regression analysis 
3.3.5.1 Basic considerations A pool of eleven different models will be 
considered to select the "best model" according to the least squares criteria. Those 
models were selected based on: First, their plot may fit the envelope data point pattern and 
other sets of data related to cyclic loops. Second, they are of common use according to 
different authors (91,92,94,95). See Table 3 for a description of models. 
To fit models from Table 3 to the experimental data, the least squares method for 
linear regression models was used. Note that from a statistical point of view, a linear 
model has all their coefficients (a, b) appearing linearly; therefore, Models 1,4,7,9 from 
Table 3 are linear. Nonlinear models have at least one of the derivatives of y with respect 
to a and b coefficients as a function of at least one of a and b coefficients(95). Therefore, 
in applying least squares to those nonlinear models a previous linearization has to be 
made. For example Model 2 is linearized by applying logarithms to both sides of the 
equation. A problem may be generated when this type of linearization is applied. The 
error minimization process is made in the log y versus x space and not at the y vs x space; 
therefore, the sum of the squares of the en-ors may not be a minimum in the y domain 
even though they are in the log y space. In spite of this consideration, transformations 
usually provide reasonable estimates in the x-y space (91). 
3.3.5.2 Goodness of fit To evaluate the reliability of the regression models, an 
estimate or index has to be used. Among the most used indices are ; the correlation 
coefficient (R), the standard error of the estimate (SJ, the mean absolute error (MAE), etc. 
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Table 3. Identification of regression models 
Model Number Model Name y - fi^) 
Linear y  =  a + h x  
Exponential .v = 
1 
Reciprocal-y a + b x  
b  
Reciprocal - x x  
1 
5 Double reciprocal y~ h 
Û + — 
X 
1 
6 Reciprocal exponential , , («+6%) 
Logarithmic - X y - a + b ] n { x )  
8 Multiplicative y  =  a x ' '  
9 Square root x y  =  a + b ' J x  
10 Square root y y  =  { a + b x )  2 
11 S curve 
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The correlation coefficient is an index of the degree of linear association between 
two random variables. The standard error of the estimate measures the standard 
deviation of the errors. The standard error Sg, is usually preferred to the correlation 
coefficient because its magnitude is an indicator of the error and has the same units as the 
criterion variable. The standard error of the estimate is given by: 
S e = -
;=1 
[3-2] 
where: 
Sg : standard error of estimate 
u: degrees of freedom = n-2 
n: number of observations 
Yj-. ith predicted value 
Y, : ith measured value 
The mean absolute error (MAE) is another index of regression reliability. MAE 
measures the average deviation from the fitted line. MAE may be defined also as the 
mean of the absolute value of the residuals. The MAE has the same units as the criterion 
variable and its magnitude is an indicator of the error. Since MAE is evaluated with the 
total number of observations, the MAE is less sensitive to small samples than the standard 
error of the estimate. The mean absolute error is given by; 
MAE 1=1 [3-3] 
Because the number of observations per test was relatively small, the mean absolute value 
was preferred as the statistic to be used to select the "best model" using the least squares 
criteria. 
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The regression analysis was applied using dimensionless independent and 
dependent variables. The dimensionless parameters were defined as follows; 
x = — [3-4] 
}"=-§• 13-51 
where: 
x :  Independent dimensionless parameter 
y : Dependent dimensionless parameter 
e  :  Displacement 
ep-. Peak displacement 
F: Shear force 
Fp ; Force at peak displacement 
3.3.5.3 Results of regression analysis on envelope data Results of the 
regression analysis were classified according to the type of data used. The possible data 
sources were: 32 diaphragm tests (32 cases), virgin or stabilized envelope (2 cases), 
positive or negative envelope (2 cases), pre or post-peak region (2 cases). Since the 
number of regression models to be considered was 11, then the total number of regression 
analyses was 32x2x2x2x11= 2816. This number was too high to try to use a commercial 
software package such as STATISTICA (93) or SAS (96) to fit one model at the time. 
Even though that statistical packages included batch programming capabilities that may 
reduce the amount of runs, It was thought to be a better solution to write a computer 
program to do the job. A macro sheet program called BASE.XLM was developed and 
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tested against SAS and STATISTICA solutions. This macro sheet program runs under MS 
EXCEL (97) support, and is described according to the following steps: 
• Transfer of data from other spreadsheets. 
• Classify the data according to: 
- envelope type (virgin or stabilized). 
- data sign (positive or negative). 
- data region (pre-peak or post-peak region). 
• Linearization of data (for those nonlinear models). 
• Regression analysis (for each of the eleven different models). 
• Evaluation of the standard error Sg and mean absolute error MAE. 
• Print results. 
A typical output for diaphragm Test 27 using BASE.XLM is presented in Table 4. After the 
32 diaphragm test data were analyzed, a sorting of the results was made by the regression 
model for 31 of the 32 tests (Test 1 was monothonically loaded). To identify the best 
possible candidates for the regression model, mean values and 95% confidence intervals 
were evaluated for each set of 32 diaphragm tests. Selection of a model with the smallest 
average error is a logical choice, but the variability of the average error has to be taken 
into account. Therefore, another important parameter to consider is the confidence 
interval that provides information about the probability that the interval will contain the 
estimated parameter. Then for a given significance level, the narrowest the confidence 
interval the largest the reliability in the model. Since the variance of the population was 
unknown, the confidence interval was evaluated using the Student's t distribution as 
follows: 
[3-6] 
Table 4. Stand ard error and mean absolute error for test 27 
VIRGIN E NVELOPE STABILIZED ENVELOPE 
model Statistic V+a V+b V-a V-b S+= S+b S-a S-b 
1 SEE 0.24 0.12 0.26 0.15 0.25 0.16 0.25 0.21 
2 SEE 0.33 0.10 0.44 0.13 0.42 0.14 0.41 0.18 
3 SEE 0.34 0.09 0.45 0.13 0.44 0.12 0.43 0.18 
4 SEE 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.13 
5 SEE 0.05 0.10 0.01 0.16 0.06 0.22 0.05 0.33 
6 SEE 0.25 0.15 0.30 0.20 0.37 0.19 0.34 0.24 
7 SEE 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.12 
8 SEE 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.11 
9 SEE 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.17 
10 SEE 0.35 0.11 0.44 0.14 0.42 0.15 0.41 0.19 
11 SEE 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.14 0.06 0.19 
1 MAE 0.17 0.09 0.18 0.12 0.17 0.09 0.17 0.13 
2 MAE 0.15 0.07 0.18 0.09 0.16 0.08 0.16 0.11 
3 MAE 0.16 0.06 0.19 0.07 0.17 0.07 0.17 0.11 
4 MAE 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.08 
5 MAE 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.09 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.17 
6 MAE 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.13 0.15 
7 MAE 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.07 
8 MAE 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.07 
9 MAE 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.10 
10 MAE 0.26 0.08 0.28 0.10 0.27 0.09 0.27 0.12 
11 MAE 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.11 
®Pre-peak region 
''Post-peak region 
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where: 
CI : confidence Interval 
y : sample mean 
t^n-r t statistic evaluated from the t distribution such that the probability of a 
random deviation numerically greater than t^ is a 
s  ; sample standard deviation 
n : number of observations 
a: level of significance 
An overall plot of the average MAE against envelope type and regression model for 
all tests is shown in Figure 15. In this figure the envelope type Is identified by two letters 
and one number e.g. \/P2. The first letter stands for virgin (V) or stabilized (S) envelope; 
the next letter stands for positive (P) or negative (N) envelope. Additionally, number one 
is associated with pre-peak envelope region and number two is associated with post-peak 
envelope region. An example of the mean values and 95% confidence Intervals (CI) for 
virgin positive pre-peak envelope data per regression model is shown in Figure 16. A 
complete set of plots of confidence intervals and MAE values for all cases is shown in 
Appendix B (Figure B1-B8). 
From the results and plots of MAE values and confidence intervals, the following 
patterns were identified; 
• Positive and negative values for each envelope type had similar average MAE 
and confidence intervals; this may indicate that positive and negative 
diaphragm behavior is symmetrical. See Figures B9-B12 In Appendix B for a 
comparison between positive and negative envelope MAE average values. 
Envelope vn2 
Regression model 
Figure 15. MAE average distribution per envelope type and regression model 
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Figure 16. Mean values and 95% CI for virgin positive pre-peak region envelope data 
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• For all envelope types except stabilized positive post-peak region (Figure B7), 
the logarithmic-x regression model resulted in the lowest average MAE and 
smallest confidence interval. For the exception case, it had the second lowest 
average MAE (only 3% difference), but a smaller confidence interval, therefore 
the logarithmic-x model was a better predictor. 
Based on the observed results of average MAE and CI, two hypotheses may be 
stated. The first hypothesis will state the possibility of a significant difference between 
positive and negative values of force envelope data. The second hypothesis will state the 
possibility of a significant difference between the logarithmic-x regression model and the 
other 10 regression models. The next two subsections will test these two hypotheses. 
3.3.5.4 Test of Hypothesis I Test for significant difference between positive 
and negative envelope values may be made by considering each set of positive and 
negative envelope data as samples. Each sample was assumed to come from a 
population composed by diaphragms with the characteristics of the corresponding 
diaphragm tested. Testing for significant difference between two samples (positive and 
negative envelope values) was made using a Paired Samples Method, since each 
observation of positive envelope force is matched with a specific observation of negative 
envelope force for the same absolute displacement. A test was applied to each set of 
virgin and stabilized envelope data for each diaphragm specimen (except Diaphragm 1 
that was monothonically loaded); therefore, the total number of sets was 2 (virgin and 
stabilized) x 31 (diaphragm tests) = 62. The following procedure was used in testing for 
significant difference between two paired samples: 
• State the null (H^) and alternative (Hg) hypotheses; 
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Hg: 6 - pg = 0 (there is no significant difference between positive and 
corresponding negative envelope forces) 
Ha Ô =1x1 - H2 0 
Evaluate the sample difference, mean value and standard deviation as follows; 
4 =Pi\-Fn [3-7] 
14 
X d =  —  
n 
[3-8] 
1=1 
where; 
n; 
xy. 
M-1 
[3-9] 
Fj^; Positive envelope force 
Fjj: Negative envelope force 
difference of positive and negative force associated with the same 
absolute displacement 
number of observations 
difference mean value 
S J-. difference standard deviation 
Evaluate the test statistic t (t distribution since o is unknown); 
t  =  ^ -0  
& 
[3-10] 
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For a defined significance level a and n-1 dof, determine the critical value of 
the statistic t^.^ that defines the rejection region (two-tailed): 
^cr = f{a/2,n-\) [3-1 "1] 
• Rejection criterion is defined if t>tg^ that is defined for a fixed value of a, or in a 
more general way a "variable" rejection criterion may be defined by using the 
observed significance level (Pvaiue)-
Graphical results of this analysis are shown in Figure 17, and numerical results are 
shown in Table B2 in Appendix B. Figure 17 shows observed confidence values for all the 
tests. Each test with a Rvalue greater or equal to a defined a value (e.g., 5%) means that 
there is no significant difference to reject the hypothesis HQ which means that no significant 
difference exist between positive and negative envelope forces. Results showed that at 
the 5% level from a total of 62 tests (31 diaphragms x 2 envelopes), 13 tests showed 
significant difference, and at 1% level, only 2 tests showed significant difference. 
From those tests with a significant difference at the 5% level, only one failed via the 
diagonal tension mode (Test 18 with twice the design gravity load), the other 12 failed 
under shear transfer mechanism and/or edge connection mode. These results agree with 
the observations made by Porter et al. (89) regarding the symmetrical failure crack pattern 
obsen/ed in diaphragms with diagonal tension failure. Additionally, shear transfer 
mechanism and edge connection failure modes are more of localized nature; therefore, a 
more unsymmetrical response is expected. In conclusion, the response pattern of 
diaphragms with the characteristics considered in this study (see Appendix A) under cyclic 
load is to have envelopes with symmetry respect to the origin, especially for those 
diaphragms with diagonal tension mode. 
0 stabilized 
Rvalue 0.5 
12 13 14 15 16 
Diaphragm Test 
Figure 17. P^njg for positive and negative envelope force paired samples difference tests 
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3.3.5.5 Test of Hypothesis il This second hypothesis will test if there is or there 
is not a significant difference among the logarithmic-x regression model MAE values and 
the MAE values from all the other regression models. From results presented in Figures 
15-16, Table B1, and Figures B1-B8, the logarithmic-x regression model (Model 7) was 
found to have the lowest MAE for all tests, followed by the multiplicative regression model 
(Model 8). Testing for significant difference between these two models (Models 7 and 8) 
seems Irrelevant because of the following reasons. First, both models are nonlinear from 
a mathematical point of view; therefore, both have the same degree of difficulty. Second, 
if there were no significant difference between both models; there is still an advantage in 
using the logarithmic-x regression model, since it is a linear model from a statistical point of 
view (see Section 3.2.1.4), meanwhile the multiplicative is not, and the criterion of least 
squares is valid only in the logY vs LogX domain. 
Testing for significant difference between the logarithmic-x regression model and 
the linear regression model seems to be the most appropriate course to follow because 
among all models the linear is the most simple model to use. The criterion to be used is to 
compare the average MAE obtained for both models for each specific diaphragm. Use of 
the paired sample method again seems to be adequate because each MAE value was 
obtained from the same diaphragm test values under the two different models. For all 
diaphragm tests (Tests 2 to 32) a comparison was made for each envelope (virgin and 
stabilized), for each sign (positive, and negative), and for each region (pre-peak, and post-
peak) for a total of 2x2x2=8 hypothesis tests. 
The procedure to follow is similar to that used in the previous section, with the only 
difference is that now MAE values are used instead of force values as follows; 
• State the null (HJ and alternative (HJ hypotheses: 
HQ ; Ô = - pg = 0 (there is no significant difference between MAE values of 
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linear and logarithmic-x regression models) 
Hg : S = - H2 0 (there is a significant difference between MAE values of 
both models) 
• Evaluate the sample difference, mean value and standard deviation as follows: 
dj = MAEj^ - MAEj2 
Xd _i=i 
[3-12] 
[3-13] 
/=1  
n - 1  
where: 
AdAEji : Mean Absolute Error value for Diaphragm / using linear model 
MAEi2'- Mean Absolute Error value for Diaphragm i using logarithmic-x model 
d,. difference between MAE values for linear and logarithmic model 
n: number of tests (31) 
x^: difference mean value 
Sj-. difference standard deviation 
[3-14] 
• Evaluate the test statistic t according to Equation [3-10] 
• Evaluate the critical value of the statistic t^^ according to Equation [3-11] 
• Rejection criterion is defined for t>tgr for a certain fixed value of a. The 
rejection criterion may be also be defined by the observed significance level or 
Pvalue-
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Results of this analysis showed a strong tendency to reject the null hypothesis HQ, 
since all the Pvaiues were no significant, or in other words the statistical estimate t for all the 
cases was definitively in the rejection region as shown in Table 5. From these results, the 
conclusion is that there is a significant difference between the MAE values for all 
diaphragms when using the linear vs the logarithmic-x regression models; therefore, the 
logarithmic-x regression model (smallest average MAE values) is selected to predict the 
envelope forces for SDRC diaphragms. 
3.3.5.6 Logarithmic-x regression model Results obtained in the previous 
subsection showed that the force envelope data may be described using the logarithmic-x 
regression model proposed in Section 3.2.1.4 (see Table 3), and obtained with the least 
squares method. A brief discussion of the assumptions used in the least squares method 
Table 5. Difference of MAE values between linear and logarithmic-x 
regression models (paired samples method) 
Envelooe VIRGIN STAB LIZED 
Section Positive Negative Positive Negative 
Reaion Prepeak Postoeak Prepeak Postpeak Prepeak Postpeak Prepeak Postpeak 
Xd 0.10 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.12 0.05 0.12 0.05 
Sd 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 
t 11.58 4.04 11.89 4.01 18.72 6.17 18.67 7.03 
tcr 2.05 2.04 2.05 2.04 2.05 2.06 2.05 2.05 
Pvaliift ..a ..a ..a ..a a _a ..a ..a 
^No significant values (Pyaiue*^ 3E-04). 
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was presented in Section 3.2.1.3. Constant en-or variance was mentioned as one of the 
required assumptions. Section 3.3.4 also mentioned that the force envelope data has the 
standard deviation in some way proportional to the force mean value (Figure 14). To 
reduce the effect of heteroscedasticity or variance dependent of the mean value, different 
approaches may be used. The two most common procedures are the weighted least 
squares method and response transformation method. 
The weighted least squares method introduces a small weight to observations 
whose large variances make them more unreliable, and larger weights are used for 
observations with smaller variances. Since the residual variances are not usually known, 
some kind of estimate has to be used. Use of weights based on poor estimates of 
variances may lead to useless regression coefficients (96). 
The response transfomiation method is based on a similar criterion to that used by 
the weighted least squares method. The basic idea is multiply the response variable Y 
(force) by an appropriate transfomiation function (equivalent to the weight of the least 
squares method) to stabilize the variance. Appropriate variance stabilizing transformation 
function may be found elsewhere (92,94,91). 
The force envelope data used in this wori( showed a variance dependent in the 
mean force values (see Figure 14), with data scattering increasing near to the peak load. 
One possible method of stabilize the variance is to normalize the data through the use of 
an especific scaling factor. Since the variance of data increase toward the peak load, one 
possibility may be to use as scaling factor the inverse of the peak load. The peak load 
and displacement at peak load of each diaphragm was used to normalize the diaphragm 
force displacement data. As result, each diaphragm data set was scaled from zero to 
unity, the variability data was reduced from a maximum to zero near the peak load. 
Additionally, the effect produced by the differences in peak loads from one diaphragm to 
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Other was reduced, because due to the normalization of forces, each diaphragm had a 
normalized peak load of value unity. 
The least squares method was applied using normalized force and displacement 
ratios. These dimensionless parameters were obtained by dividing each force and 
displacement value by the peak force and displacement at the peak respectively. Once 
the logarithmic-x model was found to be adequate to predict the envelope forces, the 
sample split method was again used to verify if there was stabilization of the variance by 
using the normalized parameters. The response and independent parameters used for 
the selected regression model were; 
X = In 
( \ 
e 
\^P J 
[3-15] 
y = -L [3-16] 
Data was divided again into the pre-peak (x<0) and the post-peak regions (x>0). Figure 
18 shows the results of the Split-Sample method for virgin envelope data. A comparison 
of Figure 18 with Figure 14 showed that, by using the force scaling factor, a partial 
stabilization of the variance was obtained. Additionally, a linearization effect produced by 
applying logarithms to the x variable was also obtained. Based in this results, a constant 
variance condition or homoscedasticity of the envelope data (normalized) was assumed. 
The regression analysis used the least squares method. A typical output of a 
regression analysis is shown in Appendix B Table B3. As part of the output three sets of 
parameters were obtained: the regression statistics, the analysis of variance (Anova) and 
the parameter estimates. Since each of those statistical sets provides important 
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Figure 18. Mean and standard deviation values for the virgin envelope force data. 
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information about tlie relation between the input data and regression model, a brief 
description will be presented. 
The regression statistics group, is formed basically by the correlation coefficient R, 
the coefficient of determination R2, and the standard error of the estimate Sg. The 
correlation coefficient R is an index of the degree of linear association between two 
random variables (e.g., x, y). The magnitude of R indicates how accurate is the 
regression prediction of the criterion variable (y). A value of zero indicates no linear 
association between variables, meanwhile -1 (negative correlation) or +1 (positive 
correlation) indicates perfect association between variables. The sample correlation 
coefficient is given by: 
where: 
x ,y :  X and  y  sample  mean va lues ,  respec t i ve ly .  
S^, Sy-. X and y standard deviation values, respectively. 
The coefficient of detemiination, or square of correlation coefficient R^, is also an 
indicator of the accuracy of predictions, and measures the proportion of the total variance 
about the mean y explained by the regression line. Values of R^ range among zero and 
unity, with unity standing for a full correlation. Usually, R2 is expressed as follows: 
r2 = SS due to regression g. 
Total SS, corrected for the mean y 
or 
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±(y,-yr 
R2=-i5i [3-18b] 
±(y,-y)'  
i=1 
where: 
y : sample mean value 
y : observed value 
y : predicted value 
The standard error of the estimate is also an index of the accuracy of the 
prediction. In the absence of additional infomnation on a given sample, the mean, y, is 
the best estimate of the criterion variable, and the standard deviation, Sy, is an indication 
of accuracy. If y is related to a predictor variable (x), then the en-or of prediction is 
reduced from Sy to the standard error of estimate or Sg. In order to asses the reliability of 
the regression model, Sg should be compared with the bounds of zero and Sy, with values 
near to zero standing for good regression model. The standard error of the estimate is the 
standard deviation of the en-ors and may be evaluated using Equation [3-2]. 
The accuracy of a linear or linearized regression model may be evaluated by 
making inferences about the slope coefficient of the regression model. If the slope 
coefficient is no significantly different from zero then there is no relation between x and y 
and the best estimate for the data set is the mean value. The Student's t statistic or the 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) may be used to test for slope coefficients significantly 
different from zero. To use the Student's t statistic, an estimate of the slope coefficient is 
needed (it may be obtained from least squares method), and an estimate of the variance 
of the slope coefficient is also needed. The ANOVA uses the ratio of mean squares of the 
regression to a variance estimate, and compares it against an F statistic. The ratio used 
by the ANOVA is the square of the t estimate (92), therefore Student's t statistic and 
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ANOVA are equivalent procedures. Most of the professional statistical software such as 
SAS (96) or STATISTICA (93) use analysis of variance to asses the significance of the 
regression model. In general, the ANOVA test (see Table 6) is based on the follow 
procedure: 
Model >' = j3o+/3,x + £ [3-19] 
where: 
Pq! intercept coefficient 
Pi: slope coefficient 
s:: error term 
Hypothesis: 
Hg: Pi =0, i=1,m; this hypothesis may be stated as "X| does not contribute 
in the prediction of y" 
Hg: Pj^t 0; this hypothesis may be stated as "Xj contributes in the prediction 
of y using the linear model" 
The null hypothesis is tested for significance using the ratio of the regression mean 
squares to the residual mean squares. This ratio F is the computed value of a random 
Table 6. Formulation of an ANOVA table 
Source of Sum of dof Mean F Fnr 
Variation Squares Squares 
Regression 
Residual ss„.='Z(y<~y,f 
1 
n-2 
ÇÇ 
n - 2  
hr = ^ '[a,\,n-2] 
Total = n-1 
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variable having an F distribution. For a stated level of significance, a, the null hypothesis 
is accepted if F is less than the critical value, F^^. The rejection region consists of all 
values of F greater than F^. The observed significance levels (Pvaiues) may be an 
alternative in the testing procedure. 
Finally, the third set of parameter estimates provides the coefficient values for the 
intercept and slope that are determined from expressions derived using the least squares 
criteria. The standard error of the intercept and slope coefficients are determined by 
applying directly the definition of mean and standard deviation to the least squares 
expressions of intercept and slope. The model parameter standard deviations may be 
used in testing for significant difference between each parameter and a pre-defined value, 
usually zero, but they are more frequently used to evaluate confidence intervals for the 
model parameters. The procedure used to test for significance and for the evaluation of 
confidence intervals is as follows; 
Hypothesis: 
Hq! (or Pq) = 0; this hypothesis may be stated as "there is no significant 
difference between the model parameter and zero" 
Hg: Pi (or Po) * 0; this hypothesis may be stated as "there is a significant 
difference between the model parameter and zero" 
Statistical estimates; 
for the slope term: 
t = [3-20] 
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for the intercept temn; 
^ _ { P o - P o o )  [3-22] 
[3-23] 
where: 
PiO' Poo" pre-defined values of population parameters 
Syyx=Se: Standard en-or of estimate, see Equation [3-2] 
Reject HQ if I t 1 > t<^2 
Confidence intervals for intercept and slopes are given by: 
The procedures stated in this section were applied to the selected regression model 
(logarithmic-x model). Hypotheses test, and confidence interval results as well as other 
parameters are presented in tabular fomi in Appendix B (Table B4-B7). From these 
results the following conclusions may be stated; Correlation coefficients (R) as well as 
coefficients of determination (R2) had mean values close to unity, suggesting a good 
correlation between variables as seen in Figure 19 and Table 7. Coefficient of 
determination showed a global mean value of 0.92 (1.00 value stands for perfect 
correlation) and a global mean standard error of 0.011. As expected, pre-peak values 
Intercept CI ^o±'{an,n-2)Sp, [3-24] 
Sloped A±'(«/2,«-2)'%. [3-25] 
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Table 7. Descriptive statistics for R and 
Region Pre-peak Virgin Post-peak Virgin Pre-peak Stab. Post-peak Stab. 
Parameter R R2 R R2 R R2 R R2 
Mean 0.980 0.960 0.936 0.877 0.974 0.949 0.945 0.895 
Std-error 0.003 0.007 0.006 0.011 0.005 0.010 0.009 0.017 
Std-dev. 0.019 0.038 0.034 0.063 0.030 0.057 0.054 0.097 
Minimum 0.923 0.851 0.871 0.758 0.888 0.788 0.780 0.610 
Maximum 0.999 0.999 0.988 0.977 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 
behave better than post-peak values, because larger diaphragm deterioration is 
associated with larger displacements. Such deterioration introduces more variability in the 
diaphragm response, therefore affecting the force-displacement curve (envelope). 
The next result to discuss is given by the F values from Tables B4-B7 in Appendix 
B. The estimated F values were compared with critical F values defined for a certain a 
level as discussed eariier. A much easier way of observing this parameter is by evaluating 
the actual probability of finding an F value greater than the estimated F value (Sig F, or 
Rvalue of F test) and comparing with any desired a value. Result of significance F values 
(Sig F) displayed a global mean value of 0.002 («5%), therefore, the hypothesis : "the 
slope coefficient does not contribute in the prediction of the independent variable" is 
rejected and the alternate hypothesis is accepted. In other words, data seems to be well 
predicted by the proposed model. Figure 20 shows the significant F values for the 
envelope data using the Log-x regression model. 
The logarithmic-x regression model is an intrinsically linear model from a statistical 
point of view (see Section 3.2.1.4), and is defined by the intercept and slope coefficients. 
This model uses as abscissas the logarithm of the nomialized displacements respect to 
22 - y :xy I 
Pre-peak virgin envelope 
Post-peal< virgin envelope 
Pre-peak stabilized envelope 
Post-peak stabilized envelope 
Diaphragm No. 
Figure 19. Coefficient of determination for log-x envelope regression model 
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Figure 20. Significant F values (Rvalues for F test) for log-x regression envelope 
model 
the peak displacement. Therefore at peak displacement the abscissa values is zero and 
the force normalized value is unity. As result, the regression model showed near to unity 
values of the intercept coefficient for all the diaphragms (see Tables B4 to B7). 
Results of the slope coefficient are presented in two groups: First Rvalues 
associated with the slope are shown in Figure 21. Second, values of the mean and 95% 
confidence intervals are shown in Figures 22-25 (see Tables B4-B7). The hypothesis 
associated with the slope coefficient analysis was stated as:"there is no significant 
difference between the slope coefficient and zero". Rvalue results shown in Tables B4-B7 
and Figure 21, confimi that the slope coefficient was significantly different from zero 
(alternate hypothesis Hg accepted), consequently the proposed model seem to predict 
adequately the data (same conclusion than that previously obtained using the F values). 
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Figure 21. Observed significant slope Rvalues 
Non-zero values for the slope coefficient, as well as 95% confidence intervals, were 
evaluated in the regression analysis. From Figures 22-25 and results from Tables B4-B7, 
a general tendency or pattern in the slope coefficient value can be established. Even that 
the confidence intervals were relatively small, the scatter of some groups of tests may be 
an indication that additional parameters are needed for a better explanation of the data. 
Before any additional work is described, a discussion on the source of variability in the 
data is presented. 
Through the regression process, the population considered as source of data in 
each regression analysis has been assumed to be the collection of diaphragms with 
identical characteristics to the one analyzed. The main reason for considering such type 
of population in the analysis was due to the large range of parameters included in the 
experimental program. As example, consider the diaphragms with deck Type 1 (see 
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Figure 22. Pre-peak slope mean and 95% confidence interval values for virgin envelope data 
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Figure 23. Post-peak slope mean and 95% confidence interval values for virgin envelope data 
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Figure 24. Pre-peak slope mean and 95% confidence intervals values for stabilized envelope data 
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Figure 25. Post-peak slope mean and 95% confidence intervals values for stabilized envelope data 
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Appendix A, Table A1 and Figure A1). Deck Type 1 included diaphragm Tests 1,2,3,4, 
and 8. All of them had approximately the same concrete thickness, and the same steel 
deck thickness and yield strength. However, they are different in the concrete 
compressive strength or connection type. Tests 3 and 4 seem to be quite similar in 
compressive strength (4068/3849) and connection type, but Diaphragm 4 was tested with 
deck corrugations in East-West direction meanwhile Test 3 had North-South orientation. 
Similar mixed effects were included in the other deck type groups, leaving the experimental 
program with no one pair of tests with "identical" characteristics. 
Results from the regression analysis showed some degree of scattering in the 
confidence intervals for the slope coefficients. Such scatter was assumed to be produced 
by effects not considered in the regression model. To improve the proposed model, 
additional terms were considered through the use of multiple regression analysis. 
A source of additional terms to be included in the regression analysis, may be 
found by examination of the correlation matrix evaluated for the assumed important 
effects. The correlation matrix is a medium of presenting, in organized manner, the 
correlation between pairs of variables in a data set. This matrix is usually presented in 
triangular form because of its symmetry; also, the elements in the principal diagonal equal 
unity because the correlation between a variable and itself is unity. Each matrix 
coefficient is evaluated with Equation [3-17]. The correlation coefficient evaluated 
provides an index of the degree of linear association between pairs of variables. 
To have an idea of a possible correlation between the slope coefficients and key 
experimental parameters, a matrix of con-elation was evaluated. Only few parameters 
were considered in this preliminary analysis, including: initial experimental stiffness (K|), 
deck thickness (Deck t), yield stress of steel deck (Fy), total concrete thickness (h), 
concrete thickness above the deck (top h), concrete compressive strength (f'J, and 
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diaphragm side aspect ratio (L/L^). Other factors were not included because there were 
too few samples (e.g., concrete light weight, deck corrugation orientation, supporting 
frame, etc.), or because they were variables with a qualitative nature (e.g., deck type, 
connection type). 
Based in results shown in Table BB in Appendix B, the following observations may 
be made; 
• The four slope parameters showed the largest correlation associated with the 
concrete compressive strength (fj, with better correlation in the pre-peak 
envelope region. 
• Concrete thickness above the deck seems to be the next largest correlation, 
especially for the post-peak envelope region. 
• The independent-dependent variable correlations were low to moderate; the 
largest was 0.55 (S slope vs fj. Using the square of the correlation coefficient, 
the fraction of explained variation was 0.31. This low value suggest that more 
than one dependent variable may be necessary to estimate envelope force ratio 
accurately. 
3.3.5.7 Multiple linear regression analysis 
3.3.5.7.1 General Based on observations of the correlation matrix, a 
multiple regression analysis was considered as a viable option to increase the accuracy of 
the proposed regression model. The criterion applied for the analysis consisted of initially 
use as many variables or effects as possible, and later reduced them based on statistical 
criteria. Dimensionless parameters were used to reduce the number of different variables. 
A technique called stepwise regression was applied to identify which parameters had the 
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largest Influence in the accuracy of the model. Qualitative effects such as deck type and 
connection type were considered by using dummy variables. A description of the 
variables included in the multiple regression analysis is presented in the next subsection. 
3.3.5.7.2 Dependent variable The envelope force ratio Y, was 
considered as the dependent parameter Y. As stated previously in Equation [3-16], the 
force envelope ratio is given by: 
Y = — [3-16] 
Force ratio Y was identified according to the type of envelope (virgin or stabilized) and 
according to the position (pre-peak or post-peak region) as follows; 
YV1 : envelope pre-peak virgin force ratio 
YV2: envelope post-peak virgin force ratio 
YS1 : envelope pre-peak stabilized force ratio 
YS2; envelope post-peak stabilized force ratio 
3.3.5.7.3 Independent variables A series of independent variables 
were identified and used in the multiple regression analysis. A brief description of each 
independent variable follows; 
• Independent parameter, X. Based on previous regression analysis, the main 
independent parameter was found to be the values of the natural logarithm of 
the envelope displacement ratio (X) (see Equation [3-15]); 
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jr = ln(—) [3-15] 
• Axial stiffness index, Q: This index included the effect of f g, the effect of the 
modular ratio, and the effect of the relative area between both materials through 
the use of equivalent thickness ratio. 
M c  
Q = = [3-26] 
M, 4^, 
L 
E.=w«33^ [3-27] 
where; 
Eg: concrete modulus of elasticity, (psi) 
Eg: steel modulus of elasticity (29E06 psi) 
tgg: effective concrete thickness, (in.) 
tgg: effective steel thickness, (in.) 
W(.: unit weight of concrete, (lb per cu ft) 
• Side diaphragm aspect ratio, L1L2 
L\L2 = ^  [3-28] 
where: 
L^: Diaphragm length, (in.) 
Lg: Diaphragm width, (in.) 
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Deck shape type: This parameter was used to include the effect of the shape 
of the deck, not the deck type as described in Appendix A. Since deck Type 1, 
3, and 4 had the same shape, they were assigned to the same shape type; the 
same happens between deck Type 6 and 11. Differences in thickness (one of 
the reasons to describe each shape as different deck type) were considered 
separately. To describe this effect, dummy variables were used as follows: 
[1 if deck type is 1,3, or 4 
D\ = < 
0 if none of the above 
^^ _|1 if deck type is 2 
10 if deck type is not 2 
f 1 if deck type is 5 D3 = < 
10 if deck type is not 5 
= if deck type is 6 or 11 
[0 if deck type is neither 6 or 11 
fl if deck type is 7 
DS = < [0 if deck type is not? 
_ |1 if deck type is 8 
10 if deck type is not 8 
_ fl if deck type is 9 
D1 = < 
10 if deck type is not 9 
f1 if deck type is 10 
D% z=J [0 if deck type is not 10 
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The last expression associated with Deck 10, was used only when interaction 
terms were considered in the regression model. For regression analyses 
without interaction temns, condition for deck 10 was given when all previous 
deck shape parameters were zero. 
• Gravity load effect, GL: Diaphragms 12-14 and 16-18 were tested including 
gravity load, using these dummy variables helped to test for significant 
difference between tests with and without gravity load. 
GL = |^ for Tests 12,13,14,16,17,18 [3-30] 
\0 for any other tests 
• Connection type, CT: Several types of connections were used (Appendix A, 
Table A1); but only connections with 60 welds per side were used repetitively. 
Therefore, for this analysis connection type were defined for those frequent 
cases. 
1 for diaphragms with 60 welds / side 
0 for diaphragms without 60 welds / side 
3.3.5.7.4 Stepwise regression analysis To identify the most important 
parameters to include in the final regression model, a technique called stepwise regression 
analysis was used. This method is a type of multiple regression analysis because it also 
calibrates a prediction equation. Additionally, the stepwise method uses statistical criteria 
to select which of the predictor variables (independent variables) may be included in the 
resulting regression model. The stepwise regression technique includes different 
[3-31] 
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algorithms for selection of variables. There are basically two main algorithms to be used: 
backward and forward regression algorithms. 
Fonward regression algorithm starts using the predictor variable (independent 
variable) with the highest correlation associated with the criterion variable (dependent 
variable) and continues adding variables so that the explained variance is maximized at 
each step. A test of hypothesis is applied at each step to verify the inclusion of a variable 
in the model. Computation ends when all the statistically significant variables have been 
included. Backward regression algorithm begins with a model that included all the 
predictor variables. Variables with the least contribution to the explained variance are 
deleted first. Tests of hypothesis for significance of variables are applied at each step. 
More refined algorithms such as the forward stepwise regression with deletion, and the 
backward regression with addition, includes at each step in the analysis an additional 
check of the model to verify if all included variables are still statistically significant 
(91,92,94). 
The multivariate linear model structure is given by; 
y = bQ+ AjX] + 62^2+ [3-32] 
where: 
y dependent or criterion variable 
X, (/= 1,2,...,^) predictor variables 
6, = regression coefficients 
q number of predictor variables. 
In applying the stepwise regression technique, two tests of hypothesis were used, 
the total F test, and the partial F test. The total F test was used to determine whether or 
not the independent variables were significantly related to the dependent variable. 
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therefore, it examined if the model was or was not a good predictor of the data. The null 
and alternative hypotheses were; 
Ho: Pi=P2 = = Pq = 0 
Hg: at least one regression coefficient is significantly different from zero, 
where: 
q number of predictor variables included in the equation 
Pi (1=1,2...,q) population regression coefficients 
The null hypothesis was tested using the following test statistics F: 
1 
{ n - q - \ )  
where: 
Rq: multiple correlation coefficient for the equation containing q independent 
variables 
n: number of observations 
the null hypothesis was accepted if F was less or equal to the critical F value F„, which was 
defined for the selected a level and the degrees of freedom (q, n-q-1). 
The partial F test was used to test the significance of a specific predictor 
(independent) variable in the model. The null and alternative hypotheses were: 
Ho: Pk = 0 
H a :  P k ^ O  
where p,^ is the regression coefficient for the variable under consideration. The hypothesis 
was tested using the following test statistic: 
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^ _ fraction increase in explained variation due to subject variable / 
fraction of unexplained variation of the model equation / Ug 
where and ^2 are the degrees of freedom associated with the quantities in the 
numerator and denominator, respectively. Equation [3-34] may be evaluated as follows: 
, Rj are the correlation coefficients for models with i and j variables. 
The null hypothesis was accepted when the test statistic F was less or equal to the critical 
F value, F^. 
The general procedure used by the forward method consisted of: 
• Partial F Test. Compute the partial F values for all predictor variables that are 
not included in the model equation. The variable with the largest partial F 
values is selected to enter in the equation according to; 
a) for F < F„, the variable is not significant and the equation from the previous 
iteration is the final model. 
b) for F > F„, the variable is statistically significant, and it should be included in 
the equation (continue in Step 2). 
• Total F test. 
For this study, the forward stepwise regression with deletion was used. The 
statistical package STATISTICA (93) was used in this procedure. The model selected 
(see Equation [3-32]), had the following characteristics: 
1. Variables were identified as numerical or quantitative variables, and dummy or 
qualitative variables. The use of dummy variables allowed to include 
qualitative effects (e.g., steel deck shape). 
[3-35] 
where: 
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2. The model used was a half step between a first and second order model, since 
interaction effects are included. Second order models include all the first 
order terms (first order main effects), interaction temns, and second order main 
effects (quadratic terms). Examples of first and second order models are: 
First order model 
= 00+ /3i*i + P2X2 [3-36] 
Second order model 
y i x ) = P o + P \ X i +  P 2 X 2  +  + jSjxf [3-37] 
The proposed model used all the first order terms and used some of the 
Interaction terms con^esponding to the second order model (e.g., p^x^xg). The 
idea of using interaction terms came from the solution obtained for the first 
order regression model in Section 3.3.5.6. For the first order regression model 
was found intercept regression coefficients close to unity, and slope regression 
coefficient varying due to effects not Included in the regression. The 
interaction terms affect directly the slope coefficient, meanwhile the first order 
main effects (p^x^, pgXg) affect the intercept coefficient. 
The model used for the forward stepwise method used interaction terms related to 
the independent variable x, since the main reason for this analysis was the variability of the 
slope in the previous regression model and the slope was affected by this interaction 
effect. Initially, the proposed model was; 
y  —  b ç j  + b ^ x  +  ^ 2 C ? ^ r b ^ p T + b ^ G L  +  b ^ [ \  + b ^ D 2  + b g D ^  +  + b ^ Q D ^  
+6] ]Z)g '^b^jQx +6j^Z/]i2^ + + b^(fjLx 4-6]^/))% + + [3-38] 
+620^-*^+^2iA* +622^6^ -^bjiD^x + E 
where: 
b| i=0,23 regression coefficients 
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for definition of each variable see Section 3.3.5.7.3 
The regression analysis used four different groups of data specified by the 
envelope type (virgin or stabilized) and envelope region (pre- or post-peak region). 
Additionally, each group was formed with all the force-displacement ratios for the positive 
and negative envelopes for all tests (except Test 1). Therefore, the minimum number of 
force-displacement ratios used were approximately 240 pairs. As a first step in the 
analysis of results, the correlation coefficients between the dependent variable (force ratio) 
and all the other parameters were inspected. Table 69 in Appendix B, shows the 
correlation coefficients. 
The interaction terms showed higher correlation coefficients (except for the x 
parameter), indicating that the variability of the data was explained better through these 
terms. This result was expected since the bivariate linear regression model previously 
obtained showed variability in the slope coefficient. The first analysis using stepwise 
regression also con-oborated this result, since only interaction terms were selected as 
significantly different from zero to improve the explained variation. 
After the first analysis using stepwise regression method, the model included the 
intercept coefficient and interaction terms associated with x (x=ln(e/ep)), but some of the 
regression coefficients were irrational. This effect was thought to be the result of the 
biased distribution of key experimental parameters, which may produce some problems in 
parameter estimation. For example, most of the stud connections were used in 
diaphragms with aspect ratio of 0.8 (L1/L2) and with deck Types 5,9,10, or 11. When 
many of the data points are not distributed but concentrated around a single x value any 
outlayer data point may introduce considerable amount of error in the parameter 
estimation. Also multicollinearity (two or more of the independent variables contribute 
redundant information) may be induced by this biased distribution. Therefore, the process 
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was continued but only those parameters with significant values (at 5% level) and with 
rational coefficients were considered, as suggested by some authors (91,94). Table B10 
shows the parameters included in the second analysis. 
General results from the stepwise regression are presented in Table 8, and more 
specific details are shown in Table B10 in Appendix B. From Table 8, the correlation 
coefficient for each envelope section ranged between 0.89 and 0.96 with a weighted 
average value (No. of cases being weight factors) of 0.93. Such range of values may be 
considered acceptable since a value of unity corresponds to perfect conrelation. The 
coefficient of determination or proportion of explained variation ranged from 0.79 to 0.92 
with a weighted average of 0.86. A better behavior was observed for the pre-peak 
regions in both virgin and stabilized envelopes. The same conclusion may be obtained 
from the resulting standard error of estimate Sg. Rvalues for the overall or total F test 
were too small (less than 2%); therefore, the null hypothesis stated as: "the regression 
model does not contribute to explain the normalized force", was rejected. Finally, 
intercept values ranged between 0.97 and 0.99, with close to unity values associated with 
the pre-peak envelopes. Main characteristics from these results are presented next; 
• All the model parameters included in the second regression analysis had 
coefficients significantly different from zero (at 5% level) since all Rvalues 
showed values below 2%. 
• The "x" parameter (natural logarithmic of the displacement ratio) was included in 
all four analyses as an interaction term in combination with all other parameters. 
This result was expected since interaction factors (associated with x) directly 
modify the slope of the x parameter. 
• Axial stiffness index Q, was introduced in the post-peak region of both virgin and 
stabilized data envelopes. In both cases, the regression coefficient associated 
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Table 8. General results from the stepwise regression analysis 
Region Virgin Envelope stabilized Envelope 
parameter Pre-peak Post Peak Pre-peak Post-peak 
# of Cases 260 354 236 265 
R 0.95 0.92 0.96 0.89 
R2 0.90 0.84 0.92 0.79 
Sfi of Estimate 0.08 0.12 0.07 0.15 
F 252.2 178.0 275.0 96.3 
Rvalue a a a a 
Intercept 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97 
3|ess than 0.02 
with Q was positive, which means that as long as Q increases, the response 
(force) of the system increases. 
• Gravity load was another effect included by the stepwise procedure. The effect 
of gravity appears for both regions (pre- and post-peak) and envelopes (virgin 
and stabilized). For the pre-peak region, their regression coefficient sign was 
negative (since x=ln(e/ep) was negative in this region) which means that gravity 
produced an increase in the force ratio diaphragm response. This phenomenon 
was thought to be the result of the increase in the friction between the steel deck 
and concrete, delaying the deterioration of the diaphragm. This effect was 
reduced with increased number of cycles (when moving from virgin to stabilized 
regions) since slip occurred in the interface. In the post-peak region, the effect 
of increased friction is minimum since, for this level of displacements, large slip 
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and deterioration had usually occurred and reduced force ratios response due to 
the nature of the out-of-plane gravity load was significant. 
• Steel deck shapes were the other parameters introduced in the model by the 
regression process. The deck shape were the main source of explained 
variability, because their regression coefficient magnitudes were much larger 
than any other coefficient effects as shown in Table B10 in Appendix B. 
Results of regression coefficients between virgin and stabilized shape 
parameters for a given region (pre- or post-peak) were consistently similar, with 
only slight differences (Table 810). 
3.3.5.8 Final envelope regression analysis Based on these observations, a 
final analysis to refine the regression model was made. The analysis included the 
following characteristics; 
1) From the previous bilinear regression model and because of the nature of the 
input data ratios, a model with an intercept coefficient of value unity was 
needed. Since the multiple regression analysis allows the intercept to be 
defined as zero or different from zero only, a nonlinear regression analysis was 
used. This analysis was made using STATISTICA (93). The least squares 
criterion (minimization of the sum of the squares of deviations) was used as the 
objective function. As an initial estimate for the coefficients, those coefficients 
obtained from the multiple linear regression were used. 
2) The intercept term was selected to be unity. Therefore, only interaction terms 
(associated with "x") were considered (and therefore the term DgX was also 
included). 
3) Gravity load effect was included. 
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4) Axial stiffness index Q was included for the post-peak regions. 
5) An additional analysis was considered assuming an "average deck shape". 
Such analysis was made without differentiating between steel deck shapes, 
therefore results were assumed to be valid for any deck shape. Since the 
variation between shapes were considerable, results obtained for such 
average deck shape was less accurate. Nevertheless, the average deck 
shape approach may be used as a simple estimate when a deck shape not 
included especifically in the experimental program is used. 
The new regression models were defined by: 
For pre-peak regions 
y = l + («iGZ- H-OjA +<^3^2 +<^4^ +^6^5 +^8^ + E [3-39] 
For post-peak regions 
y = 1 + {b^GL + b2Q + b^D\ 4-6^2)2 +6)^3 +b-jD^ +b^D^ +b^f)j +6|qZ^)X + £ [3-40] 
where: 
o, / = 1,2,..,9 : regression coefficients associated with the pre-peak region 
6, i = 1,2,.., 10: regression coefficients associated with the post-peak region 
x: main effect, evaluated as the natural log of the normalized displacement ratio 
GL: dummy variable describing the effect of gravity loads 
Q: axial stiffness index 
D|: dummy variable describing the effect of deck shape 
General results from the nonlinear regression analyses are presented in Table 9. 
More specific details from these results are presented in Table B11 in Appendix B. 
Table 9. Correlation and determination coefficien ts from the nonlinear regression 
Envelope Virgin Envelope Stabilized Envelope 
Parameter Pre-peak Post-peak Pre-peak Post-peak 
S.S. Residuals 1.69 5.12 1.11 5.80 
R 0.95 0.92 0.96 0.89 
R2 0.90 0.84 0.92 0.79 
Results from the nonlinear regression were practically the same as those obtained 
from the multiple linear regression analyses (compare Tables 8 and 9), because for the 
multiple linear regression, the intercept coefficient was close to 1, meanwhile for the 
nonlinear regression it was assumed 1. After reordering terms in the proposed model of 
Equations [3-39] and [3-40], and using results presented in Table B11 from Appendix B, 
the proposed model in its final form was: 
for Pre-peak envelope region 
F { e )  
1 + aln(—) [3-41] 
for post-peak envelope region 
1 + j31n(—) F { e )  
where: 
Strength degradation factor, applicable to virgin envelope only 
(see Section 3.3.5) 
^ - ^ GL + ^DS 
P = PQ +Pgl'^PDS 
[3-42] 
[3-43] 
[3-44] 
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Table 10. Axial stiffness factor Po 
Factor Virgin Envelope stabilized Envelope 
Pq 0.0180a 0.022g= 
=Q evaluated according to Equation [3-26] 
Table 11. Gravity load factor Ogli Pgl 
Factor Load Condition Virgin Envelope Stabilized Envelope 
^GL Full gravity loadP -0.018 0.039 
Pgl Full gravity loadP -0.095 -0.046 
^gl'PGL no gravity load 0.000 0.000 
^Design gravity load 
Pq: axial stiffness factor (see Table 10). 
«GL 'Pol • gravity load factors (see Table 11). 
ocds,Pds- deck shape factors (see Table 12). 
Figure 26 shows a comparison between predicted and observed envelopes for Test# 4. 
3.3.6 Envelope strength degradation 
3.3.6.1 Degradation general information Structures under earthquake motion usually 
sustain many load reversals. Steel and concrete structures deform continuously with 
increased cycles of loading. Eventhough steel is ductile, steel members in frames may 
not be so ductile due to effects such as buckling or brittle failure of connections. Concrete 
structures generally show considerable degradation when subjected to load reversals.This 
effect is more marked when shear or bond failure takes place in the elements (3). 
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Table 12. Deck shape factors gps. Pds 
Shape Type Deck Type 
^DS Pds 
Virgin Stabilized Virgin Stabilized 
1 1 0.35 0.35 -0.38 -0.44 
2 2 0.29 0.21 -0.39 -0.39 
1 3 0.35 0.35 -0.38 -0.44 
1 4 0.35 0.35 -0.38 -0.44 
3 5 0.29 0.24 -0.40 -0.47 
4 6 0.23 0.21 -0.52 -0.55 
5 7 0.26 0.24 -0.43 -0.44 
6 8 0.26 0.28 -0.42 -0.43 
7 9 0.24 0.25 -0.59 -0.56 
8 10 0.27 0.33 -0.44 -0.49 
4 11 0.23 0.21 -0.52 -0.55 
General Deck type 0.28 0.25 -0.42 -0.46 
Usually the degradation effect is neglected in design practice, because is assumed 
to be small, or simply because the lack of knowledge to evaluate it. However, if 
degradation is inevitable, at least a gross estimation of such effect should be made. 
Degradation effects are generally classified as strength degradation and stiffness 
degradation. Both effects may be associated with cyclic effects and/or monothonic effects. 
Cyclic strength degradation may be defined as the reduction in force capacity for an 
Predicted 
Experimental 
Normalized displacement (e/ep) 
Figure 26. Diaphragm test 4 virgin envelope prediction 
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increased number of cycles at the same maximum displacement. Meanwhile basic 
strength degradation is the reduction in strength capacity (after peak load) for increased 
maximum displacement. Similar definitions may be stated for stiffness degradation (see 
discussion of stiffness degradation in Section 3.3.6.2.3). Figure 27 shows an example of 
cyclic strength degradation. 
The state-of-the-art in hysteretic modelling of concrete structures suggests the 
evaluation of the cyclic strength degradation by either using a constant or a variable 
strength degradation factor. A very rough estimation of the strength degradation is 
obtained with the constant factor approach. This factor is applied to the actual force each 
time that a new cycle is made at the "same" maximum displacement (16,41). The second 
approach consists of using a variable strength degradation factor, usually a function of the 
number of cycles and other characteristic envelope parameters such as cyclic energy or 
maximum attained displacement (27,42,45,47). As part of this work, a discussion of the 
cyclic strength degradation effects on steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms is made, 
and equations to evaluate such effects are presented in the next subsections. 
Force / V 
Displacement 
Figure 27. Cyclic strength degradation example 
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3.3.6.2 Input data As part of the experimental program on SDRC at ISU (see 
Appendix A), 32 diaphragms were tested. Reversed cyclic loading with displacement 
control was used for all test specimens, except for Test 1 that was monothonically loaded. 
A minimum of three complete cycles was applied at each level of displacement. The 
criterion used to increase displacement to the next level was that the load had to stabilize 
within a certain margin. Such margin was defined as being less than a 5% change in load 
from the previous cycle at the same displacement. 
3.3.6.3 Basic patterns A database was created with the information required to 
evaluate the cyclic strength degradation as follows; for each diaphragm test, and for each 
displacement level, force vs cyclic number pairs of data were filed. To identify general 
trends in the data, a plot of average normalized force vs normalized displacement for each 
cycle number was made (see Figure 28). Force was normalized respect to the force 
associated with the maximum displacement for the virgin envelope (cycle n=1), and 
displacement was nonnalized respect to the displacement at the peak virgin load. Table 
B12 in Appendix B shows the average degradation factor and 95% confidence intervals for 
such factor. Results from Figure 28 and Table B12 showed the following trends: 
• The strength degradation factor is a nonlinear function of the number of cycles, 
because the amount of reduction from first to second cycle was much greater 
than that from the second to third cycle. 
• The degradation factor is also a function of the maximum reached displacement 
with a more pronounced slope for small displacements, and a stabilization zone 
or plateau for large displacements. 
• For displacement ratios smaller than approximately one, the degradation factor 
was approximately constant for a given cycle number. 
MItiAA A—A— à .  A  ! *— 
x\ 
g—• • 
• 
n=number of cycles H 
s 
10 
em/ep 
12 14 16 18 20 
n=1 n=2 n=3 
Figure 28. Normalized envelope force for a different number of cycles 
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3.3.6.4 Initial regression analysis 
3.3.6.4.1 General The strength degradation factor was observed to be a 
function of the number of cycles, and the largest associated displacement. Other possible 
variables influencing this factor will be discussed in the next subsections. As a first step in 
predicting this effect, a regression analysis was made to investigate the type of model that 
better predicted the effect on the degradation due to the number of cycles and largest 
cyclic displacement. First, an analysis was made considering each of the two mentioned 
factors at the time (see Sections 3.3.6.4.2 and 3.3.6.4.3.). With the information obtained 
from this preeliminary analysis, a more generalized model was developed involving both 
effects (see Section 3.3.6.5). 
3.3.6.4.2 Model considering number of cycles Under this model, the 
degradation factor was considered as a function only of the number of cycles. Any effect 
due to maximum reached displacement, type of steel deck, type of connection, etc., was 
neglected. Since the degradation factor was influenced by the largest attained 
displacement, the first objective was to investigate if the same type of regression model 
may predict the strength degradation as a function of the number of cycles at particular 
displacement levels. To study this condition, the data needed for the analysis was 
grouped for each diaphragm test according to three regions: Pre-peak region, peak point, 
and post-peak region. From each region an arbitrarily selected set of force versus cycle 
number pair of data was assumed to represent all pairs in the region (see Figure 29). The 
data selected for each region was taken from Diaphragms 2 to 32. 
Each set of data was fitted to eleven different regression models (see Table 3). 
Therefore, for each diaphragm test (31 tests were considered), for each region (3 regions. 
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F(e)/Fp F(n)/F(n=1) 
e/ep 
Figure 29. Degradation factor vs number of cycles at different regions 
as previously described), eleven regression models were applied, giving a total of 
31x3x11= 1023 fitted equations. Selection of the "best" regression model, as described 
earlier, was based on the mean absolute error (MAE) associated with each model. 
Graphical results of the analyses are shown in Figures B13-B15 in Appendix B. 
Numerical results are shown in Table 13, and discussed next. 
According to results obtained from the regression analyses of strength degradation 
factor vs cycle number n, the following conclusions may be stated: 
• Model 4 (reciprocal - x) had the lowest average MAE value for pre- and post-
peak regions. For the peak region. Model 4 obtained the third lowest MAE 
value with a 6.5% difference respect to the smallest one. Model 7 (logarithmic -
x), was ranked third, first, and third for the three mentioned regions, respectively. 
• For pre-peak and peak regions, any of the tested regression models (Table 3) 
except model 6, may be used to predict the degradation effect. According to 
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Table 13. MAE mean values and 95% Cl for regression models of degradation 
factor vs n 
Region Pre-peak At peak Post- pea ( 
Model 95% Confidence 
Interval 
Mean 95% Confidence 
Interval 
Mean 95% Confidence 
Interval 
Mean 
1 0.027 0.041 0.034 0.031 0.046 0.039 0.062 0.090 0.076 
2 0.027 0.041 0.034 0.031 0.046 0.039 0.057 0.084 0.071 
3 0.027 0.041 0.034 0.025 0.041 0.033 0.028 0.065 0.046 
4 0.022 0.035 0.028 0.025 0.040 0.033 0.021 0.048 0.035 
5 0.022 0.036 0.029 0.032 0.048 0.040 0.041 0.069 0.055 
6 0.069 0.094 0.082 0.108 0.148 0.128 0.243 0.306 0.274 
7 0.024 0.037 0.030 0.023 0.038 0.031 0.024 0.053 0.038 
8 0.023 0.037 0.030 0.024 0.039 0.032 0.023 0.052 0.038 
9 0.025 0.039 0.032 0.030 0.044 0.037 0.054 0.079 0.067 
10 0.027 0.041 0.034 0.031 0.046 0.039 0.059 0.086 0.073 
11 0.022 0.035 0.029 0.026 0.042 0.034 0.022 0.050 0.036 
results (Figures B13-B15) there was no significant difference (5% level a) in 
MAE values between the models. 
• For the post-peak region, any of 3, 4, 7, 8, and 11 regression models may be 
used, since there was no significant difference (5% level a) in MAE values 
between the regression models. 
Pre-peak and peak regions had among their possible models the linear model. 
Although the linear model was included in the selection of possible models, the criteria 
used during testing to end a group of cycles at a prescribed displacement level clearly 
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suggested a non-linear pattern. Since not all the same models were selected for each 
region, a restriction was added to the analysis, that is, the degradation factor had to be 
described by the same type of regression model at any displacement level (any region). 
Some authors (27,45) had proposed a decaying exponential model to reproduce the 
strength degradation effect. However, according to results from Figure B15, for the post-
peak region, there was a significant difference (at 5% level) in MAE values between the 
exponential model (regression Model 2) and any of Models 4, 7, 8 and 11. The selection 
was made for Model 7 or logarithmic-x model, because its intercept value was already 
defined (degradation factor has to be one at x=n=1 cycle), and, because from a statistical 
point of view, it is a linear model. 
3.3.6.4.3 Model considering the maximum reached displacement 
Under this approach, the variation pattern of the degradation factor with the maximum 
reached displacement was investigated. The data included in this analysis was 
considered to be all sets of data at a fixed number of cycles. The second and third cycles 
were selected because the data associated with the first cycle gave no useful information 
since the force ratio was unity for all the considered displacements. Since there was a 
tendency in the degradation factor to be approximately constant for small values of the 
normalized displacement, two regions were defined for analysis (pre- and post-peak 
regions). Therefore, for each diaphragm test (31 tests considered), and at each specified 
displacement level (e/ep), the corresponding force for the second and third cycle was 
selected. For each set of data (2 different n cycle levels), for each region (pre- and post-
peak), for each diaphragm test (31 tests considered), 11 different regression models were 
fitted (see Table 3), for a total of 2x2x31x11=1364 regression models. The MAE (mean 
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absolute error) was the statistical estimate used to select the "best" regression model. 
Results are presented in Table 14, as well as in Figures B16-B19. 
Results obtained showed that most of the proposed regression models may be 
used to predict the degradation effect vs e/ep because there was no significant difference 
among most of them (a = 0.05). However, the linear model (Model 1) displayed the lowest 
average MAE value for all the analysis stages. Based on this result, the linear model was 
selected to introduce the parameter e/ep in the global model for the strength degradation 
factor. 
3.3.6.5 Multiple linear regression analysis Previous subsections identified the 
possible model to use for the strength degradation factor vs cycle number and maximum 
reached displacement. According to Section 3.3.5.3.1, the strength degradation factor vs 
cycle number (for fixed values of e/ep) may be represented with a logarithmic-x model. 
Section 3.3.5.3.2 stated that for the variation of strength degradation factor vs maximum 
reached displacement (for fixed n values) a linear model may be used. The number of 
cycles and maximum displacements had been considered the significant factors in the 
strength degradation process according to some authors (27,45). However, others factors 
such as type of connections, gravity load, etc., may be of substantial influence. To 
identify other significant variables in the degradation process, a stepwise regression 
analysis (see Section 3.3.4.4) was made. Initially most of variables included in the 
experimental program were considered. The parameters consisting of light weight 
concrete, steel frame size members, and corrugation deck orientation were not included 
since there was only one test for each parameter. Only interaction terms associated with 
the number of cycles n were considered. Main (independent) temns associated only with 
maximum displacements were not included, because, by definition the cyclic strength 
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Table 14. Mean value and 95% CI for degradation factor vs e/ep regression 
models 
Pre-peak Post-peak Pre-peak Post-peak 
95% 01 n=2 95% CI n=2 95% CI n=3 95% CI n=3 
Test Lower Upper Mean Lower Upper Mean Lower Upper Mean Lower Upper Mean 
1 0.034 0.051 0.042 0.054 0.079 0.066 0.044 0.061 0.053 0.053 0.077 0.065 
2 0.034 0.051 0.042 0.055 0.081 0.068 0.045 0.064 0.054 0.055 0.079 0.067 
3 0.034 0.052 0.043 0.056 0.085 0.070 0.046 0.070 0.058 0.057 0.085 0.071 
4 0.036 0.054 0.045 0.069 0.095 0.082 0.059 0.089 0.074 0.059 0.087 0.073 
5 0.037 0.057 0.047 0.077 0.110 0.094 0.064 0.116 0.090 0.064 0.109 0.087 
6 0.059 0.088 0.074 0.108 0.145 0.126 0.096 0.138 0.117 0.128 0.173 0.151 
7 0.034 0.052 0.043 0.060 0.085 0.072 0.051 0.073 0.062 0.056 0.080 0.068 
8 0.035 0.053 0.044 0.062 0.089 0.075 0.053 0.080 0.067 0.058 0.085 0.071 
9 0.033 0.051 0.042 0.055 0.080 0.068 0.046 0.065 0.056 0.054 0.078 0.066 
10 0.034 0.051 0.042 0.054 0.080 0.067 0.044 0.062 0.053 0.054 0.078 0.066 
11 0.036 0.055 0.046 0.072 0.100 0.086 0.061 0.096 0.079 0.061 0.093 0.077 
degradation effect was result of the cyclic displacement and not of the displacement alone. 
Accordingly, a maximum displacement variable had to show only as an interaction term. 
Additionally, not only quantitative variables but dummy variables were included to consider 
qualitative effects such as steel deck shape. A first intent for a model was proposed as 
follows: 
(^ = èg + (b^e + 626+bjLL + b^CT + b^GL + b^E\ + + b^D^ [3"4o] 
+6,iDg +6,2^7 +bfy£^)x 
where: 
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^ ~ • strength degradation factor [3-46] 
X = ln(n), n=cycle number [3-47] 
0 
e = — = ratio of maximum reached displacement to peak displacement 
®P 
6o: intercept coefficient 
bj, / = 1,13 : regression coefficients 
all other variables were defined in Section 3.3.4.4 
The stepwise regression analysis was applied to two different sets of data, one for 
the pre-peak region, and other for the post-peak region. This range selection was made 
based on the preliminary data analyses from Section 3.3.5.2. A less steeped slope in the 
strength degradation factor plot for pre-peak regions was observed (Figure 28). The 
regression process was applied first including all the variables showed in Eqn. 3-45. Next, 
based on previous results from the stepwise method, a new selection of variables was 
made by removing all those variables with irrational regression coefficients. 
Results showed that for both sets of data (pre- and post-peak regions), the strength 
degradation factor was mainly a function of the number of cycles (through its 
transformation, ln(n)), deck shape type (D's), and the maximum normalized displacement 
ë. The gravity load coefficient and the axial stiffness index displayed values significantly 
different from zero (at 5% level) for the post-peak region. Regression coefficients 
associated with deck shape parameters for post-peak region were at least three times 
larger than those associated with pre-peak region. Such a result agreed with the criteria 
of define degradation factors only for the post-peak region, as some authors suggest 
(16,41). The axial stiffness index was included and resulted with a positive regression 
coefficient meaning that for an increase in Q value (e.g., increase in concrete thickness or 
concrete compression strength a reduction in the amount of degradation was obtained. 
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Gravity load resulted witli a negative regression coefficient, therefore, the use of the 
design gravity load, increased the strength degradation. After this analysis, the proposed 
degradation factor model is 
Pre-peak region: 
^ = bQ + {biD^ + ^ 2^2 ^3^ + 64^)4 + + b-jDy + bgD^ + b^e )x [3-48] 
Post-peak region 
(^ = 60 + (61Z), + ^ 2/^ + + b^D^ + 65D5 + igZ)g + byDj + b^Dg [3-49] 
+b^Q + b^Qe +6jjGZ,)x 
For both cases, the intercept regression coefficient was close to 1, 0.994 for pre-
peak, and 0.968 for post-peak region. The expected value for the intercept coefficient 
was unity , because when the cycle number is one (n=1) then x which is the natural 
logarithm of n is zero and the amount of degradation is zero or %=1. Therefore, an 
additional analysis was made using a nonlinear regression analysis for a model given by 
Eqns. [3-48] and [3-49], but with an intercept value of 1. The regression coefficients 
obtained with the nonlinear regression analysis showed practically no difference with those 
previously obtained since the intercept values were close to unity. 
To verify the improvement achieved by the regression model, a comparison 
between the standard error of estimate (SJ and the standard deviation of the criterion 
variable (strength degradation factor ^ ) was made, since the standard error is a realistic 
measure of the goodness of fit. For the pre-peak region, the standard error Sg was 0.065 
and the standard deviation was 0.101; therefore a reduction of 35% was obtained by 
using the regression model instead of the average For the post-peak region, the 
standard error Sg was 0.134 and the standard deviation was 0.215; therefore, a 
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reduction of 38% was obtained. Results of regression analysis are shown in Tables B13-
B14 in Appendix B. 
The regression analysis showed that the strength degradation factor was function 
of the deck shape type as well as other parameters. Since the differences among some 
of the deck types were mainly in the embossment configuration, and because there are 
many different commercial deck types not considered in the experimental program, a 
strength degradation factor independent of the deck type could be helpful. Therefore, a 
new analysis was made and results were assumed to represent an "average deck type". 
After this last analysis, the strength degradation expression was proposed as follows; 
1) Pre-peak regions: 
^ = 1 + (ÔDs+ôe-^)ln(n) [3-50] 
®p 
2) Post-peak regions: 
s = 1 + (5ds + ôe -^ + ÔqlGL + 6qQ) ln(n) [3-51] 
®P 
where: 
^ strength degradation factor [3-46] 
n: cycle number 
Gm: maximum reached displacement 
®p- displacement at peak load 
Q: axial stiffness index (see Equation 3-26) 
sds- deck shape factor (Table 15) 
8e: displacement factor (Table 15) 
sql' gravity load factor (Table 15) 
ÔQ. axial stiffness factor (Table 15) 
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Figure 30 sliows a comparison between predicted and observed envelope force 
ratio for different displacements vs number of cycles, for Diaphragm 12. As expected, the 
smaller the displacement level, the better the prediction is. The same observation applies 
for the number of cycles at a given displacement level. 
3.3.7 Hysteresis curve 
3.3.7.1 Basic curve description A hysteretic model predicts the force-
displacement relation for a system using stiffness and strength information. The model is 
defined based on two main components: the envelope or skeleton curve, and the cyclic 
loop or hysteresis curve. As defined before, the hysteresis loop is the curve defined 
under load reversals. 
The state-of-the-art in hysteretic models for concrete elements suggests the use of 
either, straight lines or polynomial equations for the description of the hysteresis curve (see 
Figures 4-6). Most of the hysteretic models used straight lines following a series of rules 
to describe the loops (3,8,9,10). The use of straight lines for loops has been used mostly 
to make the model being clear and uncomplicated, but the use of polynomial expressions 
(27,28,38,44) requires fewer rules and usually follows closer the actual cyclic behavior of 
the element. 
Description of the loop by either approach requires the previous definition of some 
force-displacement points and slopes along the cyclic path. Then, the suggested 
equation is forced to satisfy the required boundaries. Typical points and slopes used in 
the description of cyclic loops are shown in Figure 31. 
Table 15. Strength degradation equation coefficients 
Deck Shape coefficients ôns Region 
Deck shape type Deck type^ Pre-peak Post-peak 
1 1 -0.05 -0.39 
2 2 -0.12 -0.44 
1 3 -0.05 -0.39 
1 4 -0.05 -0.39 
3 5 -0.11 -0.39 
4 6 -0.14 -0.49 
5 7 -0.15 -0.49 
6 8 -0.13 -0.50 
7 9 -0.11 -0.48 
8 10 -0.16 -0.55 
4 11 -0.14 -0.49 
Sns for general steel deck -0.12 -0.45 
Axial stiffness index 8Q 
-b 0.02 
Displacement factor 5^ -0.07 -0.01 
Gravity load factor ôp;, full gravity load ..b -0.06 
SRI no gravity load __b 0.000 
^According to description in Appendix A. 
"Not apply 
1 
Experimental Average ratio 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
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u. 
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0 
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Figure 30. Comparison between predicted and observed strength degradation factors for test 12 
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y F(emax) 
Pinch Force F 
Figure 31. Typical hysteresis curve 
Pinching effect 
-> 
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The parameters used to define the hysteresis loop were : the pinch force Fq, 
maximum attached force and associated displacement for the cyclic, and the three 
characteristic slopes Kq, K^, and Kg. Figure 31 showed a tendency in the cyclic loop for 
very low incremental stiffness near the origin followed by a stiffening, this is the so called 
pinching effect. The low stiffness may be produced by slip, yield of reinforcement, or 
opened cracks. Once the cracks closed and/or the slip was minimized by increased 
adherence or interlocking effect, the hysteresis loop showed a stiffening region. Pinch 
force accounted for why the load-displacement curve did not cross though the origin at 
zero displacement. Once these parameters were defined by constant values or 
expressions, the hysteresis loops may be defined by straight lines or by a nonlinear 
equations. 
3.3.7.2 Pinch force prediction 
3.3.7.2.1 General To predict the pinch force, a collection of data was 
made from test records. Plots of force vs displacement for each cycle recorded during 
test, were the only data source; therefore, the accuracy of these values was limited by the 
precision of the procedure used in the pinch force evaluation. 
Pinch force predicted models had been reported in the literature for different types of 
hysteretic models (28,38,41,52). Kariotis et al. (41), expressed the pinch force as a 
constant fraction of the maximum force reached in the envelope, with this approach 
Kariotis reported a value of 0.15 for steel-deck diaphragms. Emori et al. (52) assessed 
indirectly the pinch force by fitting a third order polynomial to the hysteresis curve and 
evaluating such a polynomial expression at zero displacement. Porter and Yeomans 
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(28,38) found that a linear relation between pinch force and maximum displacement was a 
reliable predictor for hollow-core plank diaphragms. 
3.3.7.2.2 Input data and basic patterns Pinch force values were 
obtained from cyclic plots of force vs displacement for each diaphragm test, except Test 1 
which was monothonically loaded. Plots of pinch force vs displacement showed that the 
pinch force followed different paths before and after peak displacement; therefore, the 
data was grouped in two regions (pre- and post-peak). Additionally, virgin and stabilized 
pinch force data showed a difference in force magnitude, hence this effect was also 
considered in the sorting process. Figure 32 shows the pinch force displacement variation 
for Test 20. Research in pinch force prediction suggested two different models. First, a 
constant ratio of pinch force to the maximum associated envelope force was proposed for 
steel-deck diaphragms (41), and second, a linear relation between pinch force and 
maximum displacement was suggested for hollow-core plank diaphragms (28,38). The 
use of the first approach was discarded after plotting F^ vs F(e) for some of the diaphragm 
tests and notice a very weak linear relation between both parameters (see Figure 33). 
3.3.7.2.3 Regression analysis The procedure used to define an 
empirical model for pinch force prediction, was similar to that used to identify a model for 
the envelope curve. That is, a group of eleven different models (see Table 3) were 
proposed. The mean absolute error (MAE) was used as goodness of fit measure. 
The pairs of data (x, y) used in the regression analysis were the normalized pinch 
force and its respective maximum normalized displacement. The pinch force was 
normalized with respect to the peak force; meanwhile, the maximum associated 
displacement was normalized respect to the peak displacement. The regression analysis 
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was applied to all diaphragm tests (except Test 1), for both sources of data (virgin and 
stabilized), for both displacement ranges (pre- and post-peak region), and for all 11 models 
from Table 3, resulting in a total of 31x2x2x11=1364 fitted expressions. 
Results of the regression analyses are shown in Table B15 and graphical 
representations of the results are shown in Figures B20-23 in Appendix B. Conclusions 
from these analyses were; 
• The pinch force for pre-peak virgin region and pre-peak stabilized region may be 
predicted by either linear (regression Model 1) or multiplicative (regression Model 
8) models, because both had approximately the same mean value and almost 
the same confidence interval. Additionally, there was no significant difference 
(at 5% level) in the error evaluation for these two models Figures B20 and B22). 
• The pinch force for both virgin and stabilized post-peak regions may be 
predicted by almost any of the proposed models (except Model 5) since all the 
confidence intervals were overlapped. 
Based on the conclusions previously stated, the linear model may be the best 
model for pre-peak regions and at least as good as any other proposed model for post-
peak regions. Therefore, the linear model was proposed to predict the pinch force of 
steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms. Once the pinch force regression model was 
selected, an inspection of the corresponding regression coefficients and its confidence 
intervals was made to identify if other parameters were necessary to improve the explained 
variation of data. First of all, statistical tests were made to verify if the intercept coefficient 
for the pre-peak region was significantly different from zero. Results showed that there 
was no significant difference (at 5% level) between such intercept and zero (as expected), 
therefore the analysis continued using no intercept at pre-peak regions. Regression 
coefficients (slope for pre-peak region, slope and intercept for post-peak region) and their 
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confidence intervals are sfiown in Tables B16 and B17. From these results, the following 
conclusions may be stated; 
• Slope coefficients for pre-peak regions in both virgin and stabilized data showed 
less variability since their confidence intervals were the smallest. 
• For some cases, slope and intercept coefficients for post-peak regions showed 
confidence intervals including the zero value. The inclusion of zero in the 
confidence interval may be due mainly to the small number of data points 
available for this region. Note that the t statistic (see Eqns. 3-24 and 3-25) at a 
=5% for n=3 is 12.71 for n=4 is 4.30 and for n=5 is 3.18; therefore, the smaller 
the samples, the wider the confidence intervals obtained. The general trend for 
slope and intercept coefficients may be identified by observing the average 
values at the end of Tables B16-B17, where significantly different from zero 
values are suggested. 
• A comparison among different test regression coefficients and the confidence 
intervals showed considerable scatter. This scatter may be due to the exclusion 
of other parameters (e.g., gravity load, deck shape, etc.) in the regression 
analysis; and/or to the lack of precision method of collecting pinch force data; 
and/or pure random enror. 
In order to identify if additional parameters may help in the prediction of the pinch 
force, a multiple regression analysis was used as explained in the next subsection. 
3.3.7.2.4 Multiple linear regression analysis Based on conclusions in 
the previous section, a multiple linear regression analysis was made to investigate if the 
explained variation may be increased by adding more parameters to the proposed model. 
This analysis, was applied to four data sets; pre-peak virgin, pre-peak stabilized, post-peak 
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virgin, and post-peak stabilized. Additional parameters considered were ishape of deck 
(D's), axial stiffness index (Q), gravity load effect (GL), connection type (CT), and aspect 
ratio (LI L2). For the pre-peak region, only interaction terms (those affecting the slope) 
were included in the proposed model, because the previous linear regression analyses 
showed values not significantly different from zero for the intercept coefficient. For the 
post-peak region, since both regression coefficients were needed, a more general model 
was proposed. The proposed multiple linear regression models for both regions were; 
1) Pre-peak regions 
—— = (fljGZ/ + O2CT + +ct^D^ + CI()D2 
' [3-52] 
g_ 
2) Post-peak regions 
— bfj +b^Glj + b2CT+bgDj 
^ / X [3-53] ( bi \GL + jCr+3/^Z^ + 4Z)( + ôj 5D2 1 e„ 
10^ +^17A+^18^+^19A+^20^ 
33ax. + e 
Results of analyses showed that for both regions the deck shape parameters were 
significant in explaining variation. Additionally, the axial stiffness index Q was also 
significant for post-peak regions by increasing the slope of the straight line model (and 
increasing pinch force) for an increasing value of Q. A measure of the goodness of fit 
may be made by comparing the standard deviation of force ratio Fo/Fp vs standard error of 
regression analysis. For pre-peak virgin region, the standard deviation was 0.034 and the 
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standard error of estimate was 0.021. Therefore, a reduction of approximately 38% in tlie 
unexplained variation was obtained through the regression model. For the pre-peak 
stabilized region, the standard deviation was 0.025 and the standard error of estimate was 
0.017 for a total reduction of 32%. The post-peak virgin region showed a standard 
deviation of 0.074 and a standard error of estimate of 0.047 for a 36% reduction. Post-
peak stabilized region had a standard deviation of 0.060 and a standard error of 0.040 for 
a reduction of 33%. Reduction values were equal or greater to 32%, therefore there were 
a significant improvement in using the regression model against the use of the pinch force 
mean values. 
Based on results obtained from this section, the pinch force model is proposed as 
follows: 
Pre-peak region: 
max 13-54] 
Post-peak region: 
max 
e 
[3-55] 
p  • p  
where: 
Fo: Pinch force 
Fp: Peak force 
maximum envelope displacement for the actual cycle 
displacement at peak load 
Xq , A,oo : shape deck factor (Table 16) 
XQ. axial stiffness factor (Table 16) 
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Additional results to those presented in Table 16 are shown in Table B18 in 
Appendix B. A comparison between predicted and observed pinch forces is shown in 
Figure 34. Predicted values seemed to adequately predict the experimental values. Note 
the clear definition of regions (pre- and post-peak regions) as well as the difference 
between virgin and stabilized pinch force to peak load ratios. 
3.3.7.3 Characteristic slopes prediction 
3.3.7.3.1 General Similarly to pinch force source data, the characteristic 
slope values were determined (visually) from plots of force vs displacement for each cycle; 
therefore, the accuracy of such values is limited due to the process used. 
Most of the reinforced concrete degrading type hysteretic models used a similar 
formula to evaluate the degrading stiffness in one or more segments of a cyclic force-
displacement path (1,6,9,16,28,40,53). Such an expression had been proposed as: 
^(gmax)^y(_£_) [3-56] 
Typically, the function of the normalized displacement has been used as a multiplicative 
model or square root model with no intercept (see Table 3). The nominal stiffness {K) 
and nominal displacement (ê ) had been proposed differently from one model to other. 
Takeda (9) suggested for the nominal stiffness, the slope of a line joining the yield point in 
one direction to the cracking point in the other direction (trilinear skeleton curve). Kariotis 
et al. (16,41) suggested the initial stiffness for the nominal stiffness value. Nominal 
displacement has been proposed as the yield displacement (9), or the ratio of peak load to 
initial stiffness (41, 28). In any case, all of the expressions are similar in form since used 
the same model structure. 
Table 16. Pinch force shape deck factor 
steel deck Virgin Data Stabilized Data 
Shape Type Pre-peak Ago Post-peak Ag Pre-peak Ado Post-peak 
1 1 0.12 0.22 0.06 0.14 
2 2 0.18 0.27 0.14 0.20 
1 3 0.12 0.22 0.06 0.14 
1 4 0.12 0.22 0.06 0.14 
3 5 0.16 0.25 0.10 0.17 
4 6 0.15 0.15 0.09 0.09 
5 7 0.17 0.25 0.15 0.18 
6 8 0.20 0.29 0.12 0.20 
7 9 0.18 0.15 0.07 0.09 
8 10 0.09 0.16 0.09 0.08 
4 11 0.15 0.15 0.09 0.09 
General deck 0.16 0.21 0.09 0.14 
Axial stiffness factorAg ..b -^-0.023= 550 ..b 
—0.016= 
730 
®axial stiffness factor Q evaluated according to Eqn.3-26 
''not apply 
The parameters used for the characteristic slope analysis were based on previous 
work made by the author in a hysteretic model for hollow-core plank diaphragms (28), 
where the following normalized parameters showed good correlation: 
ë F 
x = = [3-57] 
^max •"i^max 
A:, [3-58] 
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Figure 34. Predicted vs observed pinch force for test 19 
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where: 
Fp: peak load 
a; ; initial (envelope) stiffness 
maximum associated displacement 
Kj, 7 = 0,1,2 : characteristic slopes (see Figure 31 ) 
ëp : elastic peak displacement 
For the analysis related to characteristic slopes, two different force temis were 
initially considered, the peak force (Fp) and the envelope force associated with 
(F(emax)). Results showed no significant difference between both cases. Since an 
expression with a constant temn is easier to use, the peak force was considered for this 
investigation. 
3.3.7.3.2 Input data and basic patterns Characteristic slope values 
were visually obtained from cyclic plots of force vs displacement for each diaphragm test 
except Test 1 that was monothonically loaded. Since there were no cyclic plots available 
for Tests 1-9, a graphical approach was used in these cases, that is a continuous curve 
was plotted through the available experimental force-displacement data points. Since 
there had to be continuity between points through the curve, the pinch force and 
characteristic slope KO evaluation were assumed to be not considerably affected by this 
approach. But, the other two slopes K1 and K2 were assumed to be affected because 
they were evaluated at the end of the cycle loop. A reduced influence was considered for 
K1 and K2 slope values for Tests 1-9 in the final estimation of regression coefficients. 
Plots of characteristic slope vs associated maximum displacement showed a continuous 
degrading curve with a steeper initial region and a final low value plateau at large 
displacements. Small differences were observed for virgin and stabilized values 
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especially after peak displacements. Figure 35 shows an example of characteristic slope 
vs displacement for Test 15. This plot shows the typical pattern followed by the 
characteristic slopes for all the diaphragm tests. 
3.3.7.3.3 Regression Analysis In order to identify an empirical model 
for characteristic slope prediction, a similar procedure to that used previously for pinch 
force and envelope force was used. A group of eleven different models (Table 3) was 
proposed as possible predictive models. Regression analysis was applied on the 
normalized data (Eqns. 3-57 and 3-58), and measures of error in prediction were 
evaluated. The mean absolute error (MAE) was used as goodness of fit measure. The 
model selected was function of the MAE values and Its confidence intervals. The 
regression analysis was applied for all diaphragms (except Test 1), for both sources of 
data (virgin and stabilized), for all 11 models from Table 3, resulting in a total of 
31x2x11=682 fitted expressions for each of the three different characteristic slopes (see 
Figure 31). Results of the regression analyses for the three characteristic slopes are 
shown in Tables B19-B20 and graphical representations of results (MAE values and 
confidence intervals) are shown in Figures B24-B29 in Appendix B. Based on these 
results the following conclusions were stated; 
• The magnitude of error was considerably smaller for KO and K1 characteristic 
slopes. Some reduction in the average error was also observed from virgin to 
stabilized. 
• Virgin slopes were best predicted (smallest eror) using Model 9 (square root 
model). A comparison between model 9 and the linear model showed 
significant (5%) differences between them since confidence intervals were not 
overlapped. For K2 slope, Model 7 (logarithmic-x model) showed a smaller 
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average error than Model 9, but there was no significant difference between them 
(at 5% confidence level). 
• Stabilized slopes may be predicted using Model 9. For KO, Model 9 and Model 
1 (linear model) showed no significant difference, but Model 9 had a smaller 
confidence interval. For K1, there were significant differences between linear 
and square root model (Model 9). Finally for K2, logarithmic model (Model 7) 
had the smallest average error, but showed no significant difference with 
thesquare root model. 
Conclusions from last results showed a tendency in the data to be better described 
with the square root model. This conclusion agreed with the type of expression previously 
used to model stiffness degradation for other hysteretic models. 
Once the square root model had been proposed to describe stiffness degradation 
for steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms, the next step was to analyze the results of 
linear regression model related to regression coefficient values and confidence intervals. 
Such an analysis was applied to each diaphragm data set separately with the following 
model: 
where: 
a,b: regression coefficients 
other variables were defined in Section 3.3.7.3.1 
Regression analysis for the model proposed in Eqn. 3-59 was made considering two 
cases: with and without an intercept coefficient. Results showed for some tests an 
intercept coefficient significantly different from zero, which physically means that some 
'/''max 
[3-59] 
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characteristic slopes for large displacements had a negative value. Such result was 
assumed to be consequence of the inaccuracy in the procedure used for slope evaluation. 
Therefore, a non-intercept option was selected. Since the resulted slope coefficients 
seem to be similar for virgin and stabilized sets, a paired sample analysis was applied on 
the slope regression coefficients. Results for KO showed no significant difference 
between mean values from both sets (Rvalue = 0.997 for a two tailed test). Similar results 
were obtained for K2 with a Rvalue of 0.26. Test for difference between virgin and 
stabilized results for K1 showed a significantly difference between both data sets, which 
had a physical explanation. Slope K1 value for n=1 really was the slope of the envelope 
curve and not really the slope of part of a cycle. The first loop was created when after 
reaching a specific displacement a complete set of unloading and reloading steps 
occun^ed; therefore, the value called K1 for n=1 cycle (the virgin K1 value) should not be 
defined as virgin K1 value. Values of K1 after the "first" cycle are much closer to those 
from the stabilized cycle, and the cyclic loop showed basically strength degradation but not 
significant stiffness degradation. Results from regression analyses are shown in Tables 
B21-B23. Some scatter was observed in the slope regression coefficient which may be 
an indication of missing parameter effects in the proposed model. Therefore, a multiple 
regression analysis was applied to investigate the effects of other parameters. Such 
analysis is explained in the next subsection. 
3.3.7.3.4 Multiple linear regression analysis Results from the previous 
section showed some scatter in the slope regression coefficient for the proposed model, 
which may be an indication of missing parameter effects such as gravity load, deck shape, 
aspect ratio, connection type, or axial stiffness index. To investigate if additional variation 
may be explained through the inclusion of some or all the listed parameters, a multiple 
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linear regression analysis was made. The analysis was applied on a model that included 
no intercept coefficient since zero values of the characteristic slopes were expected for 
large displacements. Analysis was applied for virgin and stabilized data, for each 
characteristic slope. The data from Tests 2-9 were not included in the evaluation of 
regression coefficients associated with K1 and K2, because of the lack of precision on the 
method used to evaluate such data (see discussion in Section 3.3.7.3.2). The proposed 
model was: 
K, 
= {bfiL + 620 + b^CT+b^LnL^ + + bjDj + 
where: 
K j , j  = 0,1,2: characteristic slopes 
bp r=1,2,..12: regression coefficients 
all other parameters had been defined in previous sections. 
Results of the multiple linear regression analyses showed that the major contributor 
to the slope term was the deck shape (D's terms). Additionally for KO and K1 a slightly 
contribution from the gravity load effect was found ( approximately 10% of total slope 
coefficient). The final model for each characteristic slope was: 
+ 69^5 +6,o/-)6 +6J,Z>7 +bi2Dg) 
V^max 
[3-60] 
[3-61] 
where: 
Kjj = 0,1,2: Characteristic slopes 
Kj : initial stiffness 
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Fp. virgin or stabilized peak force 
maximum displacement 
PQI : gravity load factor (Table 17) 
Peg: deck shape factor (Table 17) 
Results in Table 17 show also a general deck shape factor evaluated with an 
analysis using all the data without diferentlating between steel deck shapes. Due to the 
variation between shapes, results obtained for such general deck were less accurate. 
Nevertheless, the general deck shape may be used as a simple estimate for those decks 
not included in the experimental program. Standard errors of parameters are shown in 
Table B24 in Appendix B. A plot of predicted-observed characteristic slope is shown in 
Figure 36. A comparison of the confidence intervals for the three characteristic slopes in 
Table 824 showed that there was no significant difference between virgin and stabilized 
coefficients for characteristic slopes KO and K2. Therefore, the effect of cyclic stiffness 
degradation may be considered negligible for these two characteristic slopes. For K1, 
there was a significant difference between virgin and stabilized values. This may suggest 
a cyclic stiffness degradation effect, but based on the discussion of Section 3.3.7.3.3 
related to the procedure used to evaluate the virgin value of K1, a negligible stiffness 
degradation was also assumed. Additionally, those coefficient values associated with the 
stabilized region were suggested also as virgin values. 
3.3.7.4 Cyclic loop equation State-of-the-art in hysteretic models for reinforced 
concrete elements suggestes the use of either straight lines or polynomial curves to define 
the force-displacement cyclic path. Using either of both approaches requires the previous 
definition of some boundaries such as pinch force, characteristic slopes, etc. Then the 
line or curve is forced to adjust to those boundaries. The use of straight lines to model the 
Table 17. Deck shape and gravity load factors for characteristic slope equation 
Ko K2 
Deck 
Shape 
Deck 
Type 
PDS 
Virgin 
PDS 
Stabilized 
PDS 
Virgin 
PDS 
Stabilized 
PDS 
Virgin 
PDS 
Stabilized 
1 1 0.63 0.62 0.52 0.58 1.06 1.12 
2 2 0.64 0.62 0.65 0.67 1.28 1.38 
1 3 0.63 0.62 0.52 0.58 1.06 1.12 
1 4 0.63 0.62 0.52 0.58 1.06 1.12 
3 5 0.50 0.53 0.49 0.61 1.34 1.37 
4 6 0.54 0.49 0.48 0.66 1.55 1.56 
5 7 0.45 0.52 0.44 0.58 1.35 1.48 
6 8 0.42 0.40 0.41 0.54 1.44 0.93 
7 9 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.62 1.63 1.54 
8 10 0.44 0.46 0.50 0.63 1.58 1.35 
4 11 0.54 0.49 0.48 0.66 1.55 1.56 
General Deck 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.61 1.40 1.34 
Gravity load 
factor PAI 
-0.09 -0.09 -0.05 -0.06 a _a 
^not apply 
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cyclic behavior of diaphragms results in a model uncomplicated in definition, but more 
empirical mies are needed to define a cycle. Using a curve to define the cycles increases 
model complexity but improves the force-displacement prediction. 
Use of the straight line approach for cyclic prediction of SDRC diaphragms follows 
the empirical rules described in most of the degrading type models such as Takeda model 
(9) or Sina model (10). Necessary modifications to those models are; 
• Substitute the bilinear or trilinear skeleton curve by the nonlinear expression 
defined in previous Section 3.3.5 
• Include the effect of strength degradation. 
• Substitute the degrading stiffness expressions of those models with the 
characteristic slopes defined in Section 3.3.6.2 
• Include the pinch force parameter as an additional condition in defining cyclic 
path. 
Figure 37 displays the nonlinear path observed by the force-displacement behavior of Test 
21. Observation of all cyclic loops available for diaphragm tests from which Figure 37 is a 
typical example, reinforce the use of the the nonlinear cyclic approach. Nonlinear 
expressions are an alternative to describe the cyclic force-displacement behavior, 
particulariy polynomial expressions had been more frequently used. Soroushian et al. 
(27) suggested the use of a 4th order polynomial equation to describe the half-cyclic 
behavior of masonry shear walls. Nakata et al. (44) proposed the use of a third order 
polynomial to describe each quarter-cycle for reinforced concrete column force-
displacement behavior. Porter and Yeomans (28,38) proposed the use of a 5th order 
polynomial for a half cycle force-displacement of hollow-core plank diaphragms. 
To investigate the degree of polynomial expression that may be used for SDRC 
cycles, and to evaluate the goodness of fit of polynomial expressions, a regression 
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analysis was made. A series of cycles from different diaphragm tests were selected. 
Cycles associated with different displacements were included. For each cycle, the force-
displacement values were normalized with respect to the maximum force in the cycle and 
maximum displacement in the cycle, so a comparison between cycles at the same 
displacement level but from different tests may be made. Stepwise regression analysis 
was applied in the experimental cyclic data using as a limiting model, a 5th order 
polynomial model. The stepwise regression method selects only the polynomial terms that 
improved the explained variation. The polynomial equation may be defined for a complete 
half cycle or for a quarter cycle; therefore two different sets of data were used. First, data 
with complete half cycles (from maximum positive displacement to maximum negative 
displacement) was used, and later, a second data set with quarter cycles (from maximum 
positive or negative displacement to zero displacement) was utilized. Results from this 
analyses are shown in Table B25 in Appendix B. The following conclusions may be 
stated; 
• Explained variation using polynomial models were considerably large with an 
average above 0.95 for the investigated cycles. Small reduction in explained 
variation was found for large displacement cycles. 
• Quarter cycles were well defined by second order polynomials. Half cycles may 
be defined by third order polynomials 
Results obtained from the statistical analysis were confirmed by observing the 
following characteristics from the cyclic plots; 
• Plots of cyclic loading showed an inflection point only when moving from a set of 
cycles at a fixed displacement to the next larger displacement (cycle n=1). For 
all other loading cycles (n>1) at the same displacement level, the cyclic plot 
showed no reversals in curvature. 
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• Paths of cyclic unloading showed no reversal in curvature for any cycle. 
A third or higher order polynomial is needed to model reversals in curvature, 
therefore, to describe quarter cycles, a second order polynomial is suggested since there 
is no reversal in curvature (unless n=1). If a complete half cycle is described with a 
polynomial expression, a third or higher order is needed because the pinching effect 
introduces a reversal in curvature (see Figure 38). 
Based on results of regression analysis and observations from all available cyclic 
plots for diaphragm tests, second and third order polynomial equations for different cycle 
paths were proposed. Expressions were forced to fit defined boundaries. A full cycle 
was divided in four sections as shown in Figure 39. Each section was defined by the 
following boundaries: the pinch force point, the maximum cyclic force point and its 
characteristic slope. Boundary conditions were applied to the general 3rd order 
polynomial Eqn. [3-62] as follows: 
F 
> 
e 
Figure 38. Curvature variation of a cyclic force-displacement path 
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F{e) = A +Be+Ce^+ De^ [3-62] 
• 1st quarter cycle 
Conditions: 
ate = 0, F{e) = F^ 
ate = Q, F{e) = K^ 
= = [3-63] 
substituting [3-63] into [3-62] and evaluating the constants: 
A = F^ 
B = K^ 
*^max 
[-2(Cx-^) + W+^)glx] 
*'max 
following a similar procedure, the four constants for each of the other segments 
• 2nd quarter cycle 
A = K 
B = K^ 
[3teax--^)-(2^ + ^ )Cxj 
Cx 
[-2teax-^) + (^+^)glx] 
C = i i [3-65] 
^max
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• 3rd quarter cycle 
A = I^ 
B = K^ 
C- p:! 
^max 
[-2(^-/^') + te+/^kax] 
*^max 
• 4th quarter cycle 
A = I^ 
B = K^ 
^ [3fcax-^)-(2^o+^)w] 
C- -32 
*^max 
[-2fcx-^) + (>^+^kaxl 
D = - r 
e~ 3 
^'max 
All parameters have a sign associated with them according to the direction of axes 
as shown in Figure 39. is the force at the virgin envelope when the number of cycles 
is n=1 (%=1 in Eqns. [3-41] and [3-42]), and is the degraded envelope force when n>1. 
Pinch forces and characteristic slopes are also function of their respective (±) maximum 
displacement The proposed model has the capability to deal with asymmetrical 
behavior, such as that produced when parallel supporting beams have different cross-
section, or for continuous panels when distance between parallel supporting beams are 
not symmetrically positioned. 
3.3.7.5 Hysteresis rules The following hysteresis rules were based on 
observations of cycle plots. Due to the procedure used in the load-displacement program. 
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only full or complete cycles were applied, no partial cycles or small amplitude cycles were 
considered. Therefore, rules associated with small amplitude cycles were based on 
definitions proposed for reinforced concrete models, specifically Takeda's model (9) and 
Ozcebe et al. model (45). Additionally, typical errors made in the hysteresis rule 
definitions as explained by Ridell and Newmark (4) were considered in defining the rules 
for the proposed model. Rules for large and small amplitude cycles are shown in Figure 
40. Definition of those hysteresis rules follows. 
The most significant characteristics of the model were: The envelope curve was 
defined by the peak force and peak displacement and included the effect of deck shape, 
gravity load, and axial stiffness ratio. Strength degradation was considered as function of 
number of cycles and other parameters (see Section 3.3.6.5). Cyclic curve or hysteresis 
curve was defined through a series of characteristic slopes and pinch force, which were 
found to be function of the amount of deformation and other parameters (see Sections 
3.3.7.2 and 3.3.7.3). A series of rules to describe the hysteresis curve follows. 
The following definitions apply: 
• Loading: Increasing the force in one direction 
• Unloading: decreasing the force in one direction 
• Load reversal; Change of force sign in the same step 
• Reloading: Increasing the force in one direction after being unloading it in the 
same direction 
® RULE 1 
Loading: follows the envelope according toj 
F{e) 
f p  
1 + 0(ln(—) [3-68] 
F(e) 
max 
w 
CR6) max 
©max 
w 
Rule number 
Figure 40. Hysteresis rules definition 
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e > e  • p  i+j3ln(-) ^ [3-69] 
for small displacements, the envelope is defined by a straight line as follows; 
if |e|>|e^| then: GO TO RULE 1 
if |e| < |e^| then:: GO TO RULE 2 
RULE 2 
Unloading (and load reversal if needed) follows a path toward the pinch force point 
described by a polynomial expression as follows: 
if \e\<\ep\ then: 
use constant set defined by Eqns. [3-65] or [3-67] according with the sign of the 
actual displacement. 
if \e\>\ep\ then: 
use a second order polynomial expression. The set of constants for the case of 
positive displacement are: 
F { e )  =  A  +  B e  +  C e ^  
A = I^ 
additionally, if a minimum or maximum is introduced, then use a straight line joining 
if ,12./% then 
2e„e ^ 
[3-70] 
max 
[3-71] 
, o 
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the point of intersection of the cuadratic expression with x axis and the pinch point. 
if H < \eprevious] then: GO TO RULE 2 
if H J then: GO TO RULE 4 
and 
ife>0 and or e<0 and >0 then GO TO RULE 8 (If first 
excursion in such direction) otherwise GO TO RULE 3 
RULES 
This rule describes the reloading process. The path is defined by a third order 
polynomial expression with constants defined by [3-64] or [3-66] according with the 
sign of the actual displacement. All the times the force values has to be in the 
range defined by the pinch force and the maximum force. Additionally, to 
eliminate any inflection point in the path, a limiting value of the pinching 
characteristic slope is defined as follows: 
max 
[3-72] 
if H> then GO TO RULE 5 
if then GO TO RULE 9 
if |e| > e previous \ then GO TO RULE 3 
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® RULE 4 
This rule describes the reloading after partial unloading (partial cycle). A second 
order polynomial expression is used with the following coefficients (the signs 
associated to coefficients are introduced according with the sign of the actual 
displacement): 
f^^max -^max (^x "" ^^x^max ) ^l^x(^max ^x^max )] 
o [-^^max(^-&ax) + ^ (^x " 4ax)] ro -70i 
B- - ^ 
\^x - ^max ) 
[^-•P^max --^/gx-gmax)] 
if e < 0 and > 0 then GO TO RULE 3 
if e > 0 and < 0 then GO TO RULE 3 
if |e|>|e^^|then GO TO RULE 1 
if kNlv-J then GOTO RULE6 
if then GOTO RULE4 
® RULE 5 
Loading after reaching the maximum attached displacement in that direction follows 
a straight line until the envelope force-displacement path is reached: 
e > 0 (starts from the upper end of 1 st quarter cycle) 
He) = Cax + Kirgi^e - elx ) 
loading with \F(e)\ <|F(e)^^| : GO TO RULE 5 
[3-74] 
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loading with |F(e)| > : GO TO RULE 1 
unloading (|e| < set maximum associated force and displacement, GO TO 
RULE 2 
e < 0 (starts from the lower end of the 3rd quarter cycle) 
ne) = F^+ - W) [3-75] 
loading with \Fie)\ <|F(e)^k^| : GO TO RULE 5 
loading with |F(g)| > : GO TO RULE 1 
unloading(|e|<|e^,^„„,|): set maximum associated force and displacement, GO TO 
RULE 2 
RULE 6 and 7 
Unloading after reloading in the same direction follows a second order polynomial 
from the point where unloading started (w point) toward the last point (point x) in 
the respective quarter cycle segment. The only difference between rules six and 
seven is that mle six is directed toward the first or third quarter cycle segment. 
Rule seven is directed toward the second or fourth quarter cycle segment. The 
coefficients describing the polynomial expression are presented in a general fonn, 
sign associated to the different parameters are selected according with the sign of 
the current displacement. 
F{e) =a +be + ce^ 
where: 
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, - 2eJ + + K^e,e„{e, - ej] 
(e.-ej 
^ - •^x + ^x(^x - f*)] 
For Rule 6: 
if then GOTO RULE4 
if |e|<|e,| then GOTO RULE 2 
if |gj ^  \e\ < \e^\ then GO TO RULE 6 
For Rule 7: 
if then GO TO RULE 9 
if |e|>|e^| then GOTO RULES 
if |e,| < |e| < |e,l then GO TO RULE 7 
RULES 
This rule describes the first displacement incursion in the opposite direction. A 
straight line is used to join the pinch force point (zero displacement point) and the 
envelope curve. 
F { e )  =  A  +  B e  
when coming from second quarter cycle: 
A = F^ 
[3-77A] 
when coming from fourth quarter cycle; 
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A = F,-
B = Kô [3-77B] 
*•0 
if H < then GO TO RULE 4 
if H>|v- J then GO TO RULE 8 
RULE 9 
This rule describe the path for unloading after loading under the first or third quarter 
cycle segment. A second order polynomial expression is used to describe the 
cycle path which joins the last point on the quarter cycle segment (point x) and the 
pinch force point. The coefficients describing such a path are as follows( signs of 
different parameters are selected according with the sign of the current 
displacement): 
F(e) = A + Be + Ce^ 
B = Ko [3-78] 
[(F,-Fo)-Vj 
if e < 0 and > 0 or e > 0 and < 0 then GO TO RULE 3 
if H > then GO TO RULE 6 
otherwise GO TO RULE 9 
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3.4 Analytical Method 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The definition of the diaphragm envelope curve using the statistical method 
presented in Section 3.3 was based on the previous knowledge of the diaphragm peak 
load and displacement at peak load. The force-displacement characteristics may be 
evaluated approximately by scaling the experimental values using scale factors based on 
length ratios as proposed by Ewing et al. (117), or by an analytical approach based on 
equilibrium and compatibilty considerations (33,71,89). 
The definition of the envelope force-displacement relationship of SDRC diaphragms 
by analytical means consists in the prediction of the force and respective displacement 
using stress-strain material relationships, compatibility conditions, as well as equilibrium 
equations. Such definition of the envelope curve is usually determined by assuming a 
monothonic loading procedure. Next section presents a review of the approaches used 
in describing the force-displacement envelope curve for diaphragms. 
3.4.2 Review of previous work 
The modelling of structural elements may be approached through micro- or macro-
modelling as was mentioned in Section 2.3. Usually the macro modelling approach is 
used for the analysis of a complete stmcture, but the properties definition of its elements 
are based on a micro-modelling. Micro modelling includes techniques such as finite 
element analysis and fiber model analysis. For the evaluation of the force-displacement 
envelope curve of diaphragms, two of the most used approaches reported in the literature 
are: the finite element approach (71,89), and the beam approach or fiber model analysis 
(42,71). 
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A prediction of the SDRC envelope curve using finite element analysis was 
presented by Porter and Easterling (89). The basic philosophy used to modelate the 
diaphragm was similar to that previously developed by Porter and Greimann (78). A two-
dimensional analysis was used, since in-plane loading effects as well as excentricity of the 
applied load were assumed to have minimal influence. Diaphragms were modelled using 
beam elements, plate elements, and spring elements. Beam elements were used to 
model the supporting steel frame. Four node isoparametric plane stress finite elements 
were used to model the concrete as well as the steel deck. The steel deck was modelled 
as an orthotropic material because the presence of the corrugated profile. Spring 
elements were used to model the edge fasteners as well as the interface between 
concrete and steel deck. Nonlinearity effects were considered in modelling fasteners and 
deck-to-concrete interface. Perimeter supporting steel beams, concrete and steel deck 
were assumed to behave linearly elastic. The concrete was assumed to behave linearly 
elastic because the model was intended to reproduce the edge connection failure and 
shear transfer failure which developed little or none cracking state. 
Nakashima et al. (71) used a 2D plane stress nonlinear finite element model to 
simulate the in-plane behavior of reinforced concrete diaphragms. A four node 
isoparametric quadrilateral element was used. Material nonlinearities of concrete and 
steel were considered. The reinforcing steel was considered as an orthrotropic material 
with bi-linear stress strain relationship. Effect of bond slip was neglected. A comparison 
of the predicted behavior versus results of three floor panels tested showed good accuracy 
of the model to predict satisfactorily the diaphragm behavior. 
Porter and Greimann (78) at Iowa State University developed analytical 
expressions to evaluate the initial stiffness and strength of steel deck reinforced concrete 
diaphragms. The initial stiffness equation was developed by modelling the diaphragm as 
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a deep beam with the steel supporting frame forming the flanges and the steel deck and 
concrete forming the web. Ultimate strength equations were determined by considering 
three failure modes, which were diagonal tension mode, edge connector mode and shear 
transfer mechanism mode. Both sets of equations were in part based on the edge zone 
concept proposed by the authors. The edge zone concept recognized that for those 
diaphragms without positive shear transfer devices, such as studs, the shear force must 
be transferred through the deck concrete interface. 
Nakashima et al. (71) used a deep beam analogy to evaluate the initial in-plane 
stiffness as well as the inelastic in-plane stiffness of reinforced concrete diaphragms. The 
total deflection was considered to be built by the flexural and shear contributions. For the 
initial in-plane analysis, the effective moment of inertia value was found to be very close to 
the nominal moment of inertia of the diaphragm regardless of the moment-to-shear ratio or 
the relative beam size. The effective shear area was found to be affected for such 
variables, but an effective shear area evaluated in the cross sectional area of the panel 
without edge beams represent well the shear area. For the inelastic in-plane behavior an 
attempt to use the deep beam analogy was made. The stiffness degradation was 
considered by evaluating an equivalent flexural stiffness and equivalent shear stiffness. 
Using experimental and analytical results the flexural and shear deflections were plotted. 
From this plot was found that the proportion in relative deflection remained approximately 
the same regardless of the load level for all the examined panels. Based on this finding, 
the authors stated that the flexural and shear stiffness degrade proportionally 
independently of the loading and support conditions, or the load level. 
Reinhom et al. (42) used a generalized fiber model analysis to evaluate the 
moment-curvature and the force-displacement envelope curve of reinforced concrete 
diaphragms. Via this approach, the diaphragm cross section was sub-divided into a 
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number of parts depending on the variation of reinforcement or the appearance of 
longitudinal beams. Each part was then additionally subdivided into fibers for a 
monothonic loading analysis. Equilibrium and strain compatibility conditions were applied 
through an iterative process until the equilibrium was satisfied and then the moment and 
curvature were evaluated. Results of this analytical beam approach was favorable 
compared with available experimental reinforced concrete diaphragm tests (71). 
The use of strain compatibility analysis in a similar procedure to that used for 
beams and columns in the evaluation of moment-curvature curve or ultimate moment 
capacity of reinforced concrete shear walls has been widely used (75,101,109). 
Cardenas et al. (109) derived an equation for the moment capacity of reinforced concrete 
walls with uniformly distributed vertical steel. Such equation was obtained by assuming a 
linear strain distribution and evaluating the compressive concrete forces using the 
rectangular block approximation. 
The analytical model based on finite element approach used by Porter and 
Easterling (89) showed its accuracy by duplicating the pre-peak experimental load versus 
deflection curve satisfactorily, but the model was oriented to predict force-displacement 
relationships for those failure modes without limiting crack development, therefore the 
diagonal tension mode of failure was not included. To include the diagonal tension mode 
of failure in the finite element formulation presented by Porter and Easterling, nonlinearity 
of concrete and steel elements in addition to that due to edge connectors and interface 
elements has to be considered. An alternate and more simple procedure to include the 
nonlinear effects of steel and concrete in the response of SDRC diaphragms is the fiber 
model analysis or strain compatibility analysis. Such approach modified to include the 
effect of interfacial slip as well as the effect of edge connectors is presented in the next 
sections. 
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3.4.3 Fiber model approach 
3.4.3.1 Basic considerations The analytical definition of the pre-peak 
envelope cun/e may be used for the evaluation of the peak load and associated 
displacement needed for the statistical definition of the envelope, or may be used instead 
of the statistical envelope in the analysis. Additionally, the analytical approach may also 
be used to generate the moment-curvature curves for interior and end diaphragm sections 
required for the stmctural analysis. 
The procedure used in the fiber model approach to evaluate the force-displacement 
envelope curve of a SDRC diaphragm consisted in the division of the diaphragm element 
in a serie of flexural-shear spring sub-elements (see Figure 41). An specific moment-
curvature relationship was assigned to each subelement. A monothonic loading 
procedure was used and for each increment of load, the flexural moment acting on each 
subelement was evaluated. Using the moment-curvature relationship the associated 
curvature for each subelement was determined. By integrating the curvatures of each 
subelement the flexural component of deflection was then evaluated. Such flexural 
component of deflection had implicitly the effects of the flexibility of edge connections and 
the flexibility due to concrete-steel deck interface. The shear component of deflection 
was obtained by keeping the relative proportion between flexural and shear deflection, that 
is by assuming that the flexural and shear stiffnesses degrade proportionally 
independently of the load level as suggested for reinforced concrete diaphragms by 
Nakashima et al. (71). 
The evaluation of the moment-curvature relationship for an specific diaphragm 
cross section was made following the same fiber model analysis used for RC diaphragms 
by Reinhom et al. (42). This procedure was also similar to the strain compatibility analysis 
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Figure 41. Discretization of a diaphragm in sub-elements 
used in reinforced concrete shear walls (75,101,109). That is, a strain compatibility 
analysis was applied to the diaphragm cross section which was sub-divided into a serie of 
subelements or fibers fomned by segments of steel deck, concrete, interface, edge 
connectors, and edge framing beams. The interface and concrete elements were 
assumed to act as springs in series. Similariy, the edge connection and edge framing 
beam were assumed to be in series. Nonlinear properties were considered not only for 
the edge connection and interface element but also for the concrete, steel deck and 
framing edge beam. 
3.4.3.2 Assumptions In order to evaluate the moment-curvature relationship of 
SDRC diaphragms, the following assumptions were made: 
• Initially plane sections remain plane after bending. For beams with large depth 
to span ratios (deep beams) a significant departure from a linear strain profile 
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may occur. Smith et al. (110) showed that the type of loading and support 
conditions play an important role in the distribution of the strain profile through 
the beam depth. Beams with load transmitted by shear and with reactions 
applied to the sides showed close to linear stress profile through the depth. 
• The shear component of deflection is evaluated assuming that the flexural and 
shear stiffnesses degrade proportionally independently of the load level as 
suggested for reinforced concrete diaphragms by Nakashima et al. (71). 
• Slip between concrete and steel deck is included in the strain compatibility 
analysis. Slip effects are included through a ficticious interface element 
modelled as a spring with nonlinear characteristics as proposed by Prins (76 ) 
and later modified by Easterling (29). 
• Concrete in compression follows a parabolic stress-strain distribution. Concrete 
tension stress-strain distribution is assumed linear and ignored after cracking. 
0 The steel deck stress-strain characteristics is idealized as a trilinear material 
including elastic, plastic and strain-hardening effect. 
• Studs and arc spot welds are modelled as springs with nonlinear characteristics 
using the available information summarized by Porter and Easteriing (89). 
3.4.3.3 Material model 
3.4.3.3.1 Concrete and steel Concrete was assumed to follow a 
parabolic stress-strain distribution under compression stress and a linear distribution under 
tension stress as shown in Figure 42a. Stress-strain relationship for steel beams and 
steel-deck were modelled with a trilinear distribution that includes elastic, plastic and strain-
hardening stages as shown in Figure 42b. Analytical expressions for the mentioned 
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Figure 42. Stress-strain relationships, a) Concrete, b) Steel 
stress-strain relationships are presented as Equations [4-49] and [4-50] in Section 4.4.3.2. 
The steel deck had a conrugated profile, but for analysis purposes was assumed 
unifomly distributed with a constant thickness given by: 
where: 
tgg: equivalent steel deck thickness 
tg: steel sheet thickness 
d: comjgation spacing 
s: total length of deck (perimeter) per corrugation 
Concrete was also considered with an equivalent thickness. The thickness used 
was the average thickness including the trapezoidal shape of the filled deck. 
[3-79] 
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3.4.3.3.2 Edge fasteners Two types of edge fasteners were used in tlie 
study; headed shear studs and arc spot welds. For analysis purposes both types of 
fasteners were used similarly. Only the analytical model describing each type was 
different. All fasteners on each side were considered to be unifonnly distributed on the 
side and acting In parallel. Therefore, the initial stiffness and peak load of an individual 
fastener was multiplied by the ratio of total number of fasteners on the side to the length of 
the side, and finally multiplied by the segment width Ax (or Ay) of the interior or end 
segment analyzed. Additionally, the strength of individual fasteners were modified to 
consider the perpendicular vector of forces result of shear and bending. Thus the 
assumption was made that those fasteners located at sides parallel to the direction of 
loading were subjected to perpendicular forces; a vertical component due to shear and a 
horizontal component due to bending. Meanwhile the edge fasteners located at the 
edges perpendicular to the loading direction were assumed to be subjected only to 
horizontal component of forces due to bending. Fasteners subjected to perpendicular 
components of forces were assumed to have a maximum force acting at 45°, therefore the 
strength of individual fasteners was multiplied by 0.7071. Similar approach was used by 
Porter and Easterling (89) to define the strength capacity of SDRC diaphragms based on 
fastener failure. 
Headed shear studs were modeled using an empirical stud load-displacement 
curve proposed by Ollgaard et al. (105). The empirical expression was given by 
Q = Q,„,(l-e-^«^f [3-80] 
where: 
Q: load on stud connector 
Qso,: strength of a stud connector embedded in a solid slab 
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A; displacement 
The strength of a stud connector embedded in a solid slab was evaluated using 
also an empirical expression proposed by the same authors (105); 
Q3„, = 0.00666A3,f;°V [3-81] 
where: 
Ag, : cross-sectional area of a stud (in^) 
fg: concrete compressive strength (psi) 
Eg: concrete modulus of elasticity (psi) 
The strength of a stud connector embedded in a solid slab Qg^, may need to be 
reduced due to different effects such as edge distance, deck orientation, stud length, 
number of studs per rib, effects of rib height and width. Equations used to modify Qgo, due 
to the mentioned effects are presented in References (111,112). 
The general infomiation regarding the load-displacement behavior of arc spot 
welds was to some extent limited. A summary of most of the available infomnation on arc 
spot welds was presented by Easterling (29). Based on such information Easterling 
constructed analytical weld curves fomied by a series of linear segments. 
In order to facilitate the evaluation of force-displacement characteristics for arc spot 
welds, a regression model was suggested in this work. A regression analysis was applied 
to the force-displacement data points proposed by Easterling. A second order polynomial 
equation produced the best fit, but such equation predicted a maximum before the peak 
load, therefore other nonlinear models were investigated. The double reciprocal model as 
presented in Table 3 produced excellent results, since the determination coefficient for all 
the data sets were over 0.99. Such model was compared against other empirical model 
(exponential type) presented in Reference (112) for the load-displacement curve of fillet 
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welds. The exponential model from Reference (112) obtained also excellent results but 
the variability of the regression coefficients from one data set to other was considerably 
large. Therefore, the double reciprocal model was used as a base to predict force-
displacement behavior of arc spot weld data from Reference (29). The proposed model 
was 
[3-821 
where: 
F^: weld force 
F^: peak weld force 
A; displacement 
a,b: constants 
Constants a and b were defined by satisfying the following boundary conditions: 
dF 1 
at A = 0, —^ = K„, therefore a = — [3-83] 
dA 
at A Ap, F„ = F^, therefore b = [3-84] 
Fwp 
where: 
Ap: weld displacement at the peak 
Kyj,: elastic weld stiffness 
The AISI (113) was used to evaluate the peak weld force F^ of arc spot welds 
according to the smaller of: 
F^=0.625d/F^ [3-85] 
or one of the following 
then F^ = 2.20td,F, [3-86] 
VI Wl IC Ul II IC iVIIW) 
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if 0.815 <^<1.397 then = 0.280 1 + 
V 
if 1.397 then = 1.40tdaFu [3-88] 
where 
d: weld diamter (in.) 
dg: average diameter of arc spot weld at mid-thickness (d-t for single sheet, d-2t 
for double sheet) (in.) 
dg: effective diameter of fused area = 0.7d -1.5t < 0.55d (in.) 
t: thicness of sheet (in.) 
F^: ultimate strength of sheet (ksi) 
Fyy: AWS weld designation strength (ksi) 
E: 29500 (ksi) 
Few references only were found in the literature regarding elastic stiffness of arc 
spot welds. Davies and Bryan (114) suggest a nominal flexibility value of 0.01 mm/KN 
which results in a nominal stiffness value of 571 Kip/in. Lutrell (115) proposed the follwing 
expression to evaluate the flexibility of 5/8" diameter arc spot welds; 
therefore the stiffness expression is given by 
= 870Vt [3-90] 
where 
Sf : arc spot weld flexibility (in./kip) 
t: sheet thickness (in.) 
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Equation [3-89] was used to evaluate the weld stiffness but a lower bound of 571 
Kip/in as suggested by Davies and Bryan (114) was imposed to the expression. Based on 
the weld data plots from Reference (29), weld displacement at the peak load was arbitrarily 
defined to be given by 2F^Kw. After the peak weld force was reached, a series of 
straight lines, similarly to those from Easterling (29) model, were used to define the weld 
force-displacement. Figure 43 shows a typical force-displacement curve for arc spot weld. 
described by Prins (76) using a load displacement relationship shown in Figure 44. Such 
relationship was arbitrarily defined, but influenced by the behavior of elemental test results 
(see Appendix A for a summary of elemental test used). Easterling (29) modified slightly 
the relationship proposed by Prins by including a third segment on the curve as shown in 
3.4.3.3.3 Deck-to-concrete interface Deck-to-concrete interface was 
0 
0 0,02 0.04 0.06 
Displacement (in) 
0.08 0.1 012 
Proposed equation ^ Easterling (29) 
Figure 43. Typical arc spot weld force-displacement curve 
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Figure 44. It was emphasized by Easterling (29) that "the relationships used to modelate 
the concrete-deck interface were very approximate. The elemental tests were not 
designed to yield load vs. displacement information of the type that was required for the 
finite element analysis." 
The approximate force displacement relationship modified by Easterling (29) as 
shown in Figure 44 was used in this work. 
3.4.3.4 Methodology 
3.4.3.4.1 Moment-curvature relationship The moment curvature 
relationship was evaluated at all sections associated with a change in reinforcement, 
distribution of edge fasteners, or any change that can modify such relationship. For the 
SDRC diaphragms there were two sections to analyze; a typical interior section, and an 
end section. Interior section was considered to be formed by the steel deck, concrete, 
deck-to-concrete interface elements, edge fasteners and edge supporting steel beam. 
The end section had additionally the back edge fasteners. 
To obtain the moment curvature relationship the SDRC diaphragm was segmented. 
First, the diaphragm was sectioned in the longitudinal direction (orthogonal to loading 
direction) by a series of segments of length Ax identified as end or interior segment. 
Second, for a particular segment, a new discretization was made through the segment 
depth and fibers or subelements of size Ay were identified. Figure 45 shows both types of 
discretization. Once the sections were discretized a strain compatibility step-by-step 
analysis similar to that described in Section 4.4.3.2 was used to evaluate the moment-
curvature relationship. The process started by aplying a linear strain distribution on the 
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Figure 44. Deck-to-concrete interface (modified from reference 29) 
steel deck. Such distribution was defined by the maximum strain at top and bottom. 
Based on the proposed strain distribution, the strain at each fiber or subelement was 
evaluated, and the corresponding segment displacement and force (see Figure 46). Next 
a verification of the longitudinal equilibrium of forces was made; if equilibrium had not be 
accomplished, a new value for the bottom strain was defined and a new cycle started 
again. Once the longitudinal equilibrium had been accomplished, the strains at top and 
bottom were used to define the curvature, and the fiber forces were used to evaluate the 
bending moment. 
For each assumed strain, an iterative procedure was applied on each subelement 
of the section to find the strain distribution. There was a difference in the process when 
applied to an interior or end sections. For an interior section, the linear strain distribution 
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Figure 45. Diaphragm interior and end section 
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was assumed to be applied on the steel deck, therefore strains, stresses and forces on the 
deck were evaluated. Next the interface and concrete elements were considered to act as 
spring in series subjected to a total strain given by the corresponding deck element strain. 
The Nev\rton-Raphson method was applied to find the distribution of deformation and the 
force acting on the subelements. Similarly, the edge connector and edge steel beam 
were assumed to act as springs in series, therefore, an iterative process was applied to 
find the distribution of deformation as well as the force acting on them. 
For an end section, the assumed strain distribution was applied on the steel deck 
and back edge fasteners which were assumed to be acting as spring in series. An 
iterative process was applied to distribute the strains and to evaluate the force acting on 
them. Once the strain on each subelement of the deck was defined, the process 
continued similarly to that described for an interior section. 
3.4.3.4.2 Force-displacement relationship Force-displacement 
envelope curves for pre-peak region of SDRC diaphragms were obtained by adding the 
flexural and shear components of deflection. The flexural component of deflection which 
also included the edge connector flexibility as well as the interface flexibility effect was 
evaluated through the use of the moment-curvature relationship. Next the shear 
component of deflection was obtained by assuming proportional degradation of flexural 
and shear stiffnesses independently of the loading level, as suggested by Nakashima for 
reinforced concrete diaphragms (71). 
The procedure used to evaluate the flexural component of deflection started with 
the evaluation of the moment-curvature relationship for all the different diaphragm sections 
(interior and end sections) according to the methodology presented in Section 3.4.3.4.1. 
Next, assuming a monothonic loading procedure, the diaphragm was subjected to a serie 
6^% 
0"^  
Axt^ext)à^ 
f. 
/ '  ' ' . / '  4*^sxf)4* ~ 
f>9>»'® 
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of loads, one at the time. For each load, the bending moment at each segment location 
was evaluated. Using the respective moment-curvature relationship, the associated 
curvature was obtained. According to Figure 47, the flexural moment acting on a segment 
at any distance x from the end was given by: 
i-1 
M, =V(L-x)-5]AFjh [3-91] 
j=i 
where: 
IVIy: Flexural moment 
V: Shear force 
L: Diaphragm span 
X: distance from the diaphragm end to any segment 
h: diaphragm depth 
AFj: increment of axial force on supporting beam at any diaphragm segment 
Once the curvature was evaluated at each segment location, the flexural 
component of deflection was evaluated by integration as follows: 
5f=Z*,(L-x,)Ax, [3-92] 
i=1 
where: 
6f: flexural component of deflection 
(j): curvature at segment i 
AXj: segment length 
Xj: ith segment position 
The shear component of deflection was evaluated assuming proportional 
degradation of flexural and shear stiffnesses independently of the loading level. 
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Figure 47. Acting moment on a diaphragm segment 
Nakashima et al. (71) found that for RC diaphragms, the proportion of shear 
deflection to total deflection remained approximately constant regardless the load level. 
Based on this criteria, the ratio of components of deflection was evaluated as follows: 
iv — V- — 
^total 
= K = constant [3-93] 
The components of deflection under elastic stage were evaluated as follows; 
A.G 
VL VL 2VL(l + n) 
AflE 
2(1+ n) 
AeE 
[3-94] 
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Ôf = VU 
3EI 
[3-95] 
Substituting Equations [3-94] and [3-95] into [3-93] 
KÔ L = k^ôf where k = 1 [3-96] 
61(1+ n) 
Nakashima suggested that the effective shear area evaluated with the cross 
sectional area of the panel without edge beams represented well the shear area. 
Therefore assuming that only the web was effective: 
1 k = 
(t,+nt,JhL" 
h3 
6(t(, +ntse)-_j--(l + ^) 
[3-97] 
By simplifying Equation [3-97], the ratio between components of deflections was 
ô,=kA where = [3-98] 
where 
5,: 
ôf: 
Ky: 
h 
L 
shear component of deflection 
flexure component of deflection 
ratio of shear to flexural component of deflection 
poisson ratio 
diaphragm depth 
diaphragm span 
3.4.3.5 Application and verification of the model 
3.4.3.5.1 General The main objective of the proposed model was to 
predict the force-displacement behavior of SDRC diaphragms for the pre-peak region of 
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the envelope curve. Also the determination of the moment-curvature relationships needed 
for the analysis of stmctures with continuous diaphragms was an important objective. In 
order to give credence to the model and consequently the results, particular experimental 
tests were modeled and predicted and experimental results were compared. Specific 
details of the modeling as well as the results obtained are presented next. 
3.4.3.5.2 Diaphragm 20 This test was selected because a diaphragm 
with a shear transfer mechanism failure was considered an important target, and also 
because the same diaphragm was modeled by Easterling (29) using a nonlinear 2D finite 
element analysis and a comparison of both predictive approaches may be of interest. 
Diaphragm test 20 was a 15 by 15 feet side especimen constructed with a deck 
type 9 (see Figure A3 in Appendix A) with a 2.5 in. deep, 20 gage (0.037 in.) steel deck 
and with a 3.05 in. concrete cover above the top flange of the steel deck. 40 arc spot 
welds with 0.75 in. diameter were used per side. 
As first step in the analysis, the diaphragm was divided in the longitudinal direction forming 
segments and in the transverse direction forming fibers. A total of 20 segments were 
considered in the longitudinal direction and 100 fibers in the transverse direction. All the 
calculations were made on a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel as supporting software 
(97). Once the diaphragm was divided, the moment-curvature curves for a typical interior 
section as well as for an end section were evaluated. As expected, the moment curvature 
curve for an interior section showed more strength and energy capacity than the end 
section curve, because the end section curve was limited by the back edge fastener 
strength. Figure 48 shows a comparison of both curves. 
For analysis purposes, when the distributed flexibility approach is used (see 
Section 4.5.2.2) the interior section moment-curvature relationship should be used for an 
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Figure 48. Diaphragm 20 moment-curvature curves for end and interior section 
interior diaphragm node because the associated continuity provided by one diaphragm 
member on the neighbor. Meanwhile the end section moment-curvature relationship 
should be used in the exterior diaphragm node since on that end there were no diaphragm 
continuity and only the resistance offered by the end connection keep the end of rotate 
freely. 
Once the moment-curvature relationship for both sections were defined, the force 
displacement relation was obtained as shown in Figure 49. Since the same diaphragm 
was modeled by Easterling (29) using nonlinear 2D finite element analysis, a comparison 
of both predictive methods against the experimental results was made. Solutions 
presented by Easterling are shown as FEA-20-A and FEA-20-B which stands for finite 
element analysis (FEA) model 20-A and model 20-B. The difference between model 20-A 
and 20-B was that different load-displacement relationships were assigned to the weld and 
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Figure 49. Comparison of predicted pre-peak envelope for diaphragm 20 
to the interface. As observed in Figure 49 both approaches (finite element and fiber 
model) predict satisfactorily the diaphragm behavior. 
3.4.3.5.3 Diaphragm 32 This test was selected because had a different 
distribution of welds on each side and had a number of fasteners that permited a 
connection failure to occur. Additionally the supporting frame for this diaphragm was 
made with a much lighter beam section, and a smaller span to depth diaphragm ratio was 
used. The diaphragm test 32 was a 15 by 12 feet side especimen constructed with a deck 
type 11 (see Figure A2 in Appendix A) with 3 in. deep, 20 gage steel deck and with 2.66 in. 
concrete cover above the top flange of the steel deck. 30 arc spot welds with 0.75 in. 
diameter were used on sides parallel to loading direction, and 23 arc spot welds with 0.75 
in. diameter on sides orthogonal to loading direction. 
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Results of the analysis are presented graphically in Figure 50. The predicted peak 
load was 69 kips which was 15 percent higher than the experimental value. Easterling 
(29) using the strength predictive equations based on the edge zone concept predicted a 
peak load of 74 kips which was 23 percent higher than the experimental peak load value. 
Comparing the deck section with previous deck types, diaphragm 32 used 24 in. wide deck 
section which required that an additional deck strip were added. That condition forced to 
put a seam near to the edge with five seam welds. According to Easterling (29), end slip 
measurements during the experimental testing showed that the seam near to the edge 
failed limiting the strength. Therefore in order to avoid a premature failure due to seam 
weld failure, the location of the seams near to an edge should be avoided or the number of 
seam welds should be incremented. 
3.4.3.5.4 Diaphragm 2 This test was selected because was constructed with 
headed stud connectors allowing a diagonal tension failure. Diaphragm 2 was a 15 by 15 
feet side specimen constructed with a deck type 1 (see Figure A1 in Appendix A) with a 3 
in. deep, 20 gage steel deck and with a 2.5 in. concrete cover above the top flange of the 
steel deck. 30 headed shear studs with 0.75 in. diameter were used per side. The fiber 
analysis or strain compatibility analysis when applied to diaphragms fastened with headed 
shear studs was made assuming that the fasteners transmitted the force directly from the 
loading beam to the concrete. Therefore the effect of the interface which actually was 
lessened by the restraining force from the studs was neglected. As result, the concrete 
and steel deck were assumed to be subjected to the same strain level. 
The moment-curvature relationship was obtained using the procedure stated 
previously in Section 3.4.3.4.1. A modification on the obtained curve was needed for 
those diaphragms under diagonal tension mode of failure, because a displacement-
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Figure 50. Experimental and predicted pre-peak envelope for diaphragm 32 
controlled loading was used in the strain compatibility analysis. Therefore the shape of 
the curve showed a drop in strength after the more distant concrete fibers started to crack. 
Such path is not likely to occur under actual loading conditions. 
Two approaches were considered to deal with the mentioned effect. First, as an 
upper bound approach, the smallest values of cun/ature were associated with a given 
moment. This approach led to a moment-curvature path I as shown in Figure 51, and to a 
force-displacement relationship called "Predicted 1" shown in Figure 52. The second 
approach was based on a RC diaphragm study (42). Reinhom et al. (42) observed the 
same drop in strength behavior on reinforced concrete diaphragms, and based on the 
observed experimental data specifically by comparing monothonic and cyclic curves a 
linear modelling of the first sections of the curve was suggested. The Deviation from the 
initial elastic portion of the curve was observed to take place at approximately 1/3 of the 
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cracking strength. The second linear segment intersected the curve at the smaller of the 
following two estimates: 1) at a point along the curve which yields a slope equal to 5 
percent of the initial elastic slope, and 2) at 6 times the cracking curvature. Based on 
those estimates, the modified moment curvature curve for Diaphragm 2 was obtained as 
shown in Figure 51 (path II). The force-displacement relationship using this second 
approach is shown as "Predicted 11" case in Figure 52. 
For the definition of the force-displacement envelope curve, a similar procedure to 
that stated in Section 3.4.3.4.2 was followed, but an upper bound or limiting force value 
was added according to the following discussion. The ACI Code (63) recognises two 
types of shear failures on RC shearwalls, the web-shear cracking and the flexure-shear 
cracking. Web-shear cracking occurs when the diagonal tension stress in the vecinity of 
O.Oe+00 10e-06 2Œ-06 3.0E-06 4 0E-06 5.0E-06 6 0E-06 7.0E-06 8.0e-06 9Œ-06 1.05-05 
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Figure 51. Moment-curvature curve for diaphragm 2 
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the neutral axis becomes equal to the principal tensile stress In the concrete of 
approximately 4^. This type of failure is produced by a biaxial state of stress. Flexure-
shear cracking occurs when the diagonal tension stress at the end of the flexural tension 
cracks exceeds the flexural tensile stress in the concrete of 6^. This type of failure is 
more of the uniaxial nature. Since the moment-curvature relationship was evaluated 
based on a uniaxial state of stress and from that curve the shear force-displacement curve 
was derived, then using the fiber model approach, the predicted shear failure is a flexure-
shear type of failure. Because both types of failure have to be considered, a limiting value 
of the shear force based on the web-shear type of failure is also applied. The expression 
to evaluate the web-shear diagonal tension force of failure was proposed by Porter and 
Easterling (89) based on the ACI (63) shear wall equation. The expression was: 
V = 3.2tJnJÏ [3-99] 
te = t=+nt^ [3-100] 
where 
h: diaphragm depth (in.) 
fc : 28 day concrete compressive strength (psi) 
tg: effective diaphragm thickness (in.) 
Based on Eqaution [3-99], Diaphragm 2 has a limiting shear force value of 179 kips. A 
comparison of predicted and experimental envelope curve for Diaphragm 2 showed a 
satisfactory prediction of the diaphragm behavior for this type of failure (see Figure 52). 
Additionally, the first approach used to consider the moment-curvature drop, showed a 
better prediction of the experimental values for the small displacement range (Predicted I 
case). 
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Figure 52. Experimental and predicted pre-peak envelope for diaphragm 2 
3.4.3.5.5 Diaphragm 29 Diaphragm 29 was selected because was built 
with a smaller number of headed shear studs than Diaphragm 2 and it still had a diagonal 
tension failure. This diaphragm was a 15 by 12 feet side specimen constructed with a 
deck type 11 (see Figure A2 in Appendix A) with 3 in. deep, 20 gage steel deck and with 
2.55 in. concrete cover above the top flange of the steel deck. 16 studs with 0.75 in. 
diameter were used in edges parallel to loading direction, and 11 studs were used in 
edges transverse to loading direction. 
This diaphragm showed basically the same pattern as the previous Diaphragm test 
2. That is, a similar strength drop in the moment-curvature curve was obtained. The 
same two approaches to consider the effect of the moment-curvature drop were used. 
The predicted peak load based on the diagonal tension web-shear failure was 143 kips. 
Predicted Force-displacement envelope curve were satisfactory when compared with the 
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experimental data as shown in Figure 53. Again, the first approach used to consider the 
effect of moment-curvature drop showed a better prediction of the experimental values 
especially for small displacement range. 
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Figure 53. Experimental and predicted pre-peak envelope for diaphragm 29 
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4. STRUCTURAL MODELLING USING DIAPHRAGMS 
4.1 introduction 
In the analysis of structures, the floor system is often assumed to be perfectly rigid 
in its own plane. This assumption, although acceptable for many structures such as 
regular frame buildings, is not realistic for certain building configurations. The influence of 
diaphragm flexibility is more evident in frame-wall structures built with shear walls and 
flexible frames, and buildings with long and narrow floor plans (33,37,39,42,70,72). 
The assumption of diaphragm rigidity or flexibility has to be made considering not 
only the diaphragm properties (material, dimensions, etc.), but also including the 
interaction with surrounding members. The same diaphragm may change from rigid to 
flexible behavior just by changing the an-angement of walls and frames. Therefore, 
diaphragm flexibility or rigidity has to be considered as a relative term function of the 
diaphragm properties and Its interaction with the structure. 
Diaphragm rigidity may be considered as an unchanging or variable term according 
to the level of forces applied on it. Such is the case of steel-deck reinforced concrete 
diaphragms that under small force level have a close to linear elastic response But, the 
same diaphragm when subjected to strong in-plane forces shows a completely inelastic 
behavior with a stiffness parameter varying with the strain level. Shear in-plane forces 
generated by earthquakes are distributed to the vertical resisting system through the 
diaphragm. Reinforced concrete stmctures usually develop inelastic deformations when 
subjected to strong ground motions. Therefore, the seismic response analysis of concrete 
structures requires realistic analytical models that can predict the continually varying 
stiffness of the stmcture under cyclic loading. 
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The objective of this chapter is to state the limitations and procedures required to 
perform the structural analysis of concrete stmctures subjected to ground motions 
considering the varying stiffness of their components as well as including the effect of 
steel-deck reinforced concrete diaphragms. 
4.2 Modelling of Structural System 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The modelling of reinforced concrete structures for dynamic analysis purposes had 
been improved over the years. Originally, nonlinear structural analysis used shear beam 
representation of multi-story buildings supplemented with some kind of shear-force-drift 
relation (57). Elastoplastic model was first used, followed by bilinear and trilinear 
representations of the force-displacement relation that allowed for cracking and yielding 
effects. Besides the envelope curve properties, models of restoring force characteristics 
were proposed. 
One of the first macro-models used, was the shear beam model. Shear beam 
modelling was associated with a story behavior of weak column-strong beam type, but in 
many instances the opposite may have occurred. Therefore, to include the possibility of a 
different behavior, a member-by-member approach has been used. The actual state-of-
the-art in reinforced concrete modelling is almost completely focused in this later approach. 
A different scheme for the member-by-member approach has been suggested. 
Early examples of such schemes are the two-component model of Clough (58), the multi-
component model of Aoyama and Sugano (59), and the one-component approach of 
Gilberson (60). A next development in this path, was the inclusion of the distributed 
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flexibility concept for reinforced concrete members (15, 32, 50, 51, 53, 66). The actual 
tendency in concrete member modelling follows the distributed flexibility approach. 
For a more detailed and complete description of member models, refer to Sections 
2.3 and 2.4 of this report and to References (6, 50, 51, and 90). 
4.2.2 Structural modelling 
The structural modelling presented in this section has been oriented mainly to 
reinforced concrete elements and steel-deck-reinforced concrete elements, but steel 
members may be included as long as envelopes and restoring force-displacement 
characteristics are supplied. Current developed software for inelastic analysis of 
reinforced concrete structures such as IDARC2 (42) includes most of the modeling 
features presented in this section. 
The structure to be analyzed is idealized as a series of plane steel and/or 
reinforced concrete frames and shear-walls joined by steel-deck-reinforced concrete 
diaphragms. Frames may be considered as shear frame substructures as long as weak 
column-strong beam behavior describes them. The structure is analyzed considering the 
member-by-member modelling approach. Different type of elements may be considered, 
each one with its own hysteretic model. A brief description of each element type follows 
(see Figure 54): 
• Diaphragm element. This element is discretized from the slab through the definition of 
its boundaries described by the surrounding frames and walls. A diaphragm element 
is modeled considering shear and flexure characteristics; other effects are also 
included through modification of the envelope force-displacement curve (see Section 
4.4.1). Two nodes with two degrees of freedom per node describes the element. In-
plane rotation and lateral translation are the two degrees of freedom considered. 
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Flexural effects are included through the distributed flexibility concept. That is, a linear 
variation of curvature is assumed; such variation is defined by the end member 
moments. Shear effects for steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms are included 
throughout a hysteretic model developed in Chapter 3 of this report. 
• Reinforced concrete beam element. This element may be used for beam and columns 
(when axial load is small). Flexural and shear effects are included by coupling both 
effects through an equivalent spring. Two degrees of freedom per node are 
considered, that is, rotation and lateral translation. 
• Steel frame substructure. Steel frame may be considered as an equivalent truss or 
spring element, with a stiffness defined by the condensed lateral resisting force. This 
type of model is more accurate for weak column-strong beam frame systems. Only 
one degree of freedom is needed under this approach. 
• Steel beam element. Two degrees of freedom per node are needed for steel beams 
and columns. One component model such as that proposed by Gilberson (60) and 
shown in Figure 7 may be used in conjunction with a hysteretic model for the end 
moment-curvature relation. Typical hysteretic models used in this case include the 
bilinear model and the Jennings model (7). 
• Shear wall element. This element is modelled similariy to the diaphragm element, but 
with different shear contribution. Two degrees of freedom (dof) per node are 
considered (three dof when axial loads are significant), with an equivalent stiffness 
matrix result of the flexural and shear contributions. The flexural contribution is 
considered through the use of the flexibility distributed concept. The shear 
contribution may be obtained from different hysteretic models. For reinforced-concrete 
shear walls, the shear hysteretic model proposed by Ozcebe and Saatcioglu (45) may 
be used. For masonry walls, the model proposed by Soroushian et al. (27) or the 
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EKEH model (nonlinear spring type number 11) proposed by Kariotis et al. (41) are 
suggested. 
• Torsional frame element. This imaginary element is included to consider the 
restraining torsional effect of frames or shear walls on the in-plane rotation of the 
diaphragm element. Torsional rigidity of the frame may be evaluated with the flexural 
stiffness of the vertical shear wall or frame members subjected to lateral deflection (in 
perpendicular direction to the frame plane). 
4.3 Basic Assumptions 
As part of the overall dynamic modelling of structures with diaphragm flexibility; a 
compromise is needed among accuracy, simplicity, and reality resulting in a simple but 
realistic representation of the real structure. The simplifications considered for the 
analysis are: 
• Each member of the structure is a massless line element considered acting 
along its centroidal axis. 
• Deformations are considered to be small, therefore the undeformed 
configuration of the structures is used through the analysis. 
• Masses are lumped at locations where the horizontal degrees of freedom are 
defined. 
• Axial defomiation of columns, beams, diaphragms and shear walls is neglected. 
• Elements connected to the foundation are assumed to be rigidly fixed. 
• Stiffness properties of each member in the structure are assumed to remain 
unchanged over each increment of time. 
• Gravity effects, if any, will be only included in the shear envelope of diaphragms. 
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• Ground motion occurs in the horizontal and parallel direction to the diaphragm 
supporting frames and walls. 
• Only external lateral forces are considered in the analysis; any vertical force or 
moment at the structure nodes is considered to be zero. 
The nonlinear dynamic analysis is applied by linearizing the problem over a short 
time. A step-by-step numerical integration method is used for such procedure. That is, 
the solution continues in a step-by-step fonn using a series of linear systems with changing 
stiffness characteristics. As result of this process, basic assumptions used in elastic 
analysis are considered to be valid. 
4.4 Force-Deformation Relationship 
4.4.1 Basic considerations 
Inelastic dynamic analysis requires a proper selection of hysteretic models and 
member models. A hysteretic model is used to describe a force-displacement relationship 
at a specific location in the element, meanwhile the member model uses the localized 
effect (hysteresis effect) to describe the overall member response. 
A hysteretic model is defined by the envelope curve and by a series of hysteretic 
rules describing the cyclic loop. The force-deformation relationship defining the envelope 
curve, is described either by a series of straight lines joined at critical points or by 
continuous curves. Such envelope curve is considered to be the same as the force-
displacement relationship under monothonic loading. 
The force-deformation relationship is usually evaluated for flexural behavior 
(moment-curvature/rotation), shear behavior (force-displacement), or a combination of both 
effects. Other effects such as bond-slippage of beam reinforcement, shear transfer 
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flexibility of steel deck-concrete interface, connection flexibility, etc., are included as 
equivalent flexural or shear effects by incorporating the specific effects in the envelope 
curve. When shear and flexure are evaluated separately, a coupling effect is considered 
by including both effects in the flexibility matrix (see Section 4.5.2.5). 
Flexural effects are evaluated through a moment-curvature (or rotation) 
relationship. This relation may be obtained by either a series of discrete moment-
curvature points (cracking, yield, and ultimate stage) joined by straight lines, or more 
accurately by the step-by-step method based on moment-curvature relationships applied 
on segments of the cross section (filament,fiber or layer approach). Shear effects are 
either assumed constant (10,52) or defined by a force-displacement relationship (45). 
Different points along the force-displacement envelope curve are usually defined by 
empirical equations (32, 54), or by analytical means (99,100). 
The following sections describe the procedure used to define the force-
displacement relationship for the different elements of the structure. 
4.4.2 Reinforced concrete beam elements 
4.4.2.1 Introduction Force-displacement relationship for a reinforced concrete 
beam is given by an equivalent flexural envelope that includes other effects such as elastic 
shear, bond-slippage, etc. Many hysteretic models have been proposed for this type of 
element, probably that proposed by Takeda et al. (9), or by Saiidi and Sozen (53) are 
among the most used. 
The moment-curvature relationship is needed to evaluate the flexural properties of 
the elements. For simply or double-reinforced concrete beam and columns, explicit 
expressions for moment and curvature may be determined. For other more complex 
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sections, such as those with various steel layers, probably the layer or fiber approach Is 
more adequate option (see Section 4.4.3). In the next subsections, explicit expressions 
for moment and curvature are given at three specific stages, at cracking, at yield, and at 
ultimate stage. 
4.4.2.2 Cracking stage Flexural cracking is assumed to occur v/hen the stress 
in the extreme tension fiber reaches the tensile strength of the concrete. The cracking 
moment is then evaluated using beam theory (see Figure 55). The equations required to 
evaluate the moment and curvature at cracking stage are as follows; 
Mor = +CUK,d - d')+T,(d - K,d)+T. |(h - K,d) [4-1] 
[4-21 
p = [4-3] 
bd 
P'4 [4-41 
Figure 55. Reinforced concrete beam section at cracking stage 
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where: 
Mcr: cracking moment 
*cr: curvature at cracking 
h: element depth 
d: effective depth of tension steel 
d": distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid of compression steel 
EC: modulus of elasticity of concrete 
Eg: modulus of elasticity of steel 
n: modular ratio of elasticity 
A;: area of tension steel 
A's- area of compression steel 
4.4.2.3 Yield stage Concrete in compression under this stage is assumed to 
remain elastic up to yielding of the tension reinforcement (see Figure 56). The equations 
required to evaluate the moment and curvature at yield stage are as follows: 
(n-l)A's 
As C's 'sc. 
N.A. 
As 
nAs 
Figure 56. Reinforced concrete beam section at yield stage 
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a = 
assume y = 1, and solve for k 
K =p [[(n-Y)a + n]^ (n — y)(x— + n 
d 
-[(n 
If, d'> K d, then sety=0 and evaluate k again 
My = Cc /2Kyd^ 
V 3 y 
+ Cs(Kd-d') + Ts(d-Kd) 
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where: 
My.' moment at yield of tension reinforcement 
(Py : curvature at yield 
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4.4.2.4 Ultimate stage For ultimate strength, a rectangular concrete 
compressive stress distribution is used (see Figure 57). Equations are expressed as a 
function of the ultimate concrete strain , which according to ACI code (63) shall be 
assumed equal to 0.003. The equations required to evaluate the moment and curvature 
at ultimate stage are as follows: 
Assume yg =1 and solve for the compressive steel stress f s 
. (pfy+E3ecuP'+0.85f^Y2p')-J(pfy+E,ecuP'+0.85fj2P'r+4p'Ese^„(0.85pif,f-pfy-0.85f>'72) 
^ 
[4-30] 
\rj\<% [4-31] 
E e d' 
c = ^ . [4-32] 
^s^cu ~ s 
if d' > then set y 2=0 and evaluate fg again 
Pi = 0.85 fg < 4000 psi 
0 05 / . \ . [4-33] 
= 0.85 - (f, - 4000) > 0.65 f, > 4000 psi 
O.SSfc 
Figure 57. Reinforced concrete beam section at ultimate stage 
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4.4.2.5 Other inelastic components of deformation Some references 
(10,52,54,98) suggest the inclusion, in the total curvature value, of the equivalent 
curvature terms due to bond-slippage, and inelastic shear deformation. This approach is 
supported by the fact that such effects increase rotation in the element. 
Curvature due to bond-slippage had been defined by Park et al. (54) based on 
available pullout data (98). According to Park, the slippage of tension bars at yield is 
expressed as follows; 
where: 
S: slippage of tension bars 
D: bar diameter 
fy: yield strength of reinforcement 
Xn,: maximum bond strength of concrete, a mean value of 1.2 ksi is suggested. 
An equivalent curvature due to bond-slippage is evaluated assuming linear 
curvature distribution along the element. From Figure 58, the following geometric 
relations may be stated: 
^ = 0.0003f/®C® 
D 
[4-36] 
S = (d-d')0 [4-37] 
5 = L0 [4-38a] 
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L 
-> 
Figure 58. Bond-slippage component of deformation (modified from reference 54) 
ô = -î=^ [4-38b] 
(d-d') 
For a cantilever beam subjected to a linear moment, the deflection is given by: 
[4.39] 
El 2 3 El 3 El 3 
substituting the curvature at the fixed end: 
d^y M 
[4-40] dx^" ' ' "EI 
(P- ,2 % 
L' 
Finally substituting Eqn. [4-38] into Eqn. [4-40], the equivalent curvature due to 
bond-slippage at yield is given by: 
Note, that here L is the shear span length. 
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The equivalent curvature due to the inelastic shear deformation is produced by the 
rotation of the member section at each crack (98). Details of the model may be found in 
Reference (98). Equations predicting this behavior are presented. 
^shear " ^  
1 1-frr 
- +  
L 2(d-d') 0. [4-42] 
L = M. 
(iVIyL — bd^y^) + (d — d') 
[4-43] 
p^= stin-up ratio in percentage (>0.2%) 
u -& 
Tb= average bond stress 
[4-44] 
0.=:^^ u<5. ^>4 
'  b-0.5 
0.002 
+ 2.5<^<4 
0.= 0.002 
'  ^-0.5 
1 + 0.185 
(u-5) 
-0.4 
u > 5, 4 <2.5 
[4-45] 
0g inelastic shear rotation 
4.4.2.6 Elastic shear component of deformation The elastic shear component 
of deformation is included in the analysis by coupling it with the flexural deformation in the 
element flexibility matrix as explained in Section 4.5.2.5. 
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4.4.3 Shear wall and diaphragm elements 
4.4.3.1 introduction Force-displacement relationship for reinforced concrete 
shear walls, and steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms are given by flexural and 
shear effects coupled as spring in series. For steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms 
a shear force versus total displacement relationship is evaluated for a cantilever guided 
system as presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Such relation includes the effect of 
bending, concrete shear, shear transfer flexibility, as well as connection flexibility. The 
equivalent shear displacement (that include all effects except bending) may be evaluated 
by subtracting the flexural component of deflection as proposed in Section 4.5.2.6. 
Shear walls may follow a similar procedure to that described for steel-deck 
diaphragms when the same type of force-displacement relationship is provided. When a 
direct shear force-shear displacement relationship is given, a coupling of flexure and shear 
may be applied. Such is the case of reinforced concrete shear walls as presented in 
Reference (54), where an empirical relation between shear force and shear displacement 
is provided. 
To describe the flexural behavior of diaphragms and shear walls, an origin-oriented 
hysteretic model has been recommended according to References (43,71). For a one-
story building, shear walls act as cantilever systems and may be directly modeled as spring 
elements. 
The next section presents a suitable method to evaluate the moment-curvature 
relationship of shear walls, and diaphragms. Such method is an extension of the strain 
compatibility analysis used for reinforced concrete beam and is called fiber or layer 
method. Coupling of shear and flexure effects are presented in Section 4.5.2.5. 
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4.4.3.2 Moment-curvature relationship A step-by-step method may be used to 
evaluate the moment-curvature relationship for any section under bending. This approach 
has been widely used in reinforced concrete beam strain compatibility analysis and has 
been also applied for shear walls (54,101) and diaphragms (33). 
To apply the method, the cross section is divided into a number of elements. Each 
element is assumed to be subjected to a uniform strain and stress. To define the 
response, two equilibrium equations and one strain compatibility relationship are used. 
The procedure consists in assume a maximum compressive strain value and by trial-
and-error find the corresponding neutral axis depth "c" that satisfy the longitudinal force 
equilibrium equation. Once the neutral axis depth has been found, the bending moment 
and curvature can be obtained. 
The flexural characteristics of the element are evaluated based on proposed stress-
strain relationships for concrete and steel. The stress-strain variation of concrete (Figure 
42) is frequently expressed by a parabolic equation (99-102). The stress-strain 
relationship for the steel is idealized by three segments for linear, plastic, and "strain-
hardening" stages (Figure 42). 
The equations describing the stress-strain relationship for concrete are: 
where; 
fg : stress in concrete 
Gg : strain in concrete 
fj : compressive strength of concrete 
Gg : strain at peak stress fc (=2fc/Ec, or 0.002 is suggested) 
[4-49] 
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6eu: concrete ultimate compression strain. A 0.003 value is suggested (63). 
The equations describing the stress-strain relationship for steel are: 
fs = EgGs. Eg < Gy 
fs=fy. Gy < Gg < G,h [4-50] 
~ ~ ^sh) — ^u' Gg > Ggj, 
where: 
fs: stress of steel 
Gg: strain of steel 
fy: yield stress of steel 
Gy: strain at yield 
fu: ultimate stress of steel 
Gsh: strain at initiation of hardening (with 128y as typical value) 
Es: modulus of elasticity of steel 
Esh: modulus defining stiffness at strain hardening range 
(approximately 3% of Es) 
The procedure step-by-step to evaluate the moment-curvature relationship follows 
(see Figure 59): 
• STEP 1 
select a value for maximum concrete compressive strain 
• STEP 2 
select a value for the neutral axis depth c 
. STEP 3 
evaluate the strain and stress on each concrete and steel layer 
at any location x the strain is given by: 
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Ccm 
Asl 
dsi 
fsl 
H  H  
Strain distribution Layered section Concrete and Steel stresses 
Figure 59. Element discretization for moment-curvature evaluation 
1 -
h-d. [4-51] 
where; 
h: section depth 
: position where is evaluated 
for the jth concrete layer the compressive stress is given by Eqn. [4-49]. 
Concrete tension is neglected. The concrete force in such layer is given by: 
Fci=A,if,, j = 1,ncl [4-52] 
where: 
ncl: number of concrete layers 
for the ith steel layer the stress is given by Eqn. [4-50]. The steel force is given 
by: 
^si - ^ sfsi' i-1,nsl [4-53] 
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where: 
nsl: number of steel layers 
. STEP 4 
evaluate the resultant force R 
nsl ncl 
R = [4-54] 
1=1 j=1 
. STEPS 
if |R| < tolerance, goto STEP 6 
if |R| > tolerance, goto STEP 2 
. STEP 6 
evaluate moment M and curvature cp 
nsl ncl 
M = ["-55] 
1=1 j=1 
(p = -^ [4-56] 
c 
where: 
dg|: location of the ith steel layer with respect to the bottom 
dgj: location of the jth concrete layer with respect to the bottom 
4.4.4 Steel beam elements 
4.4.4.1 introduction The force-displacement relationship for a steel beam is 
given by a flexural envelope defined through the moment-curvature relationship. Typical 
hysteretic models used in steel element are the bilinear model (3) and the Jennings model 
(7). The Jennings model has been limited in use because the relations describing the 
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envelope and cycles are presented as implicit equations. For beam sections with small 
shape factor (plastic to yield moment ratio), the moment-curvature relationship may be 
idealized by two straight lines. The first line goes from the origin to the point defined by 
the plastic curvature and moment. The second line starts at the end of the first line and 
continues horizontally. Sections with large shape factor may be idealized by two lines as 
described before, but considerable error may be associated for predictions close to the 
intersection of both lines. 
4.4.4.2 Moment-curvature relationship To define different moment-curvature 
points, a stress-strain relationship for steel similar to that used in Section 4.4.3.2 is used. 
The assumptions used for the analysis are: 
• Beams have compact sections, that is section capable of developing a fully 
plastic stress distribution and therefore allowing enough inelastic rotation 
capacity. 
• Effects due to residual stress, stress concentration, strain hardening, axial and 
shear force are not considered. 
The moment-curvature equations for an I or W sections as presented in Reference 
(103) are: 
M = (pEI, < 1 
<Py 
[4-57] 
d 
[4-58] 
2 
[4-59] 
2 
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My = SOy [4-60] 
[4-61] 
where: 
M: bending moment 
(p: curvature 
IVIy: yielding moment 
(Py : curvature at yield 
S: section modulus 
Z: plastic modulus 
d ; total beam depth 
bf! flange width 
t, : flange thickness 
t„ : web thickness 
k: distance from outer face of flange to web toe of fillet 
4.5.1 Basic considerations 
The dynamic analysis of frame-wall stmctures including diaphragm effects may be 
made using the stiffness matrix method. This method requires the evaluation of the 
element stiffness matrices, the assemblage of these matrices into a global stiffness matrix, 
the formation of a vector of forces, and the solution of the equations of motion system. 
Since the changes in displacement are the unknown parameters, the equations of motion 
4.5 Element Stiffness Matrix 
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are presented in an incremental form. In the following subsections, the incremental 
element stiffness matrix of different type of members is presented. 
4.5.2 Reinforced concrete elements 
4.5.2.1 Introduction The distributed flexibility approach is incorporated in the 
evaluation of the stiffness matrix of reinforced concrete elements. This approach is based 
on the fact that for reinforced concrete members, the inelasticity is not restricted to the end 
of the element, but it is spread through the member length. Different models for the 
distribution of flexibility have been proposed (15,32,50,51,53,66). Up to date, the 
proposed models do not describe exactly the behavior of the element, since some kind of 
rough assumptions has to be made regarding the distribution of flexibility, e.g., the location 
of the inflection point and/or the way in which the flexibility changes. A linear distribution 
of flexibility as proposed by Park et al. (32,54) is considered for this work, because allows 
variation of the contraflexure point. 
The material included in the next subsections is general in the sense that applies to 
beam, diaphragm and shear wall elements. The difference in the stiffness matrix for each 
element comes from the instantaneous flexural and shear rigidity values. 
4.5.2.2 Distribution of flexibility approach The stiffness matrix developed via 
the distributed flexibility approach, corresponds to the stiffness matrix of a prismatic/non-
prismatic member. For small rotations at the end of the member, the flexibility factor 1/EI 
corresponds to that of elastic members, and the element behaves as a prismatic member. 
For large end rotations, the element may show sections with elastic and inelastic behavior, 
therefore a different flexibility factor 1/EI should be provided to each section. A linear 
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distribution of the flexibility factor is assumed, based on the flexibility values at the end 
member. The flexibility factors at the end member are continually monitored through the 
analysis and updated using a hysteretic model. 
According to the sign of end-member moments, an element may bent in reverse 
curvature or in single curvature (Figure 60). For elements deformed in reverse curvature, 
the cross section at the contraflexure point is assumed to have an elastic value for the 
flexibility factor. Flexibility factor values at the member ends are evaluated considering 
the previous history of defonnation by using a hysteretic model. The flexibility terms as 
function of the position along the member are given by: 
• For single curvature 
1 = ± + 
El EL vElj'EI, 
- [4-62] 
For reverse curvature 
1 1 
El ~ El I V —"I 
J ^ 
EL El e / 
X 
oL' 
1 _ 1 
El ~ EL 
• + J ^ x-aL 
L(l-a)'  
X < aL 
X > aL 
[4-63] 
a = M, 
Mi +Mj [4-64] 
where: 
El 
flexibility factor 
206 
Figure 60. Distribution of flexibility (modified from reference 42) 
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flexibility factor at end member i 
flexibility factor at end member j 
'i 
flexibility factor at the contraflexure point 
4.5.2.3 Flexibility matrix for a released element To evaluate the stiffness 
matrix of an element considering both flexural and shear effects a relation betv^/een end-
actions and end-displacements has to be found (see Figure 61a). Such relation is 
obtained by evaluating the flexibility matrix of a released element (see Figure 61b), and 
then by matrix operations, the stiffness matrix of the element may be obtained. 
To begin the formulation, the flexibility matrix of the released member (Figure 61b) 
is obtained. Such element is arbitrarily fixed at the i end and free at the j end. Thus, the 
displacements at the j end are relative displacements of the j end with respect to the i end. 
The flexibility matrix for displacements and actions shown in Figures 61b-c is: 
or 
0: = R • Mi [4-65] 
where: 
8j: end member displacement vector 
Fj : flexibility matrix 
end member action vector 
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VgL-M 1 
"V 
^0 
V2 
Mi-q-i 
a b) 
t 
Vg- d2 
*21 
c) 
Figure 61. Reinforced concrete member, a) End-member actions and 
displacements, b) Released element, c) Definition of flexibility 
terms 
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4.5.2.4 Stiffness matrix The stiffness matrix of the released member may be 
obtained by inverting the flexibility matrix: 
Kj = 1 
^11^22 ^12^21 
f. 22 -t 12 
. ^21 ^11 
[4-66] 
where the stiffness matrix of the released element relates end member actions and 
displacements; 
V. 
or 
Mj = Kj • 0j [4-67] 
Based on equilibrium considerations, the relation between the end member actions 
for the general element (Figure 61a) and the released member (Figure 61b) is: 
M; -1 L" 
X 0 -1 
M, 1 0 
y 0 1 
[m; 
IV, 
or 
M  =  T i ^  [ 4 - 6 8 ]  
where: 
M ; end member actions for the general element 
T : transformation matrix 
The end member displacements at end j for the released structure may be related 
to the end member displacements of the general elements. Based on the condition that 
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end displacements for the released element are relative displacements of the j end with 
respect to the 1 end, the following relation is found (see Figure 62): 
=8,-01 
ôg =Lsln0i+(ôj-ôi)cos0i «L0i+(ôj-ôi) [4-69] 
or in matrix form; 
-1 0 1 0 
L -1 0 1 
0 ,  =  r - 0  [4-70] 
S/v 
Sj-Si 
/\ 
Si 
Figure 62. Relation of end member displacements between the released member 
and the general element 
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where: 
T^: transpose of the transformation matrix 
Substituting Eqn. [4-67] into Eqn. [4-68]: 
M = T K j - ë j  [ 4 - 7 1 ]  
Substituting Eqn. [4-70] into Eqn. [4-71], the member stiffness matrix is obtained: 
M = T K, r e [4-72] 
or expressing the end member actions and displacements in incremental fomn: 
AM = K Ae, K = T K; [4-73] 
The element stiffness matrix for a general element (prismatic or nonprismatic), 
considering two degrees of freedom per node (rotation and translation perpendicular to the 
member axis) is: 
K = 
^22 +2f2iL + fiiL^ -(fji+fiiL) (f22+f2l'-) (f21+^1ll-) 
1 
-
i-
+
 
1 fl1 ^21 
D -(^22 +*21^) ^21 ^22 -^2^ 
(^21 -fl1 "^21 fl1 
[4-74] 
where: 
D =^11^22 ~f^21 
Since the cross flexibility terms and f^^ are equal, only fji has been included in 
the development of the stiffness matrix. The evaluation of the flexibility factors is 
presented in the next subsection. 
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4.5.2.5 Evaluation of flexibility factors This section presents the evaluation of 
the flexibility factors defined in Section 4.5.2.3. The evaluation includes effects due to the 
distributed flexibility as well as the shear deformation. 
To evaluate the displacements in the released element (Figure 61c) due to unit 
loads (flexibility terms), the unit-load method is used. This method assumes small 
displacements, and linear elastic material. Even that the material considered is non linear 
and inelastic, the nonlinear dynamic analysis is applied by linearizing the problem over a 
short time, therefore during such small period of time it is assumed that the material 
behaves linear and elastic. Flexural and shearing effects are considered in the 
determination of the flexibility terms as follows: 
[4-75] 
where: 
El: flexural rigidity 
A*G: shear rigidity 
# Evaluation of f,^ 
m(x)= -1 
M(x) = -1 
v(x) = 0 
V(x) = 0 
[4-76] 
0 
[4-77] 
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Evaluation of 
m(x) = L - X 
M(x) = -1 
v(x) = -1 
V(x) = 0 
• Evaluation of f,; 
m(x) = -1 
M(X) = L - X 
v(x) = 0 
V(x) = -1 
0 El 
• Evaluation of 
m(x) = L - X 
M(x) = L - X 
v(x) = -1 
V(x) = -1 
[4-78] 
14-79] 
0 El 
[4-80] 
fi2=-J^dx [4-81] 
[4-82] 
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Section 4.5.2.2 showed expressions for the flexibility factor 1/EI as function of the 
position X, as well as function of the type of curvature (single or reverse). Substituting 
Eqns.[4-62] to Eqn. [4-64] into the expressions for the flexibility factors results; 
• For single curvature 
2'Eli El/ 
f f _ L' fl2 -^21 - --g-
2 1 
El, El, 
[4-84] 
[ 3  f  
hz - 12 
A 
Eli ^ El, V—I  
+ -
I A G 
For double curvature 
2EI|"'^2a, 
f. =^a(a-3)+^(a-2)-^(a-f 14-85] 
where a is defined by Eqn. [4-64]. 
4.5.2.6 Evaluation of element stiffness matrix The element stiffness matrix 
obtained in the previous sections applies for all the reinforced concrete elements, including 
beam, shear walls and steel-deck diaphragms. Main differences are in the hysteretic 
models used for each element. The hysteretic models are responsible for the 
instantaneous stiffness parameters (flexural El, and shear A*G values) of the member. 
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In order to use a flexural hysteretic model (moment-curvature) to obtain the 
stiffness value El for the next increment of time, an estimate of the actual curvature was 
needed. To evaluate the curvature, an iterative procedure was used to increase the 
accuracy of it. Such procedure started with elastic values for the flexural stiffnessis El and 
degradation was allowed using the current curvature value in the origin oriented flexural 
hysteretic model. The expressions used for the curvature evaluation were obtained by 
dividing the first and third row of the member stiffness matrix (Eqn. [4-74]) by the 
respective El value. The expressions used were: 
Once the curvature at each end is known, the corresponding bending moment may 
be evaluated from the hysteretic model. With values of curvature and moment obtained in 
the previous time, the incremental moment and curvature values may be evaluated. Next, 
the new flexibility factors are evaluated as follows: 
(j). = [(A +2AZ.4-/;,Z?)8, -0^, -(A, +.^,1)8/ +()S, +y;,Oy] 
DEI, 
[4-86] 
[~(/22 +/21-^)6i +/2A +/22Q/ ~/21^j ] 
DEIj 
[4-87] 
[4-88] 
Beam elements may use a flexural hysteretic model such as Sina model (10) or 
Takeda model (9). As presented in Section 4.4.2.5, other inelastic components of 
deformation may also be included in the envelope moment-curvature. 
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For shear walls and diaphragms, an origin-oriented flexural hysteretic model, may 
be used as proposed by Nakashima et al. (71) and Kabeyazawa et al. (43). Shear effects 
are also included in the element stiffness through the shear rigidity temn A*G. Different 
approaches have been presented for the inclusion of shear effects in the elastic and 
inelastic phases of behavior. 
Reinforced concrete beams may consider the shear effects by dividing elastic and 
inelastic effects. Inelastic effects are included in the flexural envelope directly as 
proposed by Park et al. (98) (see Section 4.4.2.5.) The elastic shear effects are directly 
included by evaluating the elastic shear rigidity A*G. Other approaches go from 
neglecting shear effects; assume a constant elastic shear rigidity value (55); and finally 
assume shear rigidity degrading in proportion to the flexural stiffness (43). The last 
assumption has been also verified experimentally by Nakashima et al. (71) for reinforced 
concrete diaphragms. 
Effect of shear in diaphragms and shear walls may work similarly to that of beams; 
the only difference is the hysteretic models used. Typically, the hysteretic models for 
shear walls and diaphragms are evaluated for a cantilever guided configuration, therefore 
this discussion applies for hysteretic models of force versus displacement (at the tip) of the 
cantilever system. To obtain the instantaneous shear rigidity value to be used in the next 
analysis step; the abscise value of the hysteretic model has to be known for input. Such 
abscise value may be the total displacement (including shear and bending as well as other 
effects), or shear displacement (all effects except bending). For models with abscise 
value defined by the total displacement, such as the steel-deck reinforced concrete 
diaphragms described in this wori<; the following procedure applies: 
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• Step 1 : Assume that the flexural stiffness for the next increment of time has 
been evaluated according to the procedure described at the beginning of this 
section. 
• Step 2: To evaluate the shear effect, the total lateral displacement as cantilever 
system has to be evaluated. By observing Figure 62, the lateral displacement 
8; is used as the total displacement of a cantilever system and as input value for 
the hysteretic model. With Eqn. [4-69] the lateral displacement as cantilever is 
evaluated and the corresponding shear force is obtained from the hysteretic 
model. 
• Step 3: In the evaluation of shear displacement, the lateral displacement ôg 
includes also bending effects, therefore the net shear displacement may be 
evaluated approximately by either of the following approaches: 
Approach A. 
the net shear deflection may be obtained by deducting bending deflection 
from 5; 
as follows: 
8shear=52-(Vjf-2-Mjf2j [4-89] 
where: 
f22 is the flexibility factor from Eqn. [4-84] or Eqn. [4-85] without the 
shear component. 
Approach B. 
the net shear deflection may be evaluated by assuming a constant ratio 
between the shear deflection and the total deflection as found 
experimentally for R/C diaphragms by Nakashima et al. (71). 
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• Step 4; Once the shear force and shear displacement have been evaluated, by 
recalling the same terms from the previous step, an incremental expression to 
evaluate the shear rigidity is used; 
A"G= ^ *" , AV = V, - V,_^,, AS shear = ^ shear.l " Sshear,t-ûl 14-90] 
^0 shear 
In order to relate the hysteretic model with the member model, some assumptions 
associated with the deflected shape of the element have to be made. Common 
assumptions are: 
• The inflection point is located at midlength (10,52,66) 
• The element behave elastically with inelastic end springs (60). 
• The flexibility factor 1/EI varies linearly (54), or parabolically (50,51). 
For the especific case of shear walls and diaphragms, similar assumptions have to 
be considered in order to relate the hysteretic model with the member model. Typically, 
the hysteretic models for shear walls and diaphragms are presented as force vs 
displacement at the tip of a cantilever guided system. Then, a relation between the 
cantilever member and the continuous element is used (see Figure 62 and Eqn. [4-69]). 
In using such relation, the moment at the j end influence the lateral displacement; such 
effect is not present in the force-displacement relation of shear walls and diaphragms 
acting as cantilever systems and subjected only to lateral in-plane force. Due to the 
usually large bending stiffness of shear walls and diaphragms, the influence of this effect 
was assumed negligible. 
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4.5.3 Steel members 
4.5.3.1 Introduction Steel members are oftenly analyzed under the assumption 
of concentrated plasticity behavior (plastic hinge model). This assumption holds as long 
as compact steel sections being used. See Section 4.4.4.2 for other assumptions 
involved. Modeling of steel stmctures follows basically two approaches; the shear beam 
approach, and the member-by-member approach. The shear beam approach consists in 
the concentration of the lateral resistance of all columns in a specific story as a single 
spring shear type element. Such approach is restricted to weak column-strong beam 
structural systems. The member-by-member approach is more general in the sense that 
may be applied to any type of structural system. Under this approach the member is 
modeled typically as an elastic element with inelastic rotational springs at the ends. This 
model assumes that plastic hinges are created only at the member ends which is typically 
a column type behavior. Steel beams may develop plastic hinges toward the midlength 
due to gravity load in combination with lateral load. 
4.5.3.2 Member-by-member approach Under this approach the element is 
assumed to be form by an elastic central member and inelastic rotational springs. The 
following presentation assumes that inelastic rotational springs have elastoplastic 
behavior. The steel beam member is assumed to have two degrees of freedom at each 
end (rotation and lateral translation). According to the level of end deformation, a typical 
member may behave as; elastic member, fixed-hinge member, and hinge-hinge member. 
The incremental stiffness matrix has to consider all these possible stages. 
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Figure 63 shows end actions and displacement for a typical element. The 
incremental stiffness matrix based on these conditions was developed by Gilberson (60) 
and is presented here; 
AMi 
AV| 
AMj 
AV: 
Sa 
Sa+Sb 
Sb 
Sa+Sb 
Sa+Sb 
L 
Sa + 2Sb + Sg Sb + S. S.+2Sb+S. AG, 
L L L" Aôj 
Sb 
Sb + S. 
Sc 
Sb+Sc AGj 
L L [aôJ 
Sa +Sb Sa + 2Sb + Sc Sb + Sc Sa + 2Sb + Sc 
L L' L L' 
[4-91] 
Expressions of the stiffness coefficients Sa, Sb, and Sc are function of the degree 
of end deformation in the member. Additionally, expressions for the rotation of the plastic 
hinge are needed to observe any change in the direction of hinge rotation. Such 
expressions may be evaluated using virtual work and are presented here for each stage of 
member end-deformation: 
• Elastic stage 
o _4EI - _2EI Ç _4EI s,-—, S.-— 
Attj = 0, Attj = 0 
• Plastic hinge at end i, elastic at end j 
3EI 
Sa =0, Sb = 0, Sc = -j— 
Attj = A9j+-yî---^(A6i - Aôj), Aaj=0 
• Elastic at end i, plastic hinge at end j 
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[4-94] 
9FI Sa=^. S,=0. S.=0 
Aa, = 0, Aa, = AG, +-^ —(AS: — ASj I ' J j 2 2L 
• Plastic hinges at ends i and j 
Sa =0, Sb = 0, Sg = 0 
ASj-Aôi Aô.-Aôi [4-95] 
Aaj=A0j —- ,  Aaj=A0j —-
where: 
Sg, Sb, Sc : stiffness coeficients 
8|,ôj,8j,6j: member end displacement 
tti.aj; plastic hinge rotation at end I and j respectively 
Si 
Plastic hinge 
Figure 63. End forces and displacements for a typical steel member 
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For the solution process the following steps applies: 
• Step 1 : At the end of the time step the incremental displacements as well as the 
total displacements have been evaluated. Evaluate the end-member action 
using the respective incremental displacements and the element stiffness matrix 
from previous step. 
• Step 2: Verify the plasticity condition, that is, the bending moment has to be less 
or equal to the plastic moment. If at any end, the moment is greater or equal to 
the plastic moment, then a plastic hinge has been form. 
» Step 3: If from a previous time the member has plastic hinges, the hinge rotation 
has to be consistent with the sign of moment. That is the plastic hinge is free to 
rotate in one direction only, and in the opposite direction, the section returns to 
behave elastically. 
4.5.3.3 Shear beam approach This model Is appropriate for weak column-
strong beam structural systems with lateral plastic mechanism of collapse. Under this 
approach, a series of columns at the same story level are substituted by one spring 
member with an equivalent lateral resistance. The spring member is assumed to behave 
with an elastoplastic force displacement relationship. This is true as long as all the 
substituted members reach their yield strength at the same lateral displacement, otherwise, 
the relationship is formed by a series of straight lines creating a more curved response. 
Assuming an elastoplastic behavior for the substitute element, the stiffness matrix 
is given by; 
[4-96] 
where: 
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AVg : incremental force at the bottom of the story columns 
AVt-: incremental force at the top of the story columns 
A6g: incremental lateral displacement at the bottom of the story columns 
A8j : incremental lateral displacement at the top of the story columns 
k: stiffness of the equivalent spring element 
The determination of the stiffness of the equivalent spring element is based on the 
following assumptions: 
• Steel members have compact sections; that is sections with capacity to develop 
inelastic rotation capacity in the range of 7 to 9 times the elastic rotation capacity 
(104). 
• All the elements substituted in the story, reach the yield strength at the same 
lateral translation. 
• Other assumptions as stated in Section 4.4.4.2 
From Figure 64, the stiffness of the equivalent spring member is obtained as 
follows: 
The elastic stiffness of the equivalent spring element is given by: 
ncol ncol W ncol wgci 
= = [«-97] 
1=1 1=1 y^,i 1=1 n 
The inelastic stiffness of the equivalent spring element is given by: 
K Y Vp.(-Vy.' _!^'2(Mpj-My,i)^J^'l2EI, (f,-l) 
' & h(Ap| - Ay,i) & h" (h-1) 
where: 
Vy, Vp : shear at yield and plastic stage respectively 
My.Mp: moments at yield and plastic stage respectively 
[4-98] 
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Ay, Ap : deflections at yield and plastic stage respectively 
Z M f = —= —^ shape factor (approximately 1.12 in average for W shapes) 
S My 
^ = & = M = = R + 1 [4.99] 
Ay Gyh Oy 0y 
R: inelastic rotation capacity ranging from 7 to 9 according to AISC (104] 
Based on the average value of shape factor for W shapes and using an R value of 
9, the inelastic slope of the equivalent spring element is approximately 1.3% of the elastic 
stiffness. 
4.5.4 Frame and shear wall torsional stiffness 
4.5.4.1 Assumptions Structural modeling considering the torsional stiffness of 
frames due to the rotational degree of freedom in the diaphragm has been suggested by 
Reinhom et al. (42). The torsional stiffness of frames is generally negligible when 
compared with the flexural stiffness of diaphragms; but this not necessary the case when 
torsional stiffness of shear walls is considered. 
In evaluating the torsional stiffness of frames and shear walls, the following 
assumptions are considerd; 
• The rotational degree of freedom of the diaphragm is assumed to take place at 
the center of the shear wall or frame 
» The torsional members behave linearly elastic 
• Connection flexibility, between diaphragm ans supporting system, when used is 
assumed to behave elastically 
• the torsional element (frame or shear wall) when subjected to rotation displaces 
linearly as shown in Figure 65. 
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Figure 64. Typical shear frame structure 
4.5.4.2 Frame torsional stiffness Based on the assumptions previously stated, 
the torsional frame element stiffness in incremental form is given by: 
[AM^ 
lAMp 
k, -k, 
-k, k, 
AGi 
AGp [4-100] 
The torsional moment is obtained by adding the aportations of each vertical 
element, then: 
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ncol 
M,=XViXi 
i=1 
[4-101] 
Each vertical element is subjected to a horizontal force % given by the stiffness of 
the element times the corresponding lateral horizontal displacement (see Figure 65), 
therefore the torsional moment is given by; 
ncol 
M, =Z'^ci(0Xi)Xi= 
i=1 V i=1 J 
f ncol 
0 [4-102] 
Finally by setting the rotation equal to unity, the torsional stiffness coefficient is: 
ncol 
[4-103] 
1=1 
where; 
kg,; flexural stiffness of the ith vertical element 
Xj; distance from the center of the diaphragm to the ith vertical member 
V=kc&=kc0Xj 
Figure 65. torsional frame element (modified from reference 42) 
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4.5.4.3 Shear wall torsional stiffness The torsional stiffness coefficient 
provided by a shear wall parallel to the lateral loading direction is evaluated considering 
the flexibility of connection between wall and diaphragm. The rotational degree of freedom 
of the diaphragm is assumed to be applied at the center of the diaphragm forcing the 
shear wall to move along a line as shown in Figure 66. 
At any distance x from the center of the diaphragm, a differential force dF is acting 
on the diaphragm. Such differential force is result of the opposition to distort by the 
connection and shear wall. The sum of the differential moments produced by dF have to 
equilibrate the torsional moment, that is: 
The lateral displacement at any position is given by the rotation 0 times x. This 
displacement is also equal to the component of displacement generated at the connection 
and the shear wall (as shown in Figure 66), that is; 
A relation between the components of displacement and the applied force is given 
by the stiffness coeficient (per unit length) of each segment. From such relation, the 
components of displacement may be obtained as follows; 
L 
[4-104] 
A(X) - 0X - + ôsw [4-105] 
dF = (k,^dx)8g^ => 6^ = 
[4-106] 
dF — (koonndx)ôj.onn => Ô conn 
Substituting Eqn. [4-106] into Eqn. [4-105] and solving for dF; 
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dF= , e [4-107] 
V "^sw '^ conn j 
Substituting Eqn. [4-107] into Eqn. [4-104] and setting 0 equal 1: 
x^dx _ ^ ksAonn 
"^2 kgy, + kconn 
k ^ k V '^conn j 
where: 
kg^ : out-of-plane flexural stiffness of shear wall per unit length 
kconn: connection stiffness per unit length 
L: shear wall length 
[4-108] 
Scoiin 
—^ l<-
8sw 
<-^l/lrV 
dF 
AA 
UZ dx 
dF 
A A 
Mt 8sw 
U2 Frame Shear Wall i dF 
A - A  
Figure 66. Diaphragm-shear wall interaction schematic 
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Force-displacement relationships for different types of connections are available in 
the literature. For bond slippage of embedded steel, a relation between stress in the steel 
bar and the amount of slippage is available in Reference (98). An empirical relationship 
between load and deflection for studs is available in Reference (105). 
4.6 Global Stiffness Matrix 
4.6.1 Assembled stiffness matrix 
The global stiffness matrix of the structural system was obtained by accumulating 
the contributions of all element stiffness matrices. Local degrees of freedom (dof) were 
related to global degrees of freedom, then, element stiffness matrices were accumulated 
into the global stiffness matrix at appropiate locations. 
Each node in the structure had defined a rotational degree of freedom. Since axial 
deformation was neglected, all joints connected by series of members at the same level, 
displaced equally in horizontal direction and introduced only one degree of freedom. 
The structural system was discretized by elements. Additionally, the mass of the 
system was also discretized or lumped to translational degrees of freedom, these resulted 
in a number of massless degrees of freedom. Degrees of freedom were classified as 
primary and secondary. Primary dof were all those associated with a translational degree 
of freedom, therefore a lumped mass was associated with them. Secondary dof were all 
those related to rotational degree of freedom. Since no rotational inertia was considered 
for the masses, then, secondary degrees of freedom were masless dof. 
Only external lateral loads were considered in the analysis, therefore, external 
vertical forces and moments at joints of the structure were assumed to be zero. 
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4.6.2 Static condensation 
Static condensation was applied on tlie secondary degrees of freedom (sdof). The 
condensation was applied to the stiffness matrix. Additionally, rows and columns 
associated with the secondary degrees of freedom were deleted because those were 
masless dof. The global stiffness matrix with coefficients associated only to free joint 
displacements was partitioned as follows; 
[K]-{y} = {F} [4-109] 
or 
[4-110] 
where: 
s; associated with secondary dof 
p: associated with primary dof 
After applying matrix operations, a reduced stiffness matrix K was obtained: 
[4-111] 
where: 
[K] = [K„]-[K^][K„]-'[K.,] [4-112] 
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Practical aplication of the static condensation method did not require the evaluation 
of the inverse matrix By using the Gauss-Jordan elimination procedure up to the 
elimination of the secondary dof y^ (Eqn. [4-112b]) the reduced stiffness matrix was 
obtained. 
4.7 Mass Matrix 
The mass matrix of the structural system was obtained assuming that the entire 
mass was concentrated in the points at which the translational dof were defined (primary 
dof). Structural elements were considered masless line elements. The lumped-mass 
matrix was a diagonal matrix with zero diagonal elements for the rotational dof, since static 
condensation was used, all diagonal elements were nonzero: 
[M] = 
m. 
m. 
m„ 
[4-113] 
where: 
[M] : diagonal mass matrix of order pxp 
m,: lumped mass at the primary ith dof 
p: number of primary dof 
4.8 Damping Matrix 
The damping forces are usually assumed to be proportional to the velocity of the 
points were dof are defined, for this condition, damping is identified as viscous type of 
damping. For this work, the damping matrix was considered at the structural level, and 
expressed as a linear combination of the mass and global stiffness matrices. 
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[C] = ao[M] + a,[K] [4-114] 
where; 
[C] ; viscous damping matrix 
ao.a^: proportionality constants 
The proportionality constants were related to the damping ratio and frequency by: 
+ ^  [4-115] 
The two damping factors ag, and a^ were evaluated through the solution of a pair 
of simultaneous equations. By defining a pair of damping ratios for two specific 
frequencies and substituting into Eqn. [4-115], the simultaneous equations were: 
3n 
9 
' [4-116] 
2(02 2 
where: 
damping factors for the two first modes 
Even though exist more simple approaches to evaluate the damping matrix, the 
linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrix was selected because include the 
effect of lower and higher frequencies. It can be seen from Eqn. [4-116] that when the 
damping matrix is proportional to the mass matrix only (a^sO) the damping ratio is small for 
higher frequencies of vibration (inversely proportional to the frequency). If a stiffness 
proportional damping matrix is considered (ao=0), the damping ratio is large for higher 
frequencies. Then, the contribution of the higher modes to the response is less 
significant. According to Clough and Penzien (64), neither of these two proportional 
damping approaches are suitable for multi degrees of freedom system with a wide range of 
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frequencies because the relative amplitude of either the higher or lower modes will be 
distorted by inadequate damping ratios. 
4.9 Differential Equation of Motion 
By considering the dynamic equilibrium of all the forces on the structure, a system 
of equations of motion can be formulated. A step-by-step integration procedure was used 
for the analysis of the nonlinear response equations. To apply the step-by-step 
procedure, an incremental formulation of the equations of motion was used as follows: 
At time t 
{F,},+{F,},H-{F.},={F,}, [4-117] 
At time t + A t 
[4-118] 
Evaluating the differences between vector equilibrium equations, the incremental 
equilibrium equation was obtained; 
AFj + AFj + AFg = AFp [4-119] 
where: 
iFi ={F,}„„- {Fi},=[M]{Ay} 
AF,={F,}„.,-{F,},=[C]{Ay} 
iF.={F.}„^,-{Fj,=[K]{Ay} ' ' 
AF,={Fj,_^,-.{Fj,=.-[M]{iy,} 
where: 
[M]: mass matrix 
[C]: damping matrix 
[K]: stiffness matrix 
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{Ay}: incremental acceleration vector 
{Ay}: incremental velocity vector 
{Ay}: incremental displacement vector 
{Ayg}: incremental ground acceleration vector 
The elements of the incremental stiffness matrix were defined at the beginning of 
the time increment and assumed constant during the increment of time, therefore the 
incremental expressions in the left side of Eqn. [4-119] were only an approximation. The 
system of equations of motion of a structural system change to nonlinear in nature when 
some of its components are nonlinear themselves. For reinforced concrete systems 
subjected to strong motions the demand of ductilty on the system usually force the 
component members to go into the nonlinear range, resulting in a nonlinear set of 
equations of motion. 
4.10 Numerical Solution of Equations of Motion 
4.10.1 General considerations 
Numerical step-by-step Integration is a general procedure for the solution of linear 
and nonlinear set of equations of motion. In this method, the response is divided into a 
sequence of small, usually equal time steps, and during each time increment the response 
is evaluated for a linear system having the stiffness properties existing at the starting of the 
time increment. At the end of each time increment the stiffness properties are updated 
according to the previous history of member deformation. Since the stiffness coefficients 
are assumed constant during each time increment, the nonlinear analysis may be seen as 
a sequence of analysis of successively changing linear systems. 
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Several Implicit and explicit methods are available for performing the step-by-step 
integration of the equations of motion. Newmark's p method (106) has been widely used 
for linear and nonlinear analysis because its versatility and efficiency. For linear systems, 
specific values of its parameter p make this method unconditionally stable, that is, the 
solution does not grow out-of-bound for any time step. For nonlinear problems, the 
Newmark's p method tend to be unstable (108). 
For the numerical solution of the equations of motion, the cost of an analysis (i.e., 
the number of operations used) is directly proportional to the size of the time step that has 
to be used for accuracy and stability (107). Bathe, et al. (107) investigated stability limits, 
period elongation and amplitude decay in the dynamic response of linear systems. Bathe 
discussed the selection of time step, starting with the rule of one tenth of the smallest 
period. Clough et al. (64) suggest a time step smaller than the smallest period divided by 
1.8 In selecting the smallest period to consider, attention may be given to; 
• Largest frequencies and mode shapes in lumped systems are only cmde 
approximations to the exact values (107). 
• Recording of earthquake excitation with period smaller of approximately 0.05 
sec. are not accurately made (52). 
4.10.2 Algorithm of solution 
The Newmark's p method (106) was considered in the solution of the nonlinear 
system of equations. This method introduces two coefficients (p, y) in the incremental 
displacement and acceleration equations. The parameter y may introduce numerical or 
artificial damping within the time step. For y values smaller than 1/2, artificial negative 
damping is included, values above 1/2 introduces positive damping, and y equal 1/2 
introduces no damping. The parameter p controls the variation of acceleration within the 
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time step. A value of zero results in the constant acceleration approach (64,65,107), 
value of 1/4 introduces the average acceleration approach, and a p value of 1/6 results in 
a linear acceleration approach. 
Using the algorithm equations for Newmark's p method with y equal to 1/2, and p 
equal to 1/4, the incremental velocity and displacement equations are: 
Ayj = [(1-Y)yi +7yM]Ati = yiAt, +jAy;At| 
Ayj = yjAtj +[(f-p)yi +pyi,i]Atf = yjAt, +({yi +pAyj)Atf 
[4-121] 
[4-122] 
Solving Eqn. [4-122] for Ay, and substituting into Eqn. [4-121] results: 
[4-123] 
Now, substituting Eqn. [4-123] into the incremental differential equation of motion 
(Eqn. [4-119] and Eqn. [4-120]) results in: 
KjAy; = AFj 
M , [c] K,= + -
PAtf 2pAt, 
AF; = AF: 
PAti 2p 
+ [K] 
[M] + 
[4-124] 
[C] 
After solving Eqn. [4-124] for Ay,, updated values for displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration may be obtained: 
yM = yi+Ayi [4-125] 
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[4-126] 
yM = yi+Ayi 
[4-127] 
yHi = yi+Ayi 
The evaluation of the updated acceleration using Eqn. [4-127], is usually 
substituted by solving for the acceleration directly from Eqn. [4-118]. 
4.11.1 Introduction 
A computer program called INEDAV8 (INElastic Dynamic Analysis Version 8) was 
developed for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of lumped parameter structures. The code 
is based in a series of 25 FORTRAN subroutines, and vyas prepared for a 386 IBM 
personal computer or compatible system. As input, the code accepts either of time-
histories of earthquakes or nodal forces. A library of elements is used to model the 
behavior of different structural systems. Particulariy, the code included the following 
element models: 
• Linear elastic translational spring. 
• Linear elastic rotational spring. 
• Linear elastic beam element. 
• Elasto-plastic shear-beam element. 
• Inelastic concrete beam element. 
• Inelastic flexural-shear spring model. 
The program was developed for the two dimensional analysis of 3D structural 
systems. Under such scheme all the frames parallel to the direction of loading are 
4.11 Computer Program 
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connected by transverse elements such as beams and diaphragms, allowing flexural-
torsional coupling. The main steps used during the program are presented in the 
flowchart of Figure 67. 
4.11.2 Numerical validation 
Since, there were no experimental dynamic test results available for a wall-frame-
SDRC diaphragm structure, the computer program was validated through comparison of 
analytical results of typical frame structures behaving inelastically. Specifically, numerical 
solutions obtained from Biggs (120), Clough and Penzien (64), and Paz (121) were used to 
test the capabilities of the program in handling elasto-plastic behavior of one-, two- and 
three-story frames. A comparison of displacement versus time response for the different 
examples showed basically no difference. A typical three-story steel frame subjected to 
load-time nodal forces was solved by Biggs (120). The structure was assumed to have an 
elasto-plastic behavior. A comparison of the response obtained with INEDAV8 as well as 
the solution from Reference (120) is shown in Figure 68, where a good agreement is 
observed. 
In order to test the capacity of the program to handle the distributed plasticity model 
for reinforced concrete members, a five-story reinforced concrete shearwall (20' by 60' by 
7.625") subjected to El Centro N-S 1940 was analyzed and displacement response was 
compared with the solution presented for the same problem by Kariotis, et al. (123). Both 
approaches considered variation of the flexural stiffness El, at a given time Kariotis 
approach assumes constant El value for the element, meanwhile the distributed plasticity 
model used a distributed flexibility approach that accounts for the spread of the plastic 
zone. As shown in Figure 69, the general response pattern was similar. 
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FIGURE 67. Computer program flowchart 
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Figure 68. Elasto-plastic response of a three story steel frame under load-time 
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Figure 69. Comparison of response for a R/C shear wall subjected to EL CENTRO 
N-S 1940 
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4.12 Model and Analysis of a Wall-Frame>Diaphragm Structure 
4.12.1 Model of a selected structure 
As a final part of this study, a nonlinear and linear dynamic analysis of a one-story 
building subjected to ground motion was made. In order to do the analysis, a computer 
program (INEDAV8) was developed. For analysis purposes, a typical one-story building 
was selected (Figure 70). The building consisted of a steel-deck reinforced concrete 
diaphragm supported on a pair of reinforced concrete shearwalls at the ends and moment 
resisting steel frames at interior supports. The structure was designed according to the 
Uniform Building Code specifications (122) for gravity as well as wind and seismic loads. 
For seismic analysis purposes, the structure was assumed to be located in a seismic zone 
Region 4 that corresponds to a horizontal peak acceleration of 0.4g with 90 percent 
probability of not being exceeded in 50 years (124). 
For the diaphragm system, a steel-deck reinforced concrete diaphragm was 
selected. A 3 in. steel-deck with a 2.5 in. concrete on top for a total slab depth of 5.5 in. 
was used. The diaphragm was connected to the supporting system by 3/4 in. 0 4 in. long 
headed studs at every 6 in. o. c.. The proposed diaphragm corresponded to that 
numbered as Diaphragm 2 in the experimental test program at ISU, which showed a 
diagonal tension failure. The coefficients required to define the shear force hysteretic 
model of such diaphragm were obtained from the respective Tables in Chapter 3. For the 
flexural capacity of the diaphragm the moment-curvature curve shown in Figure 51 was 
used as envelope of an origin oriented hysteretic model. 
The reinforced concrete shearwall used was assumed to be 8 in. thick with a 4 ksi 
compressive strength. The minimum amount of reinforcement according to the ACI code 
(63) was used, that is #4 @ 6 in. Based in these characteristics, the moment-curvature 
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curve was obtained (see Figure 71), and used as the envelope curve in the origin oriented 
hysteretic model. The shear wall was modeled with the same hysteretic model used for 
diaphragms, but since the wall was designed for flexural failure type, the post-peak 
envelope curve of the shear hysteretic model was assumed to remain constant. 
The moment resisting steel frame was assumed to behave as a shear frame, 
therefore an inelastic shear spring was used for the hysteretic model. Considering both 
frame columns, the total elastic stiffness was 47.6 kip/in, for the plastic region, a plastic 
slope of 1.3% of the elastic stiffness was used. 
R/C SHEARWALL SDRO STEEL FRAME 
3'-0' 
12'-0' 
a - a 
Figure 70. Typical one story building 
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For the analysis, the symmetry of the structure about the middle frame was 
considered, therefore, only half structure was analyzed. Since the structure was divided 
in half, the mass associated with the centerline DGF was also divided, and the middle steel 
frame was then modeled with half the stiffness and strength of the regular frame. 
Torsional spring elements were included to consider the torsional restraint 
produced by the steel frames and shear walls against diaphragm rotation. For the steel 
frames the elastic torsional stiffness was evaluated using Equation [4-106] given a total of 
8166 kip-in. For the shear walls, the elastic torsional stiffness was evaluated using 
Equation [4-111]. Since the moment curvature envelope of the diaphragm included the 
flexibility of the fastener connection, the torsional stiffness value was evaluated assuming 
an infinite value of the connection stiffness. The shear wall elastic torsional stiffness 
value was found to be 128515 kip-in. 
The structural system was represented by a lumped parameter model as shown in 
Figure 72. The floor system was divided into several segments defined by the frame axis 
and a concentrated mass was located at each segment interface. Each lumped mass 
included the tributary mass of the respective diaphragm segment as well as the tributary 
side wall mass. 
4.12.2 Analysis of the selected structure 
The dynamic analysis considered was formulated including the following effects; 
1. A structure with 15 by 60 feet plan dimension was considered. 
2. The dynamic analysis was applied using elastic and inelastic behavior of the 
structural elements. 
3. 2% of stiffness proportional damping was considered. 
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4. The first ten seconds of the acceleration time history of the EL CENTRO N-S 
1940 earthquake was used. Since the structure was assumed to be located in 
a seismic Region 4 (UBC-91), the ground acceleration of EL CENTRO was 
scaled by a factor of 1.25 to give the 0.4g required peak acceleration. Figure 
73 shows the scaled EL CENTRO accelerogram. 
For the dynamic analysis of the structure using the step by step integration method, 
a time step has to be selected. Clough, et al. (64) suggest a time step smaller than the 
smallest period divided by 1.8. An eigenvalue problem was solved for the condensed 
stiffness matrix and lumped mass matrix of Case I structure. 
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Figure 71. Moment-curvature curve for the proposed R/C shear wall 
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Figure 72. Lumped mass model 
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Figure 73. El Centra N-S 1940 graund motion 
The smallest period was 0.0166 sec therefore the time step should be less than 
0.009 sec. The selected time step for all the analysis was 0.005 sec. This small value 
was selected after a couple of trial and error solutions, the criterion was to generate the 
hysteretic model rules without discontinuties which may occur if the time step is large. 
A total of 2000 time steps were used for each of the two analyses. Comparison of 
displacements at diaphragm midlength, and at top of wall was made. Investigation of the 
time for yielding of each hysteretic model was also made. The next section discussed the 
results of such analysis. 
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4.12.3 Results of the dynamic analysis 
Two dynamic analyses were made assuming linear elastic and inelastic behavior. 
Figure 74 shows a comparison between the elastic and inelastic diaphragm midlength 
displacement. From this figure is observed that for the two first seconds of the 
earthquake motion the stmcture behaves elastically. At approximately 2.5 seconds, the 
shearwall reached the yield force of 116 kips, next half cycle also reached the yield 
capacity in the opposite direction. The magnitude of the yield force was evaluated as the 
flexural capacity of the shear wall divided by the wall height. Note that the shear capacity 
of the shear wall according to the ACI code (63) was 402 kips, forcing the wall to have a 
ductile behavior since the flexural failure is controlling. Figure 75 shows the shear force 
vs total lateral displacement for the shear wall. Note that a flat constant post-peak 
envelope is obtained and not a decaying envelope because the capacity was limited by 
flexure. 
The steel deck reinforced concrete diaphragm behavior was different to that of the 
shear walls. The shear capacity of the diaphragm was 189 kips for a diagonal tension 
failure. Therefore, the diaphragm was expected to show a degrading strength after the 
peak load was reached. At approximately 5 seconds, the first interior diaphragm segment 
reached their maximum capacity in one direction and immediately after that reached its 
maximum capacity in the opposite direction and started to degrade. Before the first 
diaphragm segment reached its shear capacity, the interior steel frames reached the yield 
strength at approximately 4.5 sec and started to behave elastic-plastic. This effect forced 
the system to redistribute the shear force through the diaphragm and triggered the 
diaphragm degradation. Figure 76 shows the force-displacement behavior for the first 
interior diaphragm. 
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Figure 74. Comparison of elastic and inelastic displacements at diaphragm 
midlength 
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Figure 75. Force-displacement behavior of the R/C shear wall 
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Figure 76. Force-displacement behavior of first interior diaphragm segment 
The steel frame members reached the yield strength at approximately 4.5 sec of 
the initiated ground motion. After the shear wall reached yield capacity, larger 
displacements were allowed at the top of the wall, therefore, larger displacements started 
to occur at top of steel frames initiating the yielding process. Figure 77 shows the force 
displacement behavior of the first interior steel frame. 
Finally, once the first interior diaphragm reached its maximum strength, a more 
flexible system was generated because the loss in stiffness, such effect causes a 
redistribution of force forcing the interior diaphragm to yield. The force-displacement 
curve for the second diaphragm segment is similar to that shown in Figure 76 and is not 
reproduced. 
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Figure 77. Force-displacement behavior of the first interior steel frame 
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5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Summary 
This investigation on seismic modeling of structures with steel-deck-reinforced 
concrete diaphragms was part of the overall research program conducted at Iowa State 
University dealing with the investigation of floor diaphragms constructed with steel-deck-
reinforced concrete. The overall research program was divided into three phases: Phases 
I and II had as objective the investigation of behavioral and strength characteristics of 
SDRC floor diaphragms. Phase III had as objective the dynamic modeling of SDRC floor 
diaphragms. 
Before this analytical phase (Phase III) of the research, nine specimens were 
tested in Phase I and the results were reported by Porter and Greimann (78). Additionally 
to the full-size tests, 97 elemental tests conducted at ISU were reported by Dodd (18) and 
Prins (76). Twenty-three full size diaphragms were tested as part of Phase II and the 
results were reported by Porter and Easterling (89). 
Phase I of the research developed predictive equations for initial stiffness and 
strength of SDRC diaphragms. These equations were based on an edge zone concept 
with edge force distributions based on a linear elastic finite element analysis. Force 
distributions at ultimate load levels were assumed. Phase II of the research program 
verified the previously assumed edge force distribution at ultimate based on a nonlinear 
finite element analysis. Additionally, design recommendations based on the experimental 
and analytical results were also developed. 
Phase III of the overall research program had as main objective the analytical 
investigation of the nonlinear inelastic behavior of steel-deck-reinforced concrete 
diaphragms under seismic loads. As part of this study, previous diaphragm research was 
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reviewed. Both SDRC diaphragms and RC diaphragm research were considered. An 
extensive review was made in hysteretic models for reinforced concrete elements, as well 
as in member macro-modelling of concrete and steel elements. Finally a review of the 
state-of-the-art on dynamic modelling of diaphragms and the structural interaction was also 
made. 
Specific objectives of Phase III were the development of a hysteretic model with 
nonlinear, inelastic, degrading and pinching capabilities to predict the in-plane shear 
response of SDRC diaphragms under earthquake loads, and the definition of the steps 
needed for the modeling of structures incorporating the diaphragm action. 
The development of the diaphragm hysteretic model included the definition of all 
the model components needed to describe the force-displacement characteristics of the 
SDRC diaphragm. Envelope curve equation, pinch force expression, loop stiffness 
equations, cyclic loop equation, strength degradation, and hysteresis mles were the model 
components developed to describe the diaphragm hysteretic behavior. Two approaches 
were presented to describe the envelope curve equation; statistical, and analytical 
approach. Experimental results were extensively used for the development of the 
hysteretic model with the statistical approach. Particularly, these included force-
displacement results for the cyclic displacement, pinch force values or force at zero cyclic 
displacement, and slopes of cyclic loops at different locations in the displacement history 
of all the diaphragm tests. 
An analytical approach based on strain compatibility and equilibrium conditions 
were developed and used in the prediction of the force-displacement envelope curve. A 
major component of the analytical approach consisted in the definition of the flexural 
characteristic of diaphragms including the edge connection flexibility and deck-concrete 
interface flexibility. The method used in the analytical definition of the envelope curve 
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was presented as an easy and simple alternative to the more complicated nonlinear finite 
element analysis proposed by Porter and Easterling (89). 
A review of the state-of-art on modeling of structures subjected to earthquakes 
loads was made, and modifications were made to include the diaphragm flexibility, as well 
as the interaction frame-diaphragm and shearwall-diaphragm. 
A computer program for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of structures with steel-
deck reinforced concrete diaphragms was developed. The program (INEDAV8) included 
the following elements models: linear elastic translational spring, linear elastic rotational 
spring, linear elastic beam element, elasto-plastic shear-beam element, inelastic concrete 
beam element, and inelastic flexural-shear spring model. 
Finally, a procedure was presented for the dynamic analysis of structures with 
diaphragms. 
5.2 Conclusions 
The following conclusions were based on the results of the investigation 
summarized above: 
1. Tests for normality were applied on the experimental forces of the envelope 
curve for all the specimens. Two different tests, the Kolmogorov-Smimov and 
the Chi-Square, showed that at 5% significance level the Hypothesis of 
normality can not be rejected. 
2. Positive and negative force-displacement envelope data was tested for 
significant difference or symmetry to the origin. Data was grouped into two 
sections: virgin and stabilized envelope data, resulting in a total of 62 sets. 
Results showed that at 5% level from a total of 62 sets, 13 sets (21%) showed 
significant difference, and at 1% level, only two sets (3%) showed significant 
difference From those tests with a significant difference at the 5% level, only 
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one failed via the diagonal tension mode. In conclusion, the response pattern 
of diaphragms with characteristics considered in this study under cyclic load is 
symmetrical respect to the origin. 
3. A series of eleven models (Table 3) was selected as possible candidates to fit 
the force-displacement envelope curve of SDRC diaphragms. The normalized 
data was grouped into six sections for each specimen: virgin and stabilized 
envelope, positive and negative envelope, pre- and post-peak envelope 
segment, resulting in a total of 248 data sets. Results showed (Figures 16 
and B1-B8) that from all eleven suggested models the logarithmic-x regression 
model resulted with the lowest mean absolute error (MAE) and the smallest 
confidence interval (at 5% level). Therefore, the logarithmic-x model was 
selected to predict the force-displacement envelope curves for SDRC 
diaphragms. 
4. Statistical analyses were applied on each of the experimental envelope data 
using the selected logarithmic-x model. Specifically, analyses of variance to 
test for significance in the regression coefficients, as well as other statistical 
indices were evaluated for each specimen (Tables 7 and B4-B7). Coefficients 
of determination showed a global mean value of 0.92 (unity stands for perfect 
correlation), and a global mean standard error of 0.011. F tests were used to 
verify the strength of the proposed model. Significance F values displayed a 
global mean value of 0.2% (<5%), that strongly support the proposed model. 
5. Multiple regression analyses were used with the proposed log model to involve 
other parameters in the prediction. From a list of parameters identified 
(Section 3.3.5.7.3) the axial stiffness Q, the gravity load index, and the steel 
deck shape parameter exhibited influence in the envelope prediction, because 
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they showed regression coefficients that improved the explanation of variability 
(at 5% level). Results of the multiple regression analysis showed a global 
mean value for the conrelation coefficient ranging among 0.89 to 0.96, with a 
better prediction for the pre-peak envelope curves (Table 9). 
6. A parameter to estimate the reduction in strength capacity for an increased 
number of cycles at the same displacement level was developed. This cyclic 
strength degradation factor was initially analyzed separately against two 
parameters: the number of cycles for a given displacement level, and 
maximum reached displacement for a given number of cycles. From the 
analysis for the first parameter using the eleven proposed models from Table 
3, and based on the obtained MAE values, the logarithmic-x regression model 
was selected. For the analysis using the second parameter, the linear model 
displayed the lowest average MAE value for all the tests. Applying multiple 
regression analysis, both described parameters as well as other possible 
variables were attempted to be combined. Results showed that for both sets 
of data (pre- and post-peak regions) the strength degradation factor was 
mainly a function of the number of cycles (through its transformation, ln(n)), 
deck shape type, and the maximum normalized displacement. Additionally for 
the post-peak region, the axial stiffness index and the gravity load index were 
also significantly different from zero (at 5% level). As a measure of 
improvement respect to use only the mean average value for the degradation 
factor, a comparison between standard enror of the estimate and standard 
deviation of the degradation factors was made. A 35% and 38% in reduction 
were obtained for pre-peak and post-peak regions, respectively. 
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7. To describe the cyclic behavior of SDRC diaphragms, an expression for the 
pinch force or force at zero cyclic displacement was developed. First, 
normalized pinch force experimental values and nomialized displacements 
were fitted against eleven suggested models from Table 3. Data was grouped 
into four sections; virgin and stabilized values, and pre- and post-peak region, 
resulting in a total of 124 sets of data. The linear model showed to be as 
good option as other nonlinear models, since there was no significant 
difference (at 5% level) between their MAE values. A multiple regression 
analysis was applied to investigate the possible improvement of the explained 
variation by including more parameters. Results showed that for the pre-peak 
region the shape deck parameter and normalized displacement ratio were 
significant. For the post-peak region the normalized displacement ratio, the 
shape deck parameter, and the axial stiffness index Q was also significant 
(5%). As a measure of goodness of fit a comparison between standard 
deviations and standard errors were made. Reduction on the standard 
deviation ranged from 32% to 36%. 
8. Expressions to evaluate the slope at three specific locations of a force-
displacement cyclic loops were developed. The characteristic slopes were 
evaluated at zero cyclic displacement (kO), at maximum cyclic displacement for 
a loading stage (k1), and maximum cyclic displacement for an unloading stage 
(k2). Initially, the experimental data was fitted using a pool of eleven 
suggested models (Table 3). From these analyses, the square root had in 
most of the cases the smallest MAE, therefore was selected as basic model. 
Next, multiple regression analysis was also applied to investigate if variation 
may be explained through the inclusion of additional parameters. Results 
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showed that deck shape parameter was the major contributor to the definition 
of the regression coefficients, and in lesser degree (10% or less of the total 
coefficient value) was the gravity load index. Additionally, a comparison of the 
confidence intervals for the three characteristic slopes (Table B24) showed 
that there was no significant difference (5% level) between virgin and stabilized 
coefficients. Therefore, the effect of cyclic stiffness degradation may be 
considered negligible. 
9. Cyclic loop equations were developed assuming polynomial type of expression 
according to References (27,28,38,44). To investigate the degree of the 
polynomial expression to be used a stepwise regression analysis was applied, 
using 5th order polynomial as an upper bound. Force-displacement values 
were normalized with respect to the maximum cycle force and displacement, 
and grouped into quarter cycle and half cycle sets. Results showed a large 
explained variation (coefficient of determination) for the polynomial 
expressions used, with an average above 0.95 (unity stands for perfect fit). 
Additionally, for all the cases tested, quarter and half cycles may be predicted 
by second and third order polynomial expressions, respectively. 
10. A series of six rules were stated to describe the hysteretic behavior of steel-
deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms. 
11. An analytical procedure (fiber model approach) to predict the pre-peak 
envelope force-displacement curve of SDRC diaphragm was presented. The 
procedure was based on uniaxial strain compatibility analysis and considered 
effects such as material non linearity of the components, edge connection 
flexibility, and deck-concrete flexibility was suggested as an alternative to the 
more complex nonlinear finite element approach presented in Reference (89). 
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Comparison of the predicted response against experimental results as well as 
to nonlinear finite analysis predictions, showed that the suggested procedure 
even though its simple and approximate approach did a good job in the force-
displacement prediction of the experimental specimens. 
12. The presented fiber model approach enabled the evaluation of the moment-
curvature curves for the diaphragm sections especially those located at the 
end of the diaphragm. These curves show the effect of edge connection as 
well as deck-concrete interface flexibility, needed for the dynamic analysis of 
the overall structure. 
13. Only one expression to evaluate the flexibility of 5/8 in. diameter arc-spot 
welds could be found during this study. However, force-displacement curves 
were not generally available for various arc-spot weld diameters made in 
various strength steels, except for analytical curves proposed in Reference 
(29). 
14. The used fiber model approach assumes a uniform edge connector force-
displacement distribution. Therefore, modelling of diaphragms with few 
connectors resulting in a non-uniform distribution (e.g.. Diaphragm 8) should 
be avoided and more sophisticated analysis, such as finite element methods, 
should be utilized. 
15. The distributed flexibility approach, from Reference (42), was used to form the 
stiffness matrix of the diaphragm elements. Flexural and shearing effects 
were accounted for, in the evaluation of the flexibility coefficients, by adding 
the components of deflection accordingly. In addition, a step by step 
procedure was described to update the diaphragm stiffness matrix during the 
analysis. 
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16. A procedure for the evaluation of torsional stiffness of the diaphragm 
supporting system was developed. This procedure also included the 
connection flexibility needed to represent a more realistic behavior of the 
interactive systems. 
17. A computer program was developed (INEDAV8) for the nonlinear dynamic 
analysis of diaphragm-wall-frame structures subjected to earthquakes. Such 
code was verified against analytical solutions available in the literature. 
18. A numerical example of inelastic dynamic analysis of a SDRC diaphragm 
structure was made with the objective of establish a step by step procedure for 
the modeling and analysis of frame-wall structures with SDRC diaphragms. 
Result seem to be reasonable. 
5.3 Recommendations for Continued Study 
1. Perform additional full-scale diaphragm tests with similar characteristics to 
increase the number of elements in the samples with specified attributes (e.g., 
light weight concrete, aspect ratio, deck orientation, etc.). This will lead to 
identify any possible statistically significance of such parameters, and improve 
the statistical predictive model. 
2. Experimentally investigate the force-displacement relationships for deck-to 
deck and deck-to-structure welds made with different diameters and deck steel 
strength. 
3. Perform additional full-scale diaphragm tests under an improved displacement 
history. Such displacement history should include degradation cycles as in 
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the sequential phase displacement program proposed by Porter (116), but with 
additional displacement paths such as half cycles. This improvement could 
lead to new rules for loading and unloading of the hysteretic model. 
4. Incorporate into the analytical prediction of the moment-curvature relationship 
the effect on the concrete due to tension stiffening and shear force level. 
Constitutive relationships for concrete such as those proposed by Vecchio and 
Collins in their modified compression field theory (100) may be used. 
5. Experimentally and analytically investigate the effects of the size and location 
of openings in the force-displacement characteristics of SDRC diaphragms. 
6. Experimentally investigate the effect on the diaphragm due to intermediate 
supports members such as steel joists, and compare results with those 
predicted analytically using the fiber model approach. 
7. Analytically investigate on SDRC diaphragms the three-dimensional loading 
effects such as out-of-plane loading and eccentricity of applied in-plane load. 
8. Using the computer program developed, made a sensitivity analysis of the 
parameters required to describe the hysteretic model. 
9. Experimentally investigate the behavior of steel-deck reinforced concrete 
diaphragms under quasi-dynamic testing such as shaking table tests. Such 
testing program will help to experimentally verify the computer code developed, 
as well as provide insight in the strain rate phenomenon not included in 
previous experimental programs. 
10. Prepare a set of recommendations for the dynamic analysis of structures using 
steel-deck-reinforced concrete diaphragms. 
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APPENDIX A. PREVIOUS SDRC RESEARCH AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
A1. Introduction 
Extensive research on behavioral and strength characteristics of diaphragms has 
been done at Iowa State University. Before ISU started the SDRC research, the quantity 
of published investigation on the subject had been minimal. Most of It was proprietary 
testing usually sponsored by steel deck manufacturers, and was used as a source to 
fonnulate the design approach in the Seismic Design for Buildings (86). 
The majority of the proprietary testing was perfomned by S. B. Barnes and 
Associates (118,119). Discussions of the test results indicate that the predominant modes 
of failure were deck tearing around welds at the edge framing member, shearing of welds, 
shear failure of the concrete above the flutes of deck, localized cracking and concrete 
separation from the deck. Diaphragms with a minimum of 1-1/2 inches of concrete or 
vermiculite fill above the top flange of the deck were tested. Steel deck sections were 
typically welded to the framing members. 
Nine diaphragm tests with lightweight insulating fill were performed at WVU and 
reported by Luttrell (87). Results showed that the diaphragm stiffness was increased due 
to the insulated fill. Additionally, the insulated fill provided of warping restraint, forcing the 
diaphragm failure to occur at the welds as opposed to sheet instability, which had occurred 
in similar unfilled diaphragm tests. Expressions were presented that correlate diaphragm 
strength to the number of welds along the edges of the diaphragm. 
Davies and Fisher (88) reported four composite diaphragm tests. Trapezoidal and 
re-entrant steel-deck profiles with concrete cover of approximately two inches were used 
and attached to the perimeter framing members. In each case the controlling failure mode 
was reported as a fastener failure, with one specimen failing by a combination of fastener 
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failure and profile collapse. The fastener spacing ranged from approximately 12 to 28 in. 
Equations were presented to detemnine the strength of the diaphragm based only on a 
fastener failure. 
A series of nine diaphragm tests (Phase I) was performed at ISU by Porter and 
Greimann (78). Numerous SDRC diaphragm parameters were varied and tested. These 
parameters included steel deck type, fastener type and number, and concrete thickness. 
Equations were developed to predict stiffness and strength of SDRC diaphragms. These 
equations were based on an edge zone concept, which considered the force to be 
transferred from the load frame into the diaphragm within a relatively narrow region 
adjacent to the framing members. A key component of this edge zone was considered to 
be the interface between the steel deck and concrete. Edge force distributions that were 
used to derive predictive equations were based on a linear elastic finite element analysis. 
Additionally, force distribution at ultimate load levels was assumed. 
An additional twenty-three diaphragm tests (Phase II) were perfonned at ISU by 
Porter and Easterling (89). Key parameters included steel deck type, fastener type and 
number, concrete thickness, depth-to-span ratio, loading and framing member size. A 
major component of the analytical portion of the study was verifying the previously 
assumed force distributions at ultimate. The principal focus of the analyses was to verify 
and define the components of the predictive equations, such that the equations might be 
incorporated into a design methodology. 
Results from the two-phase SDRC studies at ISU, are the experimental data source 
for the development of the hysteretic model described in this work. The following sections 
describe the test setup, diaphragm configuration, displacement history, elemental testing, 
as well as results obtained through the test. A more detailed description of the 
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experimental program is presented in the following references; Porter and Greimman (78), 
Easterling (29), Neilsen (17), Dodd (18), Prins (76), and Porter et al. (1) 
A2. Test Setup and Diaphragm Parameters 
A series of 32 full-scale SDRC diaphragms was tested at ISU as part of a two-
phase research. The first phase included Tests 1-9 and the second phase included Tests 
10-32. Numerous SDRC diaphragm parameters were varied and tested. Variables 
included deck type, deck thickness, fastener type, number of fasteners, concrete 
thickness, depth-to-span ratio, load combinations of in-plane and gravity loads and edge 
member size. Each of these parameters was investigated with regard to their influence on 
behavior and strength of SDRC diaphragms. 
Diaphragms 1-21 were 15 ft. x 15 ft. in plan while Diaphragms 22-32 were 15 ft. x 
12 ft. in plan. All diaphragms except Diaphragm 26 were constructed with nomnal weight 
concrete, with 26 being constructed with structural lightweight concrete. Eleven different 
deck types were used (see Table A1). Sketches of deck types are shown in Figures A1-
A3. Deck sections were classified as different if the profile, deck thickness or embossment 
configuration is unlike any other. 
A horizontal cantilever test frame was designed in the first phase of the research 
and is shown schematically in Figure A4. The North-to-South dimension of the span of 
the diaphragm was the 12-ft. dimension for Tests 22-32. Test frame for Diaphragms 1-31 
was constructed with W24x76 steel sections; Diaphragm 32 was tested on a frame with 
W14x22 steel sections. The south edge of the test frame was constructed using three 
reinforced concrete blocks. These blocks served as the reaction edges and were 
anchored to the structural test floor by post-tensioning 2-in. diameter high strength steel 
rods. A steel plate was embedded in the top of the concrete blocks near the interior edge 
Table Al. Diaphragm parameter summary (29) 
Slab Concrete Parameters Steel Deck Parameters 
Number Thickness fc Deck Thickness Yield Ultimate Connections 
(in.) (psi) Type (in.) Strength (ksi) Strength (ksi) per side 
1 5.38 5634 1 0.034 41.7 53.4 30 s 
2 5.50 5250 1 0.034 41.7 53.4 30 s 
3 5.65 4068 1 0.034 41.7 53.4 60 w 
4 5.28 3849 1 0.034 41.7 53.4 60 w 
5 3.53 2966 2 0.062 48.2 60.7 30 w 
6 7.44 4549 2 0.062 48.2 60.7 60 w 
7 5.40 5435 3 0.058 49.7 61.1 4 s N-S, 6 s E-W 
8 5.47 3345 1 0.035 41.7 53.4 60 w 
g 5.48 5412 4 0.058 51.8 63.2 60 w 
10 5.53 3311 5 0.062 40.4 53.2 60 w 
11 5.72 3533 6 0.047 89.7 93.7 60 w 
12 5.59 3412 5 0.062 40.4 53.2 60 w 
13 5.53 6187 4 0.058 51.8 63.2 60 w 
14 8.20 3699 5 0.062 40.4 53.4 60 w 
Table Al. (Continued) 
Slab Concrete Parameters Steel Deck Parameters 
Number Thickness fc Deck Thickness Yield Ultimate Connections 
(in.) (psi) Type (in.) Strength (ksi) Strength (ksi) per side 
15 4.21 2844 7 0.047 89.7 93.6 60 w 
16 4.18 2952 7 0.047 89.7 93.6 60 w 
17 7.44 4261 2 0.062 46.0 54.4 60 w 
18 5.55 3052 5 0.062 40.4 53.4 60 w 
19 5.75 2681 8 0.062 49.4 55.5 60 w 
20 5.55 3973 9 0.037 48.6 56.2 40 w 
21 5.67 3638 5 0.062 40.4 53.4 15 w 
22 5.68 3301 5 0.062 40.4 53.4 60 w N-S, 48 w E-W 
23 5.75 3496 9 0.037 48.6 56.2 40 w N-S, 34 w E-W 
24 5.63 4047 8 0.062 49.4 55.5 48 w 
25 5.69 4672 5 0.062 40.4 53.4 16 s N-S, 8 s E-W 
26 4.72 3462 10 0.036 92.8 93.6 8s+15wN-S, 11 s E, 7wW 
27 5.66 2883 9 0.037 48.6 56.2 15 w N-S, 8 s+9 w E-W 
28 5.60 3611 9 0.037 48.6 56.2 8 s+15 w N-S, 6 s E-W 
T able A1. (Continued) 
Slab Concrete Parameters Steel Deck Parameters 
Number Thickness fc Deck Thickness Yield Ultimate Connections 
(in.) (psi) Type (in.) Strength (ksi) Strength (ksi) per side 
29 5.55 2887 11 0.035 86.9 89.8 16sN-S,11 sE-W 
30 5.68 3565 11 0.035 86.9 89.8 12 s+ 4 w N-S, 7 s E-W 
31 5.75 3336 11 0.035 86.9 89.8 23wN-S, 13 w E-W 
32 5.66 2452 11 0.035 86.9 89.8 30 w N-S, 23 w E-W 
s Stud 
w Weld 
N, S, E, W North, South, East, West 
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of the frame to fasten the steel-deck section to the south edge. Connection of the framing 
members to each other and to the south edge was made using flexible tee sections. 
Load was applied by two reversible hydraulic actuators as shown in Figure A4. 
The actuators (200 kips capacity each) were driven with a closed loop servo-valve 
controlled system. Six diaphragms were loaded with both in-plane and vertical load (17). 
Twenty neoprene pads were used to distribute the vertical load on the surface of the 
specimen. The amount of vertical load applied was selected to simulate an equivalent 
distributed load based on equivalent shear area in the one-way direction (parallel to the 
corrugations). 
Collection of data was obtained using the following instrumentation: mechanical dial 
gages, electrical resistance strain gages, electronic displacement transducers (DCDT), and 
load cells. Instrumentation was used to measure in-plane loads, in-plane and out-of-plane 
displacements, strains in the concrete, strains in the steel elements, and relative 
displacements between different components of the diaphragm. The recorded data were 
collected using a 150-channel data acquisition system (DAS). Components of the system 
are micro-computer, digital plotter and printer and a 150-channel digital voltmeter with five 
independent power supplies. A schematic of the experimental testing arrangement is 
shown in Figure A5. 
A3. Load Displacement Program 
Reversed cyclic loading with displacement control was used for all test specimens, 
except Test 1 that was monothonically loaded. For the displacement control, a DCDT was 
used in the northeast comer in line with the push beam as the feedback to the closed loop 
system. A minimum of three complete cycles was made at each level of displacement in 
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the displacement history. The criterion for increasing to the next level was that the load 
had to stabilize within a certain margin. This margin was defined as being less than a five 
percent change in load from the previous cycle at the same displacement. 
An initial displacement level of 0.025 in. was selected for the experimental program. 
This displacement was thought to be within the elastic range of behavior for the SDRC 
diaphragms. The general cycling displacement pattern was: ±0.025 in., ±0.050 in., ±0.100 
in., ±0.200 in., ±0.400 in., ±1.000 in., ±2.500 in., and ±5.000, in. 
Diaphragm elastic stiffness was determined. These values were evaluated based 
on the first nominal displacement to 0.025 in. The total load for both actuators was divided 
by the displacement of the controlling DCDT to obtain the initial stiffness. No adjustments 
to the experimental stiffness values for test frame stiffness were made, since pre-test 
frame calibrations without an attached diaphragm, showed the frame to be relatively 
flexible. Load and displacement were monitored at intervals of approximately one second 
during the displacement histories. No adjustment was made to strength values based on 
test frame strength, since frame calibration indicated that the load earned by the base 
frame alone was approximately 1 kip. 
A4. Failure Modes 
One of the most significant characteristics of steel-deck-reinforced concrete 
diaphragms is the mechanical-chemical bond interface existing between steel deck and 
concrete. Another characteristic is given by the edge connection. Results from an 
extensive experimental testing at Iowa State University (78, 29,17,18,76) had established 
that these characteristics are two of the most important effects triggering failure in SDRC 
diaphragms. 
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Diaphragms have as basic function, the transfer of horizontal forces from and to the 
vertical force resisting system. This transfer is made through the connection between 
diaphragm and the supporting resisting system. When stud connectors are used, the 
horizontal forces are directly transferred from the resisting system to the floor slab. When 
other of fastener types are used, such as arc spot welds, the force is transfen^ed from the 
resisting system to the steel deck by the fasteners, and into the concrete slab by interfacial 
shear. According to the path described, the composite diaphragm failure may be 
described by composite slab, deck-concrete shear transfer mechanism and diaphragm-
edge member connections (see Figure A6). 
Composite slab failure may occur by several means: first, localized failure, this 
failure mode can be triggered by localized stress concentrations due to holes in 
diaphragms, or concentrated forces. Second, stability failure, this failure is recognized as 
a possible but remote type of failure, since general dimensions of SDRC diaphragms are 
typically such that avoid a general out-of-plane stability failure. Third, concrete shear 
failure,this failure may produce with parallel or diagonal cracks on the concrete diaphragm. 
Diagonal tension crack occurs at approximately 45 degree angle to the side and extends 
over most of the diaphragm surface. This failure is triggered when the principal tensile 
strength exceeds the ultimate tensile strength of the concrete. Concrete shear failure 
parallel to corrugations shows cracking above and parallel to the top flange of a deck flute, 
and is usually a result of an inadequate concrete cover over the deck (see Figure A7). 
Diaphragms without positive shear transfer devices such as studs, have to transfer 
forces from the steel deck to the concrete through their interface. The interface is made 
by a combination of chemical component produced by the reaction of cement paste with 
steel deck surface, and by frictional and mechanical component produced through 
embossments, holes, or transverse wires. When this interface breaks down, a failure of 
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Figure A7. Composite slab failures (modified from reference 78) 
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the shear transfer mechanism is said to have happen. Shear transfer mechanism failure 
is divided into failure parallel and transverse to the corrugations. Shear transfer parallel to 
corrugation may be produced by interfacial slip characterized by a bond loss and large 
relative displacement between concrete and deck. Other possibility is concrete shear in 
the down corrugation produced when the embossments are really effective in transferring 
shear forces. Shear transfer transverse to the corrugations may be described by three 
failure modes; First, interfacial slip characterized by large relative displacement between 
concrete and deck as well as deck foldover. Second, concrete shear product of very 
effective embossments or very stiff deck cell geometry. Third, corbel or concrete rib 
failure described as a plane failure across the top of the rib and is generally produced by 
relatively narrow corrugations (see Figure A8). 
Diaphragm-edge member connection failure may be classified in weld and stud 
failure types. Three sub-categories determine the capacity of arc spot welds in shear; 
weld tear, sheet tear, and sheet tear and buckling. Four failure modes control the 
capacity of stud connectors; direct shearing of the stud base metal, localized concrete 
failure around the stud, corbel or edge strip failure of concrete surrounding the studs, and 
edge strip failure. Corbel failure is similar to concrete rib failure, and is produced when the 
stud length is less or equal to the deck rib height. Edge strip failure describes the 
formation of concrete cracks above the deck top flange nearest the slab edge. 
AS. Elemental Tests 
A series of elemental specimens were tested to evaluate the strength and stiffness 
of the shear transfer mechanism. The elemental tests consisted of sections of SDRC of 
approximately 3 ft. by 3 ft. constructed for each deck type and fastener arrangement used 
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Figure A9. Elemental test set-up (modified from reference 76) 
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in the full-size tests. In testing the elemental specimens, two directions were considered, 
parallel and transverse to corrugations. Dodd (18) concluded that the tests were only 
applicable to modelling diaphragms fastened with welds. Some details of elemental 
testing are shown in Figure A9. 
A6. Measured Results 
A6.1 General failure behavior 
Three basic failure modes had been identified for SDRC diaphragms as shown in 
Figure A6. Composite slab failure mode has three sub-modes: concrete shear, localized 
failure, and stability failure. Only concrete shear failure was experimentally observed as a 
controlling mode. Under the concrete shear sub-mode, diagonal tension failure was 
observed to be an upper bound to the diaphragm capacity, because all other failure modes 
have to be prevented to achieve diagonal tension failure. This mode is characterized by 
the formation of a diagonal crack approximately at 45 degrees from the side. Once the 
crack forms, a significant drop in load carrying capacity and a reduction in stiffness was 
observed. A measurable end slip between concrete and deck was observed before the 
crack formation, but the interface does not degrade significantly until the crack was 
formed. 
Edge connection failure may be the limiting mode of failure in SDRC diaphragms. 
Diaphragms attached to the loading frame with welds and had their strength bounded by 
weld failure, showed measurable end slip and a visible separation at the edge, between 
deck and concrete. When studs were used, the slip between concrete and deck, was 
considerable less than that of similar diaphragms fastened with welds. Moreover, the slip 
was negligible in all cases where studs were used to fasten all diaphragm sides. 
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Distinction between edge connection and shear transfer mechanism failure was not made 
for those diaphragms fastened with arc-spot welds, because slip was characteristic of both 
types of failure. After test completion, concrete was removed and welds were observed. 
If there were no failed welds, then shear transfer mechanism was the failure mode, 
othenwise a combination of shear transfer and edge connection failure was assumed 
because large deflections were imposed to diaphragms which may have caused the welds 
to fall after a shear transfer mechanism occurred. 
Shear transfer mechanism failure was obtained only for those diaphragms fastened 
to the loading frame with arc-spot welds. Use of shear studs provide an additional 
restriction at the edge, which does not allow the interface to degrade. Behavior for this 
type of mechanism was similar to that from edge connection failure mode. 
A6.2 Edge zone Concept 
The edge zone concept was developed by Porter and Greimman (78), in the first 
phase of the SDRC research. The edge zone is the narrow region of the interface 
between concrete and deck where takes place the transfer of load between the framing 
members and the composite diaphragm. 
With the objective of experimentally evaluate the length of the interface (width of 
edge zone), a series of bonded electrical resistance strain gages were located at the top 
and bottom of the diaphragm. An evaluation of how much the diaphragm was fully 
effective was obtained by measuring the strains at top (concrete) and bottom (steel deck) 
at the same locations . As long as the strains were similar in magnitude, the diaphragm at 
that section was considered fully effective, therefore, the interface was effective in 
transferring force. After the bond in the interface failed, a sharp increase In the steel 
strain was exhibited (load was transferred through frame-deck-concrete path). 
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Diaphragms fastened with headed shear studs did not show separation of concrete 
and steel deck at the interface as long as the diagonal tension crack had not fomied. 
Once the diagonal crack formed, a separation of the interface was measured. 
A6.3 Diaphragm strength and stiffness 
Elastic stiffness values were determined for each diaphragm, based on the first 
nominal displacement of 0.025 in. Table A2 gives results for each diaphragm. Since the 
test frame was relative flexible, no adjustments to the experimental stiffness were made. 
The ultimate load as well as failure mode is shown in Table A2. No adjustment was made 
to the strength values, since frame calibration indicated 1 kip of shear carrying capacity for 
the bare frame. 
A6.4 Elemental test results 
Results of the elemental tests are shown in Table A3. Ultimate strength (Qppo 
and Qtpo) and energy input (area of the force-displacement curve) are presented in 
parallel and transverse directions based upon a per inch of specimen basis. 
Table A2. Summary of experimental results (modified from reference 29) 
Diaphragm 
Number 
Initial Stiffness 
(Kips/in.) 
Ultimate Strength 
(Kips) 
Failure 
Mode 
1 1800 168 DT 
2 2000 189 DT 
3 1600 91 STM 
4 1400 83 STM 
5 1800 116 DT 
6 2400 147 STM 
7 1700 129 STM 
8 1000 52 EC 
9 1900 214 DT 
10 1800 161 DT 
11 1700 95 STM 
12 1800 180 DT 
13 1900 250 DT 
14 2000 208 STM 
15 1300 103 STM/DT 
16 1400 124 DT 
17 1700 146 STM 
18 1700 161 DT 
19 1300 147 DT 
20 1400 95 STM/EC 
21 1200 122 STM/EC 
22 2300 169 DT 
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Table A2. Continued) 
Diaphragm Initial Stiffness Ultimate Strength Failure 
Number (Kips/in.) (Kips) Mode 
23 1700 106 STM/EC 
24 2100 168 DT 
25 2000 180 DT 
26 1700 87 DT 
27 2000 91 EC 
28 2000 119 EC 
29 2300 137 DT 
30 1900 115 EC 
31 1500 65 STM/EC 
32 1000 60 STM/EC 
DT Diagonal Tension 
Shear Transfer Mechanism 
Edge Connection 
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Table A3. Elemental test results (29) 
Ultimate Strength Energy input @ 0.003 in. 
(lbs./in.) (Ib.-in./in.) 
Deck type Qppo 
parallel 
Qtpo 
transverse 
parallel transverse 
l2950j 16250j 
2 493 933 0.73 1.35 
3 _a _a _a _a 
12583j 12583 J 
5 625 627 1.01 0.93 
SB 211 326 0.58 0.63 
6 293 521 0.67 0.93 
7 563 0.87 0.76 
U019J 
8 554 786 0.57 0.66 
9 404 437 0.50 0.78 
10 296 _a 0.18 _a 
11 308 361 0.68 0.83 
=No elemental test performed. 
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APPENDIX B. STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR THE HYSTERETIC MODEL 
B1. General 
This appendix presents tables and figures associated with results of the statistical 
analyses applied on the experimental data. First, tables showing numerical results of the 
analyses are presented. Next, a series of figures representing graphically the statistical 
results are shown. 
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Table E 11. MAE mean values and confidence intervals 
VIRGIN ENVELOPE STABILIZED ENVELOPE 
Model Estimate 
Virgin += Virgin Virgin +" Virgin Stab. += Stab. -= Stab. +') Stab, -b 
1 Mean 0.126 0.129 0.091 0.100 0.144 0.149 0.119 0.116 
1 Lower 0.112 0.116 0.071 0.077 0.132 0.136 0.094 0.093 
1 Upper 0.141 0.142 0.110 0.123 0.156 0.162 0.144 0.139 
2 Mean 0.158 0.161 0.068 0.079 0.171 0.173 0.093 0.082 
2 Lower 0.147 0.151 0.053 0.058 0.159 0.161 0.071 0.062 
2 Upper 0.168 0.171 0.082 0.099 0.182 0.185 0.116 0.103 
3 Mean 0.222 0.218 0.113 0.129 0.216 0.214 0.129 0.114 
3 Lower 0.205 0.200 0.032 0.062 0.196 0.198 0.027 0.065 
3 Upper 0.239 0.235 0.194 0.197 0.237 0.230 0.230 0.164 
4 Mean 0.067 0.062 0.088 0.083 0.061 0.059 0.083 0.076 
4 Lower 0.054 0.049 0.071 0.064 0.052 0.048 0.060 0.059 
4 Upper 0.080 0.075 0.106 0.102 0.071 0.070 0.107 0.094 
5 Mean 0.032 0.034 1.683 0.440 0.031 0.039 0.759 0.381 
5 Lower 0.025 0.024 -0.778 0.257 0.024 0.029 0.210 0.257 
5 Upper 0.039 0.045 4.144 0.623 0.038 0.049 1.308 0.506 
6 Mean 0.066 0.068 0.092 0.105 0.070 0.071 0.122 0.115 
6 Lower 0.058 0.059 0.076 0.084 0.059 0.058 0.097 0.093 
6 Upper 0.073 0.077 0.108 0.126 0.081 0.083 0.148 0.136 
7 Mean 0.030 0.026 0.061 0.067 0.028 0.032 0.072 0.065 
7 Lower 0.024 0.019 0.049 0.054 0.020 0.024 0.054 0.048 
7 Upper 0.035 0.034 0.073 0.081 0.035 0.041 0.091 0.082 
8 Mean 0.034 0.035 0.075 0.075 0.036 0.039 0.070 0.068 
8 Lower 0.026 0.029 0.059 0.057 0.028 0.031 0.048 0.053 
8 Upper 0.041 0.042 0.091 0.094 0.043 0.048 0.092 0.083 
9 Mean 0.055 0.055 0.072 0.080 0.059 0.064 0.094 0.090 
9 Lower 0.044 0.046 0.057 0.061 0.048 0.054 0.072 0.068 
9 Upper 0.065 0.063 0.087 0.099 0.069 0.074 0.117 0.111 
10 Mean 0.210 0.216 0.077 0.086 0.235 0.240 0.103 0.097 
10 Lower 0.194 0.202 0.061 0.066 0.223 0.226 0.081 0.076 
10 Upper 0.225 0.230 0.093 0.107 0.247 0.254 0.126 0.118 
11 Mean 0.044 0.040 0.126 0.120 0.041 0.043 0.123 0.121 
11 Lower 0.035 0.030 0.099 0.093 0.034 0.034 0.092 0.098 
11 Upper 0.052 0.051 0.153 0.147 0.048 0.051 0.154 0.144 
apre-peak region 
''Post-peak region 
Table B2. Rvalues from positive/negative envelope force difference tests 
test 
VIRGIN ENVELOPE STABILIZED ENVELOPE 
t Rvalue tor t Rvalue tcr 
2 0.19 0.85 2.31 2.30 0.05 2.36 
3 1.90 0.09 2.26 1.38 0.20 2.26 
4 -0.74 0.48 2.26 -1.29 0.23 2.26 
5 1.74 0.12 2.36 -1.43 0.19 2.36 
6 2.40 0.04* 2.31 -1.27 0.25 2.36 
7 1.55 0.16 2.31 -0.42 0.69 2.31 
8 1.65 0.14 2.31 0.00 1.00 2.36 
9 0.80 0.45 2.26 -1.06 0.32 2.31 
10 2.21 0.06 2.31 0.59 0.57 2.31 
11 2.69 0.02* 2.26 -1.95 0.09 2.31 
12 2.29 0.06 2.36 -0.33 0.75 2.45 
13 0.73 0.48 2.26 -0.73 0.48 2.31 
14 1.93 0.09 2.26 0.54 0.61 2.31 
15 1.67 0.14 2.36 1.66 0.13 2.31 
16 2.09 0.07 2.31 -1.89 0.10 2.36 
17 3.88 0.01* 2.26 3.56 0.01* 2.45 
18 4.77 0.00** 2.36 2.43 0.05 2.45 
19 2.33 0.05 2.36 1.33 0.23 2.36 
20 -2.89 0.02* 2.31 -3.94 0.01* 2.36 
21 -0.64 0.54 2.36 -1.13 0.30 2.36 
22 1.99 0.09 2.36 -1.05 0.34 2.45 
23 1.64 0.14 2.31 0.40 0.71 2.45 
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Table B2. Continue 
VIRGIN ENVELOPE STABILIZED ENVELOPE 
test t Rvalue tcr t Pvalue tcr 
24 2.45 0.05 2.45 1.12 0.30 2.45 
25 0.91 0.38 2.23 -0.36 0.73 2.45 
26 1.14 0.29 2.36 -0.52 0.62 2.45 
27 2.65 0.03* 2.31 -0.04 0.97 2.45 
28 2.06 0.07 2.23 -3.73 0.01* 2.45 
29 1.48 0.18 2.31 0.76 0.48 2.45 
30 0.89 0.40 2.31 -3.81 0.01* 2.45 
31 3.46 0.01* 2.45 1.55 0.16 2.36 
32 4.31 0.01* 2.45 4.88 0.00** 2.45 
^Significant difference at 0.05 level. 
**Significant difference at 0.01 level. 
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Table B3. Regression analysis and ANOVA for post-peak positive envelope(test 3) 
Obs. X y ln(x) y y-pred residual 
1 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.97 0.03 
2 2.00 0.87 0.69 0.87 0.87 0.00 
3 4.02 0.75 1.39 0.75 0.77 -0.02 
4 7.01 0.70 1.95 0.70 0.69 0.01 
5 9.58 0.64 2.26 0.64 0.65 -0.01 
6 20.00 0.48 3.00 0.48 0.54 -0.06 
7 30.00 0.47 3.40 0.47 0.48 -0.01 
8 40.00 0.47 3.69 0.47 0.44 0.03 
9 50.00 0.44 3,91 044 041 0.03 
Regression Statistics 
R 0.989 
R^2 0.978 
Standard Error 0.032 
Observations 9 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
df Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Sign. F 
Regression 1 0.3105 0.313 313.57 5E-07 
Residual 7 0.0069 0.001 
Total 8 0.3175 
Parameter Estimates 
Coeffs. Std Error t Statistic P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 
Intercept 0.9712 0.0211 46.043 5E-11 0.9213 1.0211 
ln(x) -0144 0.0081 -17.71 1E-07 -0.163 -0.125 
Table E 14. Log-x reg ression model results For pre-peak virgin envelope d ata 
test 
R values 
STD 
error 
F values Coefficients Std. error P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
R R2 F SigF Int. Slope Stder Stder 
int. slope 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
Lower Upper 
int. int. 
Lower Upper 
slope slope 
2 0.98 0.96 0.037 46.3 0.0209 0.96 0.37 0.026 0.054 4E-05 
3 1.00 1.00 0.006 897.6 0.0011 1.00 0.28 0.005 0.009 2E-07 
4 0.99 0.97 0.051 148.6 0.0003 1.03 0.41 0.033 0.034 6E-07 
5 0.94 0.88 0.112 52.2 0.0002 0.89 0.25 0.060 0.034 4E-07 
6 0.99 0.99 0.029 361.3 5E-05 0.99 0.40 0.019 0.021 5E-08 
7 0.97 0.95 0.072 103.2 5E-05 1.07 0.33 0.043 0.033 4E-08 
8 0.95 0.91 0.076 48.3 0.0009 1.03 0.28 0.046 0.040 5E-07 
9 0.98 0.96 0.068 150.4 22-05 1.01 0.38 0.040 0.031 4E-08 
10 0.99 0.98 0.041 378.0 5E-08 1.03 0.26 0.022 0.013 5E-12 
11 0.98 0.97 0.039 248.2 3E-07 1.01 0.20 0.021 0.013 4E-12 
12 1.00 1.00 0.017 2362.3 4E-11 1.01 0.27 0.009 0.006 2E-15 
13 0.99 0.98 0.050 281.3 3E-06 0.96 0.39 0.029 0.023 7E-09 
14 1.00 1.00 0.009 9079.7 2E-13 1.00 0.27 0.005 0.003 6E-18 
0.85 
0.98 
0.94 
0.75 
0.94 
0.96 
0.91 
0.91 
0.98 
0.96 
0.98 
0.89 
0.99 
1.08 
1.02 
1.12 
1.03 
1.05 
1.17 
1.15 
1 .11  
1.09 
1.06 
1.03 
1.03 
1.01 
0.14 
0.24 
0.32 
0.17 
0.34 
0.25 
0.18 
0.31 
0.23 
0.17 
0.26 
0.33 
0.26 
0.60 
0.32 
0.50 
0.33 
0.46 
0.42 
0.38 
0.46 
0.29 
0.23 
0.28 
0.45 
0.27 
Table B4. (Continued) 
test 
R values 
R2 STD 
error 
F values 
SIgF 
Coefficients 
Int. Slope 
Std. enror 
Stder Stder 
int. slope 
P values 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
95% Confidence Intervals 
Lower 
int. 
Upper 
int. 
Lower 
slope 
Upper 
slope 
15 0.97 0.94 0.059 118.6 4E-06 0.94 0.21 0.033 0.020 
16 0.97 0.95 0.062 152.7 2E-06 0.96 0.25 0.034 0.020 
17 0.99 0.98 0.035 426.9 3E-08 1.00 0.24 0.019 0.012 
18 0.98 0.97 0.053 243.3 3E-07 1.05 0.27 0.029 0.017 
19 1.00 0.99 0.027 895.2 1E-08 1.01 0.29 0.015 0.010 
20 0.98 0.96 0.053 170.7 1E-06 1.02 0.23 0.029 0.017 
21 0.99 0.98 0.044 348.4 7E-08 0.95 0.27 0.024 0.014 
22 1.00 0.99 0.020 1354.9 3E-10 1.01 0.25 0.011 0.007 
23 0.97 0.95 0.057 122.4 1E-05 0.97 0.24 0.032 0.021 
24 0.99 0.99 0.031 620.3 7E-09 1.02 0.25 0.017 0.010 
25 1.00 0.99 0.031 1158.2 2E-12 0.98 0.38 0.017 0.011 
26 0.92 0.85 0.088 28.7 0.003 0.98 0.26 0.052 0.048 
27 1.00 0.99 0.014 831.8 9E-07 1.00 0.23 0.009 0.008 
4E-10 2E-06 0.87 1.02 0.17 0.26 
4E-10 6E-07 0.88 1.04 0.20 0.29 
2E-12 7E-09 0.95 1.04 0.21 0.27 
4E-11 8E-08 0.98 1.12 0.23 0.31 
3E-12 2E-09 0.97 1.04 0.27 0.32 
6E-11 4E-07 0.95 1.08 0.19 0.27 
2E-11 2E-08 0.89 1.01 0.24 0.30 
1E-14 4E-11 0.98 1.03 0.24 0.27 
1E-09 4E-06 0.90 1.05 0.18 0.29 
5E-13 1E-09 0.98 1.06 0.23 0.28 
5E-16 3E-13 0.94 1.02 0.35 0.40 
1E-06 0.0017 0.85 1.11 0.13 0.38 
3E-11 1E-07 0.98 1.02 0.21 0.25 
ë 
00 
Table B4. (Continued) 
R values F values Coefficients Std. error P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
test R R2 STD F SigF Int. Slope Stder Stder Rvalue Rvalue Lower Upper Lower Upper 
error int. slope int. slope int. int. slope slope 
28 0.96 0.93 0.067 78.9 0.0001 1.01 0.28 0.039 0.032 3E-08 5E-05 0.92 1.11 0.20 0.36 
29 0.98 0.97 0.046 178.2 1E-05 1.00 0.32 0.025 0.024 2E-09 3E-06 0.94 1.07 0.26 0.38 
30 0.96 0.92 0.074 44.1 0.0027 1.01 0.28 0.045 0.042 3E-06 0.0012 0.88 1.14 0.16 0.40 
31 0.94 0.89 0.057 41.5 0.0013 1.01 0.19 0.035 0.030 1E-07 0.0007 0.93 1.10 0.12 0.27 
32 1.00 1.00 0.018 807.9 9E-06 1.01 0.39 0.012 0.014 4E-09 1E-06 0.98 1.04 0.35 0.43 
w 
o 
co 
Table E IS. Log-x reg resslon model results For post-peak virgin envelope data 
test 
R values 
SID 
error 
F values Coefficients Std. error P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
R R2 F SigF Int. Slope Stder Stder 
int. slope 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
Lower Upper 
Int. int. 
Lower Upper 
slope slope 
2 0.87 0.76 0.086 34.6 0.0001 1.04 -0.17 0.042 
3 0.97 0.95 0.048 283.5 4E-11 0.99 -0.15 0.023 
4 0.97 0.95 0.068 218.2 5E-09 1.05 -0.20 0.033 
5 0.95 0.91 0.091 60.7 0.0002 1.08 -0.30 0.053 
6 0.95 0.91 0.086 103.2 1E-06 1.03 -0.18 0.042 
7 0.99 0.98 0.060 378.2 1E-08 1.07 -0.29 0.032 
8 0.97 0.94 0.073 141.8 8E-07 1.05 -0.20 0.037 
9 0.98 0.96 0.074 217.9 4E-08 0.96 -0.29 0.038 
10 0.95 0.90 0.116 53.1 0.0003 1.02 -0.32 0.069 
11 0.97 0.94 0.088 133.7 1E-06 1.04 -0.36 0.047 
12 0.97 0.95 0.046 112.5 4E-05 1.02 -0.32 0.029 
13 0.95 0.90 0.123 111.7 2E-07 0.96 -0.30 0.061 
14 0.94 0.89 0.117 105.7 1E-07 0.95 -0.34 0.053 
0.029 1E-11 7E-05 0.95 1.13 -0.24 -0.11 
0.009 6E-18 1E-11 0.95 1.04 -0.17 -0.13 
0.013 1E-13 2E-09 0.98 1.12 -0.22 -0.17 
0.038 2E-07 0.0001 0.95 1.21 -0.39 -0.20 
0.018 7E-11 6E-07 0.94 1.13 -0.22 -0.14 
0.015 1E-11 3E-09 1.00 1.15 -0.33 -0.26 
0.017 8E-11 3E-07 0.96 1.13 -0.24 -0.16 
0.020 4E-11 1E-08 0.87 1.04 -0.34 -0.25 
0.044 2E-06 0.0002 0.85 1.19 -0.43 -0.22 
0.031 7E-10 4E-07 0.94 1.15 -0.43 -0.29 
0.030 4E-09 1E-05 0.95 1.09 -0.40 -0.25 
0.029 8E-10 9E-08 0.83 1.09 -0.37 -0.24 
0.033 4E-11 7E-08 0.84 1.07 -0.41 -0.27 
w 
o 
Table B5. (Continued) 
test 
R values 
R2 STD 
en-or 
F values 
SigF 
Coefficients 
Int. Slope 
Std. error 
Stder Stder 
int. slope 
P values 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
95% Confidence Intervals 
Lower 
int. 
Upper 
int. 
Lower Upper 
slope slope 
15 0.88 0.78 0.172 34.9 0.0001 0.93 -0.34 0.090 0.057 
16 0.95 0.90 0.112 91.8 2E-06 1.01 -0.36 0.065 0.037 
17 0.92 0.85 0.156 45.7 0.0001 1.12 -0.58 0.092 0.086 
18 0.94 0.88 0.048 43.9 0.0006 0.99 -0.32 0.032 0.049 
19 0.97 0.94 0.081 164.2 6E-08 1.01 -0.34 0.041 0.027 
20 0.91 0.82 0.172 37.0 0.0003 0.86 -0.32 0.076 0.053 
21 0.91 0.83 0.162 24.1 0.0045 0.84 -0.30 0.091 0.062 
22 0.91 0.83 0.044 30.4 0.0015 1.00 -0.20 0.027 0.036 
23 0.89 0.79 0.127 29.6 0.0006 1.06 -0.44 0.070 0.081 
24 0.88 0.77 0.048 20.5 0.004 1.00 -0.22 0.032 0.049 
25 0.93 0.86 0.067 50.8 1E-04 1.05 -0.25 0.040 0.035 
26 0.92 0.85 0.097 52.7 5E-05 1.06 -0.29 0.057 0.040 
27 0.92 0.85 0.095 68.1 3E-06 0.91 -0.38 0.052 0.046 
5E-07 0.0001 0.73 1.13 -0.46 -0.21 
8E-09 1E-06 0.87 1.16 -0.44 -0.28 
7E-07 8E-05 0.91 1.34 -0.78 -0.38 
1E-08 0.0003 0.91 1.07 -0.44 -0.20 
1E-11 2E-08 0.92 1.10 -0.40 -0.28 
1E-06 0.0002 0.69 1.04 -0.44 -0.20 
9E-05 0.0027 0.61 1.08 -0.46 -0.14 
2E-09 0.0009 0.94 1.07 -0.28 -0.11 
1E-07 0.0004 0.90 1.23 -0.63 -0.25 
9E-09 0.0027 0.92 1.07 -0.34 -0.10 
8E-10 5E-05 0.96 1.15 -0.33 -0.17 
4E-09 3E-05 0.93 1.19 -0.38 -0.20 
2E-10 2E-06 0.79 1.02 -0.48 -0.28 
CO 
Table B5. (Continued) 
R values F values Coefficients Std. error P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
test R R2 STD F SIgF Int. Slope Stder Stder Rvalue Rvalue Lower Upper Lower Upper 
en-or Int. slope int. slope int. int. slope slope 
28 0.93 0.87 0.107 86.5 4E-07 1.00 -0.44 0.053 0.047 2E-11 2E-07 0.89 1.12 -0.54 -0.34 
29 0.87 0.76 0.088 34.5 0.0001 0.86 -0.21 0.043 0.036 1E-10 8E-05 0.77 0.96 -0.29 -0.13 
30 0.92 0.86 0.079 88.6 1E-07 0.91 -0.26 0.034 0.027 9E-15 6E-08 0.84 0.98 -0.31 -0.20 
31 0.92 0.85 0.131 52.9 5E-05 0.96 -0.39 0.071 0.054 1E-07 3E-05 0.80 1.12 -0.52 -0.27 
32 0.98 0.95 0.078 178.8 3E-07 0.96 -0.37 0.041 0.028 5E-10 1E-07 0.87 1.05 -0.44 -0.31 
Table E 16. Log-x reg ression model results For pre-peak stabilized envelo pe data 
test 
R values 
SID 
error 
F values Coefficients Std. en-or P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
R R2 F SigF Int. Slope Stder Stder 
int. slope 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
Lower Upper 
int. int. 
Lower Upper 
slope slope 
2 0.97 0.95 0.054 36.4 0.0264 1.00 0.47 0.038 
3 1.00 1.00 0.006 869.6 0.0011 1.00 0.25 0.004 
4 0.97 0.95 0.067 71.4 0.0011 1.04 0.37 0.042 
5 0.99 0.98 0.042 322.6 2E-06 1.01 0.24 0.023 
6 0.89 0.79 0.092 11.2 0.0444 1.03 0.26 0.060 
7 0.92 0.85 0.116 28.8 0.003 1.00 0.33 0.070 
8 0.99 0.97 0.034 148.4 0.0003 1.01 0.29 0.022 
9 0.95 0.90 0.110 43.8 0.0012 0.97 0.38 0.066 
10 0.98 0.96 0.056 182.0 9E-07 1.06 0.24 0.031 
11 0.99 0.98 0.027 393.8 4E-08 1.01 0.17 0.015 
12 1.00 1.00 0.019 1243.9 3E-08 1.00 0.31 0.011 
13 0.99 0.99 0.034 589.8 3E-07 1.00 0.38 0.020 
14 1.00 1.00 0.019 1871.2 9E-11 1.00 0.26 0.010 
0.077 
0.008 
0.044 
0.013 
0.079 
0.061 
0.024 
0.058 
0.018 
0.009 
0.009 
0.016 
0.006 
0.0001 
2E-07 
2E-06 
8E-10 
7E-05 
7E-06 
9E-08 
6E-06 
7E-11 
1E-13 
6E-12 
3E-10 
6E-15 
0.0091 
9E-05 
0.0004 
4E-07 
0.0288 
0.0017 
7E-05 
0.0006 
3E-07 
1E-08 
4E-09 
5E-08 
9E-12 
0.84 
0.98 
0.92 
0.95 
0.84 
0.82 
0.95 
0.80 
0.99 
0.98 
0.97 
0.95 
0.98 
1.16 
1.02 
1.16 
1.06 
1.22 
1.18 
1.07 
1.14 
1.13 
1.05 
1.03 
1.05 
1.03 
0.13 
0.21 
0.25 
0.21 
0.01 
0.17 
0.23 
0.23 
0.20 
0.15 
0.29 
0.34 
0.25 
0.80 
0.28 
0.49 
0.27 
0.52 
0.49 
0.36 
0.53 
0.28 
0.19 
0.33 
0.42 
0.27 
Table B6. (Continued) 
test 
R values 
R2 STD 
error 
F values 
SigF 
Coefficients 
Int. Slope 
Std. error 
Stder Stder 
int. slope 
P values 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
95% Confidence Intervals 
Lower Upper 
int. int. 
Lower Upper 
slope slope 
15 0.99 0.98 0.030 508.9 2E-08 1.00 0.22 0.016 0.010 4E-13 3E-09 
16 0.99 0.98 0.036 305.2 2E-06 0.97 0.29 0.022 0.017 7E-10 5E-07 
17 0.99 0.98 0.032 471.8 2E-08 0.99 0.23 0.018 0.010 9E-13 4E-09 
18 0.99 0.98 0.041 254.9 4E-06 1.00 0.30 0.024 0.019 1E-09 9E-07 
19 0.99 0.99 0.037 554.7 1E-08 1.03 0.28 0.020 0.012 2E-12 2E-09 
20 0.95 0.90 0.076 56.6 0.0003 0.95 0.26 0.045 0.035 1E-07 0.0001 
21 0.99 0.99 0.029 756.9 3E-09 1.01 0.26 0.016 0.010 3E-13 5E-10 
22 0.99 0.98 0.031 498.6 2E-08 1.03 0.23 0.017 0.010 5E-13 3E-09 
23 0.96 0.91 0.078 75.0 5E-05 1.00 0.25 0.044 0.029 1E-08 2E-05 
24 1.00 0.99 0.020 1160.4 4E-08 1.00 0.31 0.012 0.009 8E-12 5E-09 
25 0.98 0.96 0.061 139.0 2E-05 1.05 0.33 0.036 0.028 2E-08 7E-06 
26 0.96 0.92 0.068 45.1 0.0026 1.02 0.34 0.044 0.051 3E-06 0.0011 
27 0.99 0.99 0.021 266.1 8E-05 0.99 0.24 0.013 0.015 
0.96 1.04 0.20 0.24 
0.92 1.03 0.25 0.33 
0.95 1.03 0.20 0.25 
0.94 1.06 0.25 0.35 
0.98 1.08 0.25 0.31 
0.83 1.06 0.18 0.35 
0.97 1.05 0.24 0.28 
0.99 1.07 0.20 0.25 
0.90 1.11 0.18 0.32 
0.97 1.03 0.29 0.33 
0.96 1.14 0.26 0.40 
0.90 1.14 0.20 0.49 
w 
9E-09 2E-05 0.95 1.03 0.20 0.29 
Table B6. (Continued) 
R values F values Coefficients Std. error P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
test R R2 STD F SigF Int. Slope Skier Stder Rvalue Rvalue Lovyer Upper Lower Upper 
error int. slope int. slope int. int. slope slope 
28 0.98 0.95 0.049 122.8 3E-05 1.04 0.25 0.029 0.022 4E-09 1E-05 0.96 1.11 0.19 0.30 
29 0.98 0.96 0.048 92.9 0.0006 0.97 0.33 0.031 0.034 6E-07 0.0002 0.89 1.06 0.23 0.42 
30 1.00 0.99 0.022 492.4 22-05 1.00 0.36 0.015 0.016 1E-08 3E-06 0.96 1.04 0.31 0.40 
31 0.92 0.84 0.060 21.7 0.0096 1.01 0.20 0.038 0.042 1E-06 0.0055 0.91 1.11 0.08 0.31 
32 0.90 0.81 0.082 16.8 0.0149 1.05 0.25 0.053 0.061 6E-06 0.0094 0.90 1.19 0.08 0.42 
Table E VI. Log-x reg ression model for posi t-peak stabilized envelope data 
test 
R values 
SID 
error 
F values Coefficients Std. error P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
R R2 F SigF Int. Slope Stder Stder 
int. slope 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
Lower Upper 
int. int. 
Lower Upper 
slope slope 
2 0.97 0.94 0.047 155.9 2E-07 1.04 -0.22 0.026 0.017 3E-13 
3 0.98 0.96 0.047 364.9 2E-11 1.01 -0.18 0.023 0.009 2E-17 
4 0.99 0.97 0.051 438.3 8E-11 1.04 -0.21 0.025 0.010 3E-15 
5 0.96 0.92 0.110 68.0 0.0002 1.09 -0.38 0.064 0.046 6E-07 
6 0.86 0.75 0.161 32.2 0.0001 1.14 -0.17 0.077 0.030 5E-09 
7 0.93 0.87 0.152 58.4 3E-05 1.04 -0.27 0.077 0.035 1E-07 
8 0.97 0.94 0.080 124.2 4E-06 1.05 -0.21 0.040 0.019 8E-10 
9 0.89 0.80 0.191 35.3 0.0002 0.93 -0.26 0.098 0.044 3E-06 
10 0.96 0.91 0.107 62.3 0.0002 0.91 -0.32 0.064 0.041 2E-06 
11 0.99 0.99 0.043 472.6 6E-07 0.97 -0.36 0.026 0.017 2E-09 
12 0.91 0.83 0.104 19.4 0.0116 1.07 -0.29 0.065 0.065 2E-05 
13 0.91 0.83 0.148 42.4 0.0001 0.81 -0.28 0.082 0.043 2E-06 
14 0.96 0.91 0.111 64.5 0.0002 0.90 -0.33 0.067 0.040 3E-06 
0.98 
0.96 
0.98 
0.94 
0.97 
0.86 
0.96 
0.71 
0.75 
0.91 
0.89 
0.62 
0.74 
1.09 
1.06 
1.09 
1.25 
1.31 
1.21 
1.14 
1.15 
1.06 
1.03 
1.25 
0.99 
1.07 
-0.25 -0.18 
-0.20 -0.16 
-0.23 -0.19 
-0.49 -0.27 
-0.24 -0.10 
-0.35 -0.19 
-0.25 -0.16 
-0.37 -0.16 
-0.42 -0.22 
-0.40 -0.32 
-0.47 -0.11 
-0.38 -0.18 
-0.42 -0.23 
OJ 
a» 
Table B7. (Continued) 
test 
R values 
R2 STD 
error 
F values 
SigF 
Coefficients 
Int. Slope 
Std. en'or 
Stder Stder 
int. slope 
P values 
Rvalue Rvalue 
int. slope 
95% Confidence Intervals 
Lower Upper 
int. int. 
Lower Upper 
slope slope 
15 0.78 0.61 0.207 12.5 0.0077 0.76 -0.26 0.109 0.073 7E-05 0.0064 0.51 1.01 -0.42 -0.09 
16 0.94 0.89 0.124 61.7 5E-05 1.03 -0.29 0.065 0.037 7E-08 3E-05 0.88 1.18 -0.37 -0.20 
17 1.00 1.00 0.011 2966.1 0.0003 1.00 -0.67 0.008 0.012 1E-06 1E-05 0.97 1.03 -0.72 -0.61 
18 0.99 0.98 0.024 168.3 0.0002 1.01 -0.19 0.015 0.015 1E-08 5E-05 0.97 1.05 -0.23 -0.15 
19 0.99 0.98 0.054 177.3 0.0002 0.97 -0.39 0.034 0.029 1E-06 4E-05 0.88 1.07 -0.47 -0.31 
20 0.83 0.68 0.228 15.2 0.0059 0.86 -0.26 0.120 0.067 1E-04 0.0046 0.57 1.14 -0.42 -0.10 
21 0.89 0.80 0.202 16.0 0.016 0.85 -0.31 0.123 0.078 0.0009 0.0103 0.51 1.19 -0.53 -0.10 
22 0.99 0.98 0.033 126.6 0.0078 1.00 -0.40 0.023 0.036 3E-05 0.0015 0.90 1.10 -0.55 -0.25 
23 0.95 0.90 0.127 28.3 0.013 0.99 -0.51 0.083 0.096 0.0003 0.006 0.72 1.25 -0.81 -0.20 
24 0.87 0.75 0.097 12.3 0.0248 1.06 -0.21 0.060 0.060 1E-05 0.0172 0.89 1.23 -0.38 -0.04 
25 1.00 1.00 0.012 2480.9 15-06 1.01 -0.37 0.008 0.008 5E-10 6E-08 0.98 1.03 -0.39 -0.35 
26 0.98 0.95 0.057 119.0 4E-05 1.01 -0.26 0.033 0.024 1E-08 1E-05 0.93 1.09 -0.32 -0.20 
27 0.95 0.91 0.090 60.9 0.0002 0.99 -0.30 0.052 0.038 3E-07 0.0001 0.86 1.11 -0.39 -0.20 
w 
-vl 
Table B7. (Continued) 
R values F values Coefficients Std. error P values 95% Confidence Intervals 
test R R2 STD F SigF Int. Slope Skier Stder Rvalue Rvalue Lower Upper Lower Upper 
error int. slope int. slope int. int. slope slope 
28 0.94 0.89 0.125 32.9 0.0046 0.92 -0.45 0.079 0.079 8E-05 0.0023 0.70 1.14 -0.67 -0.23 
29 0.98 0.97 0.048 177.7 1E-05 0.96 -0.26 0.027 0.020 4E-09 3E-06 0.89 1.03 -0.31 -0.22 
30 0.99 0.99 0.033 456.2 7E-07 0.99 -0.30 0.019 0.014 3E-10 1E-07 0.94 1.03 -0.33 -0.26 
31 0.97 0.94 0.094 124.3 4E-06 1.01 -0.38 0.054 0.034 2E-08 1E-06 0.88 1.13 -0.46 -0.30 
32 0.96 0.91 0.101 73.9 6E-05 0.89 -0.34 0.058 0.039 3E-07 3E-05 0.76 1.03 -0.43 -0.24 
Table B8. Correlation matrix for the effects of key experimental parameters 
slope v2 slope slope s2 slope Ki Deckt Fy Con.h Con. top h fc L1/L2 
slope 1.00 
v2 slope 0.45 1.00 
slope 0.67 0.48 1.00 
s2 slope 0.33 0.78 0.44 1.00 
Ki 0.15 0.22 0.18 0.00 1.00 
Deckt 0.05 -0.08 -0.09 -0.16 0.28 1.00 
Fy -0.20 -0.17 -0.12 0.02 -0.17 -0.42 1.00 
Con. h 0.15 -0.15 -0.12 -0.22 0.31 0.23 -0.33 1.00 
Con. top h -0.01 -0.34 -0.26 -0.33 0.28 0.17 -0.09 0.77 1.00 
fc 0.53 0.22 0.55 0.14 0.34 0.21 -0.31 0.23 0.13 1.00 
L1/L2 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.24 -0.28 0.36 -0.32 0.03 0.10 0.27 1.00 
^ Pre-peak envelope 
2post-peak envelope 
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Table B9. Corre atlon coefficients related to the force ratio parameter 
Force Ratio 
and 
Virgin Envelope Stabilized Envelope 
Pre-peak Post-peak Pre-peak Post-peak 
X 0.93 -.081 0.93 -0.80 
q 0.21 0.01 0.15 0.04 
L1L2 -0.07 -0.09 -0.11 -0.08 
CT -0.04 -0.11 -0.09 -0.08 
GL -0.09 o 
o
 -0.14 -0.02 
D1 0.05 -0.02 0.02 -0.06 
D2 -0.06 0.05 0.01 0.12 
D3 -0.15 0.10 -0.09 0.04 
D4 0.14 -0.05 0.14 -0.07 
D5 -0.05 -0.13 -0.04 -0.07 
D6 -0.02 0.05 -0.07 0.10 
D7 0.07 -0.04 0.02 -0.03 
Qx 0.83 -0.67 0.85 -0.66 
L1L2X 0.92 -0.78 0.92 -0.77 
CTx 0.54 -0.54 0.60 -0.51 
GLx 0.36 -0.37 0.41 -0.28 
Dix 0.25 -0.30 0.30 -0.36 
D2x 0,24 -0.11 0.20 -0.05 
D3x 0.46 -0.17 0.41 -0.23 
D4x 0.08 -0.25 0.07 -0.28 
D5x 0.18 -0.25 0.18 -0.19 
D6x 0.18 
o
 
9
 0.24 -0.03 
D7X 0.13 -0.23 0.18 -0.21 
Table BIO. Forward stepwise regression envelope results 
Envelope 
region 
Parameters 
included 
Coefficient Std. error of 
Coefficient 
t statistic Pvalue 
Pre Qx 0.012 0.002 5.74 a 
Peak Dix 0.242 0.021 11.76 a 
Virgin D2x 0.198 0.019 10.64 a 
Region D3x 0.217 0.013 16.22 a 
D4x 0.122 0.021 5.83 a 
D5x 0.184 0.017 10.59 a 
D6x 0.188 0.017 10.92 a 
D7x 0.119 0.022 5.47 a 
GLx -0.035 0.010 -3.47 a 
Post GL -0.098 0.014 -7.03 a 
Peak Dix -0.187 0.009 -21.70 a 
Virgin D2x -0.195 0.016 -12.21 a 
Region D3x -0.250 0.018 -14.31 a 
D4x -0.330 0.016 -21.08 a 
D5x -0.288 0.020 -14.21 a 
D6x -0.303 0.026 -11.81 ...a 
D7x -0.391 0.020 -19.62 a 
Table B10. Continued) 
Envelope 
region 
Parameters 
included 
Coefficient Std. error of 
Coefficient 
t statistic Rvalue 
Pre Qx 0.011 0.002 5.43 a 
Peak D1x 0.255 0.021 11.92 a 
Stabilized D2x 0.143 0.019 7.44 a 
Region D3x 0.181 0.014 12.81 a 
D4x 0.111 0.021 5.38 a 
D5x 0.171 0.018 9.31 a 
D6x 0.216 0.017 12.83 a 
D7x 0.144 0.022 6.55 a 
Post GLx -0.050 0.021 -2.40 0.017 
Peak D1x -0.201 0.011 -18.65 a 
Stabilized D2x -0.143 0.018 -7.92 a 
Region D3x -0.294 0.024 -12.45 a 
D4x -0.323 0.020 -16.23 a 
D5x -0.264 0.027 -9.64 a 
D6x -0.267 0.047 -5.70 a 
D7x -0.322 0.025 -12.81 a 
=No significant 
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Table B11. Results from the nonlinear regression analysis for envelope force 
Pre-peal^ Region Post-peak Region 
Coefficient Virgin Stabilized Coefficient Virgin Stabilized 
-0.036 na bx -0.100 -0.052 
«2 0.013 0.012 bi -0.201 -0.222 
«3 0.248 0.259 h -0.212 -0.164 
«4 0.201 0.145 64 -0.274 -0.325 
«5 0.222 0.184 h -0.354 -0.353 
«6 0.126 0.114 be -0.307 -0.290 
a^  0.188 0.173 -0.327 -0.306 
«8 0.193 0.219 b» -0.418 -0.351 
«9 0.121 0.147 - - -
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Table B12. Mean values and 95% Cl for strength degradation factor 
number of cycles 2 3 
95% Confidence 95% Confidence 
Interval Interval 
eep Lower Upper Mean Lower Upper Mean 
>0 <10 0.87 0.92 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.88 
>10 <.20 0.88 0.92 0.90 0.85 0.89 0.87 
>.20 <30 0.87 0.90 0.88 0.85 0.89 0.87 
>30 <50 0.88 0.94 0.91 0.83 0.89 0.86 
>50 <70 0.87 0.91 0.89 0.83 0.88 0.86 
>.70 <1.0 0.83 0.87 0.85 0.78 0.82 0.80 
>1.05 <2.0 0.82 0.89 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.78 
>2.0 <5.0 0.64 0.70 0.67 0.56 0.62 0.59 
>5.0 <10.0 0.59 0.67 0.63 0.52 0.60 0.56 
>10.0 <25.0 0.59 0.72 0.65 0.47 0.59 0.53 
Table 13. Strength degradation factor regression analysis for pre-peak region 
coefficient of Estimate Std. enor t statistic P value 
D1x -0.046 0.009 -5.22 <1E-05 
D2x -0.120 0.012 -10.48 <1E-05 
D3x 
o
 
o
 0.006 -16.09 <1E-05 
D4x -0.137 0.007 -19.07 <1E-05 
D5x -0.143 0.008 -17.67 <1E-05 
D6x -0.132 0.010 -12.76 <1E-05 
D7x -0.102 0.007 -14.38 <1E-05 
(e/ep)x -0.085 0.007 -11.92 <1E-05 
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coefficient of Estimate Std. error t statistic P value 
Dix -0.209 0.016 -13.32 <1E-05 
D2x -0.258 0.024 -10.88 <1E-05 
D3x -0.266 0.015 -18.13 <1E-05 
D4x -0.319 0.012 -26.03 <1E-05 
D5x -0.365 0.019 -19.69 <lE-05 
D6x -0.388 0.020 -19.10 <1E-05 
D7x -0.302 0.013 -23.25 <lE-05 
(e/ep)x -0.008 0.001 -7.52 <1E-05 
GLx -0.062 0.014 -4.35 <1E-05 
Table B15. MAE average values and 95% CI For pinch force data 
Regre 
ssion 
Model 
Virgin Data Stabilized Data 
Pre-peak Region Post-peak Region Pre-peak Region Post-peak Region 
l\/lean Lower Upper Mean Lower Upper Mean Lower Upper Mean Lower Upper 
Û.0Û8 
0.016 
0.197 
0.029 
0.030 
0.014 
0.018 
8 0.008 
9 0.017 
10 0.013 
11 0.021 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0.006 O.OlO 
0.012 0.018 
-0.006 0.399 
0.023 0.034 
0.019 O.042 
0.011 0.016 
0.015 0.021 
0.006 0.010 
0.014 0.019 
0.010 0.016 
0.017 0.024 
0.027 0.022 0.033 
0.027 0.021 0.033 
0.033 0.026 0.039 
0.034 0.027 0.041 
0.045 0.035 0.055 
0.027 0.021 0.033 
0.030 0.023 0.037 
0.032 0.025 0.039 
0.028 0.022 0.034 
0.027 0.021 0.033 
0.036 0.029 0.043 
0.006 0.004 0.008 
0.010 0.007 0.014 
0.040 0.027 0.053 
0.019 0.015 0.023 
0.022 0.011 0.034 
0.010 0.007 0.012 
0.012 0.009 0.014 
0.006 0.004 0.008 
0.012 0.009 0.014 
0.008 0.006 0.011 
0.013 0.010 0.016 
0.018 0.014 0.022 
0.019 0.014 0.024 
0.024 0.016 0.033 
0.020 0.016 0.024 
0.029 0.022 0.036 
0.019 0.014 0.023 
0.019 0.014 0.023 
0.022 0.017 0.027 
0.018 0.014 0.022 
0.018 0.014 0.023 
0.021 0.017 0.026 
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Table B16. Regression Coefficients and 95% Cl for pinch force virgin data 
Pre-peak Virgin Data Post-peak Virgin Data 
test Slope L95% U95% Inter. L95% U95% Slope L95% U95% 
2 0.074 0.038 0.267 0.213 —a ..a -0.008 ..a ..a 
3 0.135 0.086 0.183 0.237 0.208 0.267 -0.002 -0.004 -0.001 
4 0.126 0.070 0.181 0.284 0.123 0.444 -0.008 -0.034 0.018 
5 0.069 0.017 0.121 0.207 0.151 0.263 -0.007 -0.016 0.002 
6 0.094 0.040 0.148 0.298 0.058 0.538 -0.003 -0.011 0.004 
7 0.163 0.149 0.177 0.239 0.048 0.430 -0.009 -0.023 0.005 
8 0.171 0.097 0.245 0.184 0.107 0.260 -0.005 -0.010 0.001 
9 0.124 0.084 0.165 0.194 0.044 0.344 -0.007 -0.018 0.003 
10 0.170 0.161 0.179 0.274 -0.237 0.786 -0.015 -0.080 0.051 
11 0.181 0.120 0.241 0.166 -0.266 0.597 -0.007 -0.061 0.048 
12 0.157 0.137 0.176 0.401 ..a ..a -0.046 _a ..a 
13 0.108 0.087 0.130 0.257 0.030 0.483 -0.016 -0.039 0.008 
14 0.167 0.155 0.179 0.331 0.144 0.518 -0.020 -0.042 0.001 
15 0.156 0.129 0.183 0.192 —a ,.a -0.009 ..a ..a 
16 0.195 0.175 0.214 0.332 _a ..a -0.018 ..a ..a 
17 0.259 0.185 0.333 0.494 ..a _a -0.071 _a ..a 
18 0.227 0.214 0.240 ..a __a -.a _a ..a ..a 
19 0.202 0.187 0.216 0.320 0.031 0.609 -0.020 -0.055 0.016 
20 0.219 0.205 0.233 0.152 ..a ..a -0.007 -.a ..a 
21 0.197 0.176 0.218 0.177 ..a ..a -0.008 ..a _a 
22 0.174 0.163 0.185 ..a __a ..a _.a _a ..a 
23 0.177 0.163 0.191 ..a _a ..a -.a ..a ..a 
Table B16. (Continued) 
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Pre-peak Virgin Data Post-peak Virgin Data 
test Slope L95% U95% Inter. L95% U95% Slope L95% U95% 
24 0.220 0.206 0.234 __a „a ..a _a ..a ..a 
25 0.103 0.087 0.119 0.219 0.030 0.407 -0.018 -0.071 0.034 
26 0.070 0.034 0.105 0.148 0.106 0.191 -0.003 -0.010 0.003 
27 0.237 0.183 0.291 0.248 _a ..a -0.035 _a ..a 
28 0.135 0.104 0.166 0.224 ..a ..a -0.026 ..a ..a 
29 0.115 0.058 0.173 0.202 0.051 0.352 -0.018 -0.052 0.016 
30 0.094 0.084 0.105 0.139 0.036 0.243 -0.005 -0.023 0.013 
31 0.184 0.145 0.223 0.180 ..a ..a -0.025 ..a ..a 
32 0.081 0.051 0.110 0.207 -0.529 0.944 -0.017 -0.132 0.098 
Avge. 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.24 0.21 0.27 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 
a Insufficient data 
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Table 81 7. Regression Coefficients and 95% CI for pinch; force stabilized data 
Pre-peak Stabilized Data Post-peak Stabilized Data 
test Slope L95% U95% Inter. L95% U95% Slope L95% U95% 
2 0.025 0.015 0.036 0.138 0.106 0.170 -0.008 -0.013 -0.003 
3 0.063 0.042 0.083 0.214 0.184 0.243 -0.002 -0.003 -0.001 
4 0.042 0.034 0.049 0.240 0.144 0.336 -0.014 -0.030 0.001 
5 0.040 0.026 0.054 0.122 -0.062 0.305 -0.006 -0.035 0.023 
6 0.028 0.024 0.032 0.256 0.131 0.381 -0.002 -0.004 0.001 
7 0.098 0.089 0.107 0.125 0.063 0.187 -0.004 -0.008 0.000 
8 0.125 0.046 0.204 0.138 0.098 0.178 -0.002 -0.003 0.000 
9 0.095 0.063 0.128 0.099 -0.011 0.208 -0.003 -0.011 0.004 
10 0.131 0.123 0.139 0.209 -0.150 0.568 -0.012 -0.058 0.034 
11 0.135 0.084 0.186 0.101 -0.354 0.556 -0.006 -0.064 0.052 
12 0.070 0.049 0.091 0.235 ..a _a -0.028 ..a ..a 
13 0.112 0.082 0.143 0.135 0.063 0.206 -0.007 -0.014 0.000 
14 0.136 0.112 0.161 0.197 -0.175 0.570 -0.011 -0.055 0.034 
15 0.130 0.098 0.162 0.136 ..a ..a -0.008 ..a ..a 
16 0.114 0.092 0.136 0.202 -0.100 0.504 -0.005 -0.026 0.015 
17 0.242 0.184 0.300 ..a ..a _a ..a „a _a 
18 0.117 0.109 0.125 0.321 _.a _a -0.035 ..a ..a 
19 0.159 0.146 0.171 0.203 ..a ..a -0.013 ..a ..a 
20 0.075 0.065 0.086 0.099 -0.276 0.475 -0.003 -0.028 0.023 
21 0.138 0.128 0.148 0.102 ..a ..a -0.003 ..a ..a 
22 0.143 0.130 0.156 ..a _a _.a ..a _.a ..a 
23 0.067 0.048 0.086 0.175 ..a __a -0.022 ..a ..a 
Table B17. (Continued) 
Pre-peak Stabilized Data Post-peak Stabilized Data 
test Slope L95% U95% Inter. L95% U95% Slope L95% U95% 
24 0.077 0.071 0.084 0.255 -.a ..a -0.017 ..a ..a 
25 0.066 0.056 0.077 0.155 -.a ..a -0.020 ..a ..a 
26 0.069 0.035 0.104 0.096 0.002 0.190 -0.005 -0.020 0.010 
27 0.077 0.037 0.117 0.106 -0.297 0.509 -0.009 -0.075 0.057 
28 0.090 0.068 0.112 0.078 ..a _a -0.006 ..a ..a 
29 0.048 0.021 0.075 0.082 -0.165 0.330 -0.004 -0.044 0.035 
30 0.046 0.031 0.062 0.080 -0.008 0.167 -0.005 -0.020 0.010 
31 0.065 0.041 0.090 0.117 -0.357 0.591 -0.007 -0.080 0.065 
32 0.094 0.077 0.111 0.109 -0.046 0.264 -0.007 -0.031 0.018 
Avge. 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.16 0.13 0.18 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
3 Insufficient data 
Table B18. Pinch force regression coefficients 
Pre-pea k Region Post-peak Region 
Source Virgin Data Stabilized Data Source Virgin Data Stabilized Data 
Parameter Coefficient Stdenr Coefficient Stderr Parameter Coefficient Stdenr Coefficient Stderr 
Coef Coef Coef Coef 
Dix 0.120 0.014 0.063 0.012 X -0.023 0.003 -0.016 0.002 
D2x 0.176 0.021 0.142 0.018 D1 0.219 0.011 0.138 0.009 
D3x 0.162 0.013 0.103 0.011 D2 0.267 0.019 0.198 0.016 
D4x 0.149 0.015 0.087 0.013 D3 0.249 0.014 0.170 0.011 
D5x 0.169 0.025 0.146 0.021 D4 0.151 0.013 0.085 0.011 
D6x 0.198 0.025 0.123 0.021 D5 0.246 0.025 0.183 0.020 
D7x 0.184 0.017 0.068 0.015 D6 0.292 0.025 0.203 0.021 
D8x 0.089 0.034 0.086 0.029 D7 0.151 0.018 0.091 0.013 
D8 0.156 0.028 0.079 0.023 
Qx 0.002 2.5E-4 0.001 2.0E-4 
Table B19. Mae values and 95% Cl for virgin characteristic slopes 
Model 
KO K1 K2 
Mean L95% U95% Mean L95% U95% Mean L95% U95% 
1 0.11 0.08 0.13 0.09 0.07 0.11 0.35 0.28 0.43 
2 0.30 0.24 0.35 0.45 0.35 0.55 0.56 0.47 0.65 
3 0.38 0.33 0.44 0.35 0.27 0.43 1.37 0.66 2.08 
4 0.21 0.18 0.25 0.23 0.19 0.26 0.32 0.27 0.38 
5 0.54 0.34 0.74 0.36 0.30 0.41 1.05 0.53 1.57 
6 0.35 0.30 0.40 0.33 0.27 0.38 1.02 0.89 1.15 
7 0.11 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.16 0.25 
8 0.16 0.12 0.19 0.23 0.18 0.28 0.40 0.31 0.48 
9 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.27 0.21 0.34 
10 0.14 0.12 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.16 0.40 0.33 0.48 
11 0.14 0.12 0.17 0.16 0.12 0.19 0.24 0.19 0.28 
Table 820. Mae values and 95% Cl for stabilized characteristic slopes 
Model 
KO K1 K2 
Mean L95% U95% Mean L95% U95% Mean L95% U95% 
1 0.07 0.05 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.14 0.30 0.24 0.36 
2 0.29 0.23 0.34 0.36 0.30 0.43 0.52 0.44 0.59 
3 0.31 0.26 0.35 0.38 0.33 0.42 2.22 0.56 3.88 
4 0.22 0.19 0.25 0.21 0.19 0.24 0.31 0.26 0.37 
5 0.82 0.29 1.35 0.82 0.37 1.27 1.92 0.75 3.10 
6 0.30 0.25 0.35 0.37 0.31 0.42 0.88 0.75 1.00 
7 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.19 0.16 0.22 
8 0.13 0.08 0.17 0.22 0.16 0.29 0.35 0.28 0.42 
9 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.22 0.17 0.27 
10 0.11 0.09 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.19 0.35 0.29 0.41 
11 0.15 0.13 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.23 0.18 0.27 
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Table B21. Mean and 95% confidence interval values for KO slope coefficient 
Virgin KO Stabilized KO 
Test Coeff L95% U95% Coeff L95% U95% 
2 0.71 0.61 0.81 0.62 0.50 0.75 
3 0.72 0.59 0.85 0.61 0.49 0.74 
4 0.68 0.58 0.78 0.70 0.54 0.86 
5 0.70 0.63 0.76 0.81 0.72 0.90 
6 0.64 0.56 0.72 0.70 0.59 0.81 
7 0.62 0.54 0.70 0.62 0.53 0.70 
8 0.70 0.62 0.78 0.67 0.57 0.78 
9 0.59 0.50 0.68 0.60 0.51 0.69 
10 0.58 0.52 0.63 0.60 0.54 0.67 
11 0.63 0.54 0.73 0.59 0.48 0.69 
12 0.52 0.47 0.57 0.55 0.48 0.63 
13 0.48 0.41 0.55 0.51 0.43 0.59 
14 0.43 0.37 0.48 0.44 0.38 0.50 
15 0.43 0.36 0.49 0.49 0.41 0.57 
16 0.38 0.35 0.42 0.46 0.40 0.51 
17 0.39 0.32 0.45 0.42 0.34 0.49 
18 0.52 0.45 0.59 0.58 0.50 0.66 
19 0.43 0.37 0.49 0.43 0.36 0.51 
20 0.46 0.37 0.56 0.53 0.39 0.67 
21 0.37 0.35 0.40 0.41 0.36 0.46 
22 0.48 0.42 0.54 0.49 0.39 0.58 
23 0.37 0.31 0.44 0.34 0.25 0.42 
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Table B21. (Continued) 
Virgin KO Stabilized KO 
Test Coeff L95% U95% Coeff L95% U95% 
24 0.40 0.34 0.45 0.36 0.32 0.40 
25 0.38 0.34 0.42 0.41 0.36 0.47 
26 0.44 0.40 0.49 0.46 0.38 0.54 
27 0.65 0.48 0.82 0.48 0.38 0.58 
28 0.45 0.38 0.51 0.49 0.42 0.56 
29 0.39 0.32 0.46 0.42 0.31 0.52 
30 0.57 0.46 0.68 0.44 0.35 0.54 
31 0.52 0.44 0.61 0.46 0.36 0.55 
32 0.61 0.49 0.74 0.58 0.46 0.70 
Average 0.52 0.48 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.56 
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Table B22. Mean and 95% confidence interval values for K1 slope coefficient 
Test 
Virgin K1 Stabilized K1 
Coeff L95% U95% Coeff L95% U95% 
2 0.58 0.43 0.74 0.62 0.49 0.75 
3 0.48 0.34 0.62 0.58 0.46 0.69 
4 0.56 0.45 0.66 0.62 0.50 0.75 
5 0.73 0.63 0.83 0.71 0.64 0.77 
6 0.55 0.46 0.64 0.62 0.52 0.72 
7 0.54 0.46 0.63 0.58 0.51 0.64 
8 0.57 0.47 0.66 0.65 0.56 0.74 
9 0.47 0.39 0.54 0.54 0.45 0.62 
10 0.53 0.47 0.59 0.58 0.52 0.63 
11 0.44 0.35 0.53 0.58 0.52 0.65 
12 0.46 0.39 0.54 0.61 0.55 0.67 
13 0.47 0.41 0.53 0.52 0.44 0.60 
14 0.47 0.39 0.54 0.54 0.48 0.59 
15 0.44 0.38 0.50 0.58 0.51 0.64 
16 0.39 0.36 0.43 0.53 0.48 0.58 
17 0.46 0.39 0.53 0.53 0.48 0.58 
18 0.51 0.44 0.59 0.61 0.55 0.67 
19 0.43 0.37 0.49 0.52 0.45 0.60 
20 0.45 0.38 0.53 0.59 0.52 0.67 
21 0.35 0.31 0.38 0.51 0.44 0.58 
22 0.48 0.41 0.55 0.65 0.58 0.72 
23 0.38 0.30 0.46 0.59 0.53 0.65 
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Table B22. (Continued) 
Virgin K1 Stabilized K1 
Test Coeff L95% U95% Coeff L95% U95% 
24 0.38 0.33 0.43 0.55 0.49 0.61 
25 0.52 0.43 0.61 0.65 0.55 0.75 
26 0.50 0.41 0.59 0.63 0.55 0.72 
27 0.37 0.25 0.48 0.64 0.55 0.73 
28 0.55 0.46 0.64 0.66 0.57 0.74 
29 0.51 0.43 0.59 0.67 0.58 0.76 
30 0.50 0.43 0.58 0.69 0.58 0.80 
31 0.41 0.31 0.50 0.71 0.56 0.85 
32 0.52 0.39 0.64 0.67 0.53 0.81 
Average 0.48 0.46 0.51 0.60 0.58 0.62 
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Table B23. Mean and 95% confidence interval values for K2 slope coefficient 
Test 
Virgin K2 Stabilized K2 
Coeff L95% U95% Coeff L95% U95% 
2 1.12 0.93 1.31 0.83 0.71 0.95 
3 1.12 0.98 1.25 0.89 0.77 1.01 
4 0.83 0.71 0.94 0.79 0.69 0.90 
5 0.93 0.84 1.02 1.00 0.92 1.08 
6 0.80 0.72 0.89 0.86 0.79 0.92 
7 0.79 0.70 0.87 0.77 0.70 0.84 
8 0.94 0.84 1.05 0.92 0.82 1.02 
9 0.69 0.60 0.79 0.72 0.63 0.81 
10 0.72 0.58 0.87 0.70 0.56 0.84 
11 1.55 1.20 1.89 1.47 1.19 1.75 
12 1.52 1.18 1.87 1.63 1.36 1.90 
13 1.06 0.81 1.30 1.12 0.86 1.38 
14 1.40 1.20 1.60 1.40 1.20 1.61 
15 1.51 1.22 1.79 1.41 1.16 1.66 
16 1.22 0.97 1.47 1.55 1.13 1.96 
17 1.28 1.18 1.38 1.38 1.24 1.52 
18 1.74 1.49 1.98 1.48 1.28 1.68 
19 1.29 0.94 1.65 1.20 0.91 1.48 
20 1.28 0.96 1.60 1.28 0.98 1.58 
21 1.27 0.88 1.67 1.34 1.02 1.66 
22 1.27 1.10 1.44 1.44 1.25 1.63 
23 1.23 0.92 1.53 1.15 0.90 1.41 
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Table B23. (Continued) 
Virgin K2 Stabilized K2 
Test Coeff L95% U95% Coeff L95% U95% 
24 1.65 1.42 1.88 0.72 0.39 1.05 
25 1.41 1.12 1.69 1.66 1.35 1.97 
26 1.58 1.30 1.87 1.35 0.96 1.73 
27 2.37 2.06 2.68 2.00 1.59 2.40 
28 1.84 1.42 2.27 1.85 1.46 2.23 
29 1.79 1.53 2.04 1.77 1.62 1.92 
30 1.62 1.23 2.00 1.67 1.30 2.03 
31 1.37 1.16 1.58 1.28 1.10 1.45 
32 1.34 1.04 1.65 1.51 1.20 1.83 
Average 1.31 1.18 1.44 1.26 1.13 1.39 
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Table B24. Mean values and 95% Cl for Coefficients of characteristic slope 
eq uation 
Virgin Values Stabilized Values 
SLOPE Var. COEFF Std err L95% U95% COEFF Std err L95% U95% 
KO XD1 0.63 0.02 0.60 0.66 0.62 0.02 0.58 0.65 
XD2 0.64 0.02 0.60 0.68 0.62 0.02 0.58 0.66 
XD3 0.50 0.02 0.47 0.54 0.53 0.02 0.50 0.57 
XD4 0.54 0.02 0.50 0.59 0.49 0.02 0.45 0.54 
XD5 0.45 0.03 0.39 0.51 0.52 0.04 0.45 0.59 
XD6 0.42 0.03 0.37 0.47 0.40 0.03 0.35 0.46 
XD7 0.47 0.02 0.43 0.52 0.45 0.03 0.40 0.50 
XD8 0.44 0.05 0.34 0.54 0.46 0.06 0.35 0.57 
XGL -0.09 0.02 -0.12 -0.05 -0.09 0.02 -0.13 -0.05 
Kl XD1 0.52 0.02 0.49 0.56 0.58 0.02 0.55 0.61 
XD2 0.65 0.02 0.62 0.69 0.67 0 02 0.63 0.70 
XD3 0.49 0.02 0.46 0.53 0.61 0.02 0.58 0.64 
XD4 0.48 0.02 0.44 0.52 0.66 0.02 0.62 0.70 
XD5 0.44 0.03 0.38 0.50 0.58 0.03 0.52 0.64 
XD6 0.41 0.03 0.36 0.46 0.54 0.02 0.49 0.58 
XD7 0.44 0.02 0.40 0.49 0.62 0.02 0.57 0.66 
XD8 0.50 0.05 0.40 0.60 0.63 0.05 0.54 0.73 
XGL -0.05 0.02 -0.09 -0.02 -0.06 0.02 -0.09 -0.02 
K2 XD1 1.06 0.11 0.84 1.28 1.12 0.11 0.91 1.33 
XD2 1.28 0.14 1.00 1.56 1.38 0.14 1.11 1.65 
XD3 1.34 0.05 1.24 1.44 1.37 0.05 1.27 1.47 
Table B24. (Continued) 
Virgin Values Stabilized Values 
SLOPE Var. COEFF Std err L95% U95% COEFF Std err L95% U95% 
XD4 1.55 0.08 1.40 1.71 1.56 0.08 1.41 1.71 
XD5 1.35 0.10 1.15 1.56 1.48 0.11 1.26 1.69 
XD6 1.44 0.10 1.25 1.62 0.93 0.08 0.77 1.09 
XD7 1.63 0.09 1.46 1.79 1.54 0.09 1.38 1.71 
XD8 1.58 0.19 1.22 1.95 1.35 0.19 0.98 1.71 
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Table B25. Polynomial order suggested for cyclic force-displacement path 
Maximum 
displacement 
(inches) 
Quarter cycle 
regression 
Half cycle 
regression 
Coefficient of 
Determination 
Standard error 
of estimate 
s. 
0.025 2nd 0996 0 033 
0.025 2nd 0.997 0.034 
0.025 3rd 0.998 0.044 
0.025 3rd 0.999 0.030 
0.050 2nd 0.999 0.011 
0.050 3rd 0.999 0.031 
0.050 3rd 0.999 0.010 
0.050 3rd 0.999 0.010 
0.100 2nd 0.999 0.010 
0.100 2nd 0.999 0.016 
0.100 2nd 0.998 0.017 
0.100 3rd 0.999 0.010 
0.100 3rd 0.998 0.070 
0.100 3rd 0.999 0.021 
0.100 3rd 0.998 0.014 
0.200 2nd 0.994 0.049 
0.200 4th 0.999 0.010 
0.200 2nd 0.988 0.066 
0.200 2nd 0.981 0.075 
0.200 4th 0.995 0.060 
0.200 3rd 0.996 0.050 
0.200 3rd 0.999 0.062 
0.400 2nd 0.997 0.038 
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Table B25. (Continued) 
Maximum Quarter cycle Half cycle Coefficient of Standard error 
displacement regression regression Determination of estimate 
(inches) #2 S, 
0.400 3rd 0.977 0.070 
0.400 2nd 0.998 0.029 
0.400 2nd 0.907 0.163 
0.400 3rd 0.997 0.048 
0.400 4th 0.994 0.057 
0.400 3rd 0.999 0.029 
0.400 3rd 0.985 0.129 
1.000 2nd 0.942 0.165 
1.000 2nd 0.956 0.132 
1.000 2nd 0.998 0.057 
1.000 3rd 0.992 0.102 
1.000 3rd 0.989 0.129 
1.000 2nd 0.950 0.219 
2.000 3rd 0.970 0.173 
5.000 2nd 0.965 0.191 
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Figure B1. MAE mean value and 95% Cl for virgin positive pre-peak region envelope data 
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Figure B2. MAE mean value and 95% CI for virgin negative pre-peak region envelope data 
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Figure B3. MAE mean value and 95% CI for virgin positive post-peak region envelope data 
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Figure B4. MAE mean value and 95% CI for virgin negative post-peak region envelope data 
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Figure B5. MAE mean value and 95% CI for stabilized positive pre-peak region envelope data 
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Figure B6. MAE mean value and 95% CI for stabilized negative pre-peak region envelope data 
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Figure B7. MAE mean value and 95% CI for stabilized positive post-peak region envelope data 
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Figure B8. MAE mean value and 95% CI for stabilized negative post-peak region envelope data 
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Figure 811. MAE comparison for stabilized positive and negative pre-peak envelope data 
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Figure B12. MAE comparison for stabilized positive and negative post-peak envelope data 
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Figure B13. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for degradation factor vs n at pre-peak region 
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Figure B14. IVIAE values and 95% confidence intervais for degradation factor vs n at peak region 
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Figure B15. IWAE values and 95% confidence intervals for degradation factor vs n at post-peak region 
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Figure B16. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for degradation factor vs e/ep at pre-peak region (n=2) 
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Figure B17. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for degradation factor vs e/ep at post-peak region (n=2) 
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Figure B18. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for degradation factor vs e/ep at pre-peak region (n=3) 
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Figure B19. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for degradation factor vs e/ep at post-peak region (n= 
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Figure B20. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for pinch force pre-peak virgin data 
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Figure B21. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for pinch force post-peak virgin data 
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Figure B22. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for pinch force pre-peak stabilized data 
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Figure B23. MAE values and 95% confidence intervais for pinch force post-peak stabilized data 
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Figure B24. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for virgin Ko characteristic slope 
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Figure B25. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for stabilized Ko characteristic slope 
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Figure B26. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for virgin K1 characteristic slope 
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Figure 827. MAE values and 95% confidence intervais for stabilized K1 characteristic slope 
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Figure B28. IVIAE values and 95% confidence intervals for virgin K2 characteristic slope 
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Figure B29. MAE values and 95% confidence intervals for stabilized K2 characteristic slope 
